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This dissertation is focused on a novel wet etching method, named metal-assisted 
chemical etching (MaCE), for fabrication of uniform high-aspect-ratio (HAR) structures 
on silicon (Si) in micro- and nanometer scale. In MaCE, a layer of noble metal thin film is 
deposited on the surface of Si and serves as the catalyst. The metal-loaded Si is immersed 
in hydrofluoric acid (HF)-hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) solution. A redox reaction occurs at 
the metal-Si interface where the Si under the metal film is preferentially etched. The metal 
catalyst can continue etching into Si to form HAR structures. In this dissertation, the 
challenge of obtaining uniform HAR structures by MaCE is firstly addressed where 
random movements of the metal catalyst during MaCE are observed. Then suitable 
experimental conditions are presented, under which uniform HAR holes and trenches on 
Si are successfully fabricated. The uniform MaCE phenomena are explained by the 
microscopic transport processes of HF and electronic holes (h+). Further, the influence of 
h+ transport on the 3D etching profiles is discussed. By applying external electric bias, the 
3D etching profiles is effectively controlled. Further, the transport of h+ is also found to be 
influenced by the dopants type and the doping level of the Si substrates. Based the above 
findings, HAR trenches and holes with vertical sidewalls are successfully fabricated and 
devices built on these structures are demonstrated to work properly. The established 
method further shows compatibility with a novel low-cost lithography method, constituting 
an economic overall approach for HAR structures fabrication. Finally, uniformity of MaCE 
is achieved across multiple wafers that are etched simultaneously, paving the way for its 





1.1 Manufacturing of High-Aspect Ratio Micro- and Nanostructures on Silicon 
Silicon (Si) has been the dominant material in modern microelectronic industries 
for its role as the basis of integrated circuits (IC), the core of all computers around the 
world. Due to its fundamental impact on the evolution of modern society, the past few 
decades have been referred as “The Silicon Age”. In IC, a huge number of devices with 
different functionalities, such as transistors, conductors, capacitors and resistors, are 
integrated on small Si chips. The promotion of the performance of an IC is majorly realized 
by increasing the number of devices integrated on the chips through miniaturization of the 
dimension scale of individual devices. Current state-of-the-art technologies are capable of 
manufacturing transistors with lateral dimension as small as 14 nm [1], which makes it 
possible to integrate billions of these devices on a chip. On the other hand, to fully utilize 
the volume of Si substrates, more components are built not only on the Si surface (2D 
components), but also inside the Si substrates (3D components). The use of 3D components 
has been considered a promising strategy to continue the performance promotion since the 
miniaturization of conventional 2D components is becoming more and more difficult. For 
example, vertically stacked ICs have been studied, where vertical electrical interconnects 
between each ICs, named through silicon vias (TSV),  are used. The TSV penetrate through 
the Si substrates and enable the communication of electrical signals across each layer of 
the stacked ICs.[2] 
Besides electronic and electrical devices, the idea of miniaturization has been 
extended to devices with mechanical and chemical functionality, such as micro-/nano-
electromechanical system (MEMS/NEMS)[3], microfluidics [4], photonic devices[5], 
memory devices, energy harvesting and storage.[6, 7] Due to suitable mechanical 
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properties and chemical stability, Si also serve as the base material in these devices. From 
the view of geometry, these devices employ the structures, such as deep holes and deep 
trenches, with small lateral size (or width, w) and high depth (d) in the micrometer and 
nanometer scale. These structures are referred to as high-aspect ratio (HAR) structures in 




Figure 1 Applications of HAR structures on Si. (a) Through silicon vias. Reprinted with permission 
from [2]. Copyright 2009, IEEE; (b) MEMS. Reprinted with permission from  [8]. Copyright 2001, 
IEEE; (c) Si nanowires. Reprinted with permission from [9]. Copyright 2013, John Wiley and Sons; 




1.2 Current HAR structures fabrication technology on Si and limitations 
Generally, the structures can be manufactured through either bottom-up or top-
down strategies. In the bottom-up strategy, HAR structures are synthesized from Si atoms-
containing precursors, such as silanes [11]. This strategy incurs high-temperature 
processing, which may be harmful to other electronic components in electronic systems. 
On the other hand, the top-down strategy is primarily adopted by the industry, where a 
certain volume of Si is removed from the substrates. The removal of Si is referred to as the 
etching of Si in this dissertation. A Si etching technology that is suitable for HAR structures 
fabrication should proceed towards a specific direction into the substrates while keeping 
the Si in other directions intact. In other words, a Si etching technology for HAR structures 
should be an anisotropic etching. A brief review of currently available HAR etching 
technologies together with their limitations will be presented in the following sections. 
1.2.1 Dry etching 
Depending on the status of chemicals used for etching Si, Si etching technologies 
can be categorized into dry etching and wet etching, where gaseous and liquid chemicals 
are involved, respectively. Because plasma is always involved in the dry etching, the dry 
etching is also called plasma etching in many cases. In current industry, HAR Si etching is 
primarily realized by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) method, a type of dry etching 
methods specifically developed for HAR structures fabrication. In a typical DRIE process, 
Si substrates are coated with a patterned mask layer. The area to be etched is exposed to 
the etching gas while the other area is protected by the mask. The substrate with the mask 
is placed between two electrodes in a vacuum chamber (Figure 2) for deep etching. Two 
different steps, i.e. the etching step and the passivating step, alternate through the whole 
etching process (Figure 3). In the etching step, SF6 plasma is generated inside the vacuum 
chamber and driven to bombard the exposed surface on the substrate by an electric bias. 
The bombardment of plasma causes etching of Si. After etching, the surface of etched 
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cavity is passivated by polymers generated by C4F8 plasma. Then the etching step takes 
place again. Since the electric bias that accelerates the SF6 plasma is aligned vertical to the 
substrate, most etching occurs at the bottom of etched cavity while the passivation layer on 
sidewall remains relatively intact. As the etching step and the passivation step continue 
alternating, the etched cavity grows vertically into the substrate, which finally forms 
vertical HAR structures. The lateral geometry of etching profile can have high fidelity to 
the pattern in the mask layer, which can be arbitrarily defined by lithography technologies. 
The state-of-the-art DRIE technology has demonstrated capability of producing 35 nm-
wide deep trenches with aspect ratio over 120:1.[12] However, expensive instruments and 
maintenance (~$200,000) are required for DRIE to produce HAR structures. In high-
volume manufacturing, the cost even increases exponentially as the size of Si wafers 
increases. Thus, the economic viability of DRIE for industry is questionable. Also, since 
the etching proceeds in a pulsed fashion, the sidewalls possess intrinsic scalloping features 
with roughness of 50-200 nm (Figure 4). In order to achieve a low extent of scalloping for 
decent device performance, the etching rate has to be compromised.[13] 
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Figure 2 Schematic structure of a DRIE tool. Reprinted with permission from [14]. Copyright 
2007, IOP Publishing. 
 
Figure 3 A schematic DRIE processing flow for deep etching on Si. Reprinted with permission 
from [14]. Copyright 2007, IOP Publishing. 
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Figure 4 (a) An array of deep holes etched into Si by DRIE; (b) magnified image of the top of the 
holes in (a). Reprinted with permission from [13]. Copyright 2011, IEEE. 
 
1.2.2 Wet etching-KOH Etching 
A low cost etching method for HAR structures has always been desirable. It has 
long been known that certain HAR structures could be formed by simply dipping Si in 
basic etching solution. For example, Si can react with potassium hydroxide (KOH) 
solutions [15]: 
+ 2
2 2 2 2Si+2KOH+2H O 2K +2H +SiO (OH)
                                 (1)                                             
In the KOH solution, the etching rate of Si differs in each of its crystalline planes.  
Si is a tetravalent element. Inside a piece of single crystalline Si substrates, Si atoms are 
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bonded with four neighboring ones through Si-Si bonds (Figure 5 (a)). The four 
neighboring Si atoms form a tetrahedron (Figure 5 (b)). However, Si atoms on the surface 
have to bond with heterogeneous atoms (mostly, oxygen (O) or hydrogen atoms (H) 
because they no longer have four neighboring Si atoms. These Si-O or Si-H bonds are 
named as the surface bonds. The crystalline orientation of the exposed surface determines 
how many surface bonds each surface Si atom has: for surface with <100> or <110> 
orientation, each Si atom has two surface bonds and two Si-Si back bonds; for surface with 
<111> orientation, however, each Si atom has one surface bond and three Si-Si back bonds 
(Figure 5 (b)). During the KOH etching, the etching species, hydroxyl ion (OH-), needs to 
break Si-Si back bonds before a surface Si atom leaves from the substrate. Etching on (111) 
plane thus becomes less favorable, because it requires breaking of three Si-Si back bonds 
per Si atom, which is more than those on <100> or <110> planes. In KOH etching 
experiments, V-trenches and vertical trenches are formed on (100)-Si (Si wafers with the 
top surface being (100) plane, the same in the following) and (110)-Si, respectively (Figure 
6). Since the anisotropy of KOH etching originates from the chemical difference between 
crystalline planes, the surface of etching profile is smooth and roughness can be lower than 
10 nm [16]. However, the type of HAR structures that can be made by KOH etching is 
highly limited to trenches with width larger than 1 μm.  
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Figure 5 (a) A unit cell of Si crystal with miller index of orientation; (b) a Si atom with four 
covalent bonds with adjacent Si atoms. 
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Figure 6 Mechanisms of KOH etching reactions on (a) (100)–Si Surface and (b) (111)-Si surface. 
(c) Cross-sectional SEM image of a V-groove on (100)-Si substrates by KOH etching.   
 
 
1.2.3 Wet Etching-Acidic Electrochemical Etching  
On the other hand, HAR pores with diameter between 0.3 μm to tens of microns 
have been fabricated by acidic electrochemical etching (ECE).[17-19] The method is based 
on the fact that Si can be dissolve by hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution with the existence of 
electronic holes (h+): 
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+ + 2
2 6Si+6HF+2h 4H +H +SiF
                                            (2) 
              or        
+ + 2
6Si+6HF+4h 6H +SiF
                                                 (3) 
  
                                       
  During etching, electron-h+ pairs are generated in Si substrates under light 
illumination. The h+ are driven to the front surface by an external electric bias and causes 
etching on the front surface of Si (Figure 7 (a)). It has been proposed that h+ will be 
concentrated at the tips of vertical pores (Figure 7 (b)) [17], which facilitate the vertical 
growth of pores. It should be noticed that for vertical pores formation, the current density 
or the h+ concentration (c(h+)) needs to be smaller than a critical value, named as the critical 
current density (Jc), otherwise vertical pores will grow isotrapically into shallow dents. 
Since Jc is a function of c(HF), Jc can be written as J(c(HF)). The conditions where c(h
+)< 
J(c(HF)) and c(h+)> J(c(HF)) are referred to as the porous Si formation region (PSF) and 
electropolishing region (EPR), respectively (Figure 8).[20] In PSF, the etching direction 
is found to follow <100> crystalline direction, which coincides with the vertical direction 
on (100)-Si. The crystalline-orientation dependent etching may be explained by the back 
bond theory similar to that in KOH etching. In EPR, since the amount of h+ is abundant, 
the surface Si atoms are oxidized and Si-O-Si bonds are formed in Si-Si back bonds. Under 
this condition, the dissolution of Si by HF is actually the chemical dissolution of Si-O, 
which has an isotropic feature (Figure 9 (a), (b), and (c)).[21] However, although vertical 
pores can be obtained on (100) substrate, branching of pores are observed in etching of 
both (100) substrates as well as non-(100) substrates (Figure 10).[19, 22] The branching 
behavior will generate a considerable amount of undesired defects which may be harmful 
in applications. Also, HAR structures other than pores are difficult to be fabricated by ECE. 
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Figure 7 (a) A schematic setup of ECE and (b) a schematic charge transport process at the Si-




Figure 8 (a) Current density (J)-voltage (V) curve of (100)-, (110)- and (111)- oriented Si in 5% 
wt HF solution. Reprinted with permission from [20]. Copyright 1993, The Electrochemical 









Figure 10 The results of ECE on Si with branching on the sidewall of the etched pores. Reprinted 
with permission from [22]. Copyright 1999, The Electrochemical Society. 
 
 
In brief summary, for fabrication of HAR structures on Si, DRIE has been the most 
popular method due to its capability of etching structures with versatile lateral geometry. 
However, it suffers from poor economic viability in large scale production.  As low cost 
alternatives, basic etching and ECE can etch trenches and pores with high aspect ratio, but 
the types of lateral geometry is highly limited. It is highly desirable that a novel etching 
technology is developed that combines the merits of low cost, arbitrary lateral geometry 
capability along with high etching rate and low surface roughness. Moreover, the etching 
direction of a novel etching method is expected to be tunable for fabricating HAR 




Figure 11 Limitations of current methods for HAR structures fabrication on Si. 
 
 
1.3 Metal-assisted chemical etching: state of the art and challenges 
In this dissertation, a novel etching method, named metal-assisted chemical etching 
(MaCE), is demonstrated to possess the desirable merits mentioned above.  Inspired by the 
concept of ECE that Si can be etched by HF with the existence of h+, MaCE etches Si using 
a layer of patterned metal as the cathode for local h+ generation by chemical decomposition 
of H2O2. The etching occurs when the metal-loaded Si is immersed in a mixture solution 
of H2O2 and hydrofluoric acid (HF). H2O2 is catalytically reduced on catalyst surface. At 
the same time, electronic holes (h+) are injected metal into the surrounding Si (Eq. 4), which 
is dissolved by the coexisted HF (Eq. 5): 
Noble Metal
2 2 2H O 2H 2H O 2h
                                            (4) 
                                   
+ 2-
6Si+4h +6HF SiF 6H
                                                 (5) 
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Figure 12 Microscopic processes during MaCE. 1. Decomposition of H2O2 (Equation 4); 2. 
Transport of h+; 3. Transport of HF; 4. Dissolution of Si (Equation 5); 5. Transport of SiF62-; 6. 
Diffusion of excessive h+.  
 
 
Subsequently, the catalyst moves into the etched space and assists further etching 
(Figure 12). Unlike ECE, since h+ are locally generated from the metal catalyst in MaCE, 
only the volume of Si in proximity of catalyst is etched (it should be noted that bare Si 
without metal catalysts stays stable in H2O2-HF etchant with etching rate less than 20 nm 
per hour [23]). Another feature of MaCE is that the catalyst moves during etching, and the 
final etching profile reflects the trace of catalyst movement.  
MaCE phenomenon was firstly reported in 2000 by Li et al. [24] In the report, 
separate Au, Pt and Au/Pd particles were deposited on Si substrates and the samples were 
etched in H2O2-HF solution. After etching, the surface of Si substrates became porous and 
the metal particles were found at the bottom of the pores (Figure 13). Heavily-doped P-
type Si (p+ Si) and lightly-doped P-type Si (p- Si) were used in the experiments. The 
morphology of the etched Si varied with the doping level. MaCE using metal nanoparticles 
were further systematically studied by Chartier et al.[25] The authors used the term ρ to 
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denote the composition of the etching solution, where ρ=[HF]/([HF]+[H2O2]). In etching 
solutions with high ρ value, pores tended to form on Si in solutions with low ρ value, 
however, the whole top layer of Si was removed, similar to the electropolishing phenomena 
in the ECE of Si discussed in the section 1.2.3 (Figure 14). By conducting MaCE with 
separate metal particles, porous Si surface could be prepared with enhanced 




Figure 13 SEM images of Au-coated Si after etching in HF-H2O2 for 30 s. The top surface is tilted 
30° from normal to reveal both top surface and the cross section. (a) Au-coated area on p+ Si, (b) 
off the Au-coated area on p+ Si, and (c) off the Au-coated area on p- Si. Reprinted with permission 





Figure 14 SEM images (at 45o) of p-Si (100) samples after HF-H2O2 etching with different ρ values. 
Reprinted with permission from [25]. Copyright 2008, Elsevier. 
 
 
Besides the metal particles, metal meshes have also been used in MaCE to fabricate 
Si nanowires (NWs) or pillars. The metal mesh could be fabricated through deposition of 
metal on Si with a layer of silica particles as the mask. During MaCE, the metal mesh 
etched into Si; the Si without coverage of the metal remained hardly etched to form Si NWs 
(Figure 15).[29] The use of metal mesh in MaCE have achieved success in Si NWs 
fabrication with a broad range of diameters [30], doping levels [31, 32], crystal orientations 
[33, 34] and 3D geometries [35-37]. Due to the large lateral size and interconnected 
morphology, the metal mesh could etch stably into Si and form straight Si nanowires. 
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Figure 15 (Color online) Schematic illustration of the experimental procedures for fabricating 
large-area arrays of ordered SiNWs: (a) deposition of monolayer silica colloidal crystal template 
on Si surface; (b) fabrication of 2D non-close-packed silica colloidal crystals on Si surface; (c) 
deposition of silver layer on Si surface through the non-close-packed colloidal crystal template; (d) 
formation of regular silver nanohole arrays by removing silica colloids by brief ultrasonication in 
water; and (e) formation of SiNWs by catalytic etching. The corresponding SEM micrographs on 
the right show the monolayer silica colloidal crystal template (a), the 2D nonclose-packed silica 
colloidal crystal template (b), the silver film with periodic nanohole arrays (d), and ordered SiNW 
arrays produced using catalytic silver film with periodic nanoholes (e). Reprinted with permission 
from [29]. Copyright 2007, AIP Publishing.  
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By using lithographically defined catalyst, our group has previously demonstrated 
a series of controllable nonlinear etching behaviors in MaCE, such as spiraling of catalyst 
[38-40], folding of hinged catalyst [41], and out-of-plane rotation of pinned catalyst 
(Figure 16).[42-44] The forces that induced these nonlinear etching behaviors have been 
analyzed.[44] These movements produced a set of complicated shallow structures on Si, 
which cannot be fabricated by any other existing technology. However, these catalysts have 
much smaller lateral size and are separate from each other on the Si substrates, therefore 
bending and deformation have been observed during MaCE. It will be desirable that metal 
catalysts can move deeply into Si in a stable way to form uniform HAR structures for the 
applications mentioned above. The challenges of achieving this goal and the solutions for 
these challenges will be discussed throughout the following chapters. Based on a research 




Figure 16 (a) Spiral movement of a star-shaped Au catalyst in MaCE. Reprinted with permission 
from [39]. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society; (b) out-of-plane rotation of a horseshoe-
shaped Au catalysts in MaCE. Reprinted with permission from [42]. Copyright 2011, John Wiley 
and Sons. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MACE BY SEPARATE METAL PARTICLES AS CATALYSTS 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we start with silver (Ag) nanoparticles with diameter of 10-30 nm 
as catalyst to test if they can form HAR structures on Si through MaCE. The schematic 
process flow is shown Figure 17. This chapter have been partially published in [45] and 




Figure 17 Schematic processing flow of MaCE by separate metal particles: (a) bare Si preparation; 





All chemicals are directly used after purchase without extra processing unless 
mentioned. Single-side polished single crystalline (100) p-type boron-doped Si wafers with 
100 mm diameter (Ultrasil, CA) with a resistivity of 1–10 Ω·cm were cleaved into 1×1 cm2 
pieces. The Si pieces were cleaned in Piranha solution (1:1 volume ratio H2O2:H2SO4) at 
180 oC for 30 min, and then immersed in 1 wt% HF (aq) solution to remove the oxide layer. 
Deionzed water (DI water) was produced by a Thermo Scientific Barnstead Smart2Pure 
water purification system. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were taken from 
Ziess LEO 1550 thermally assisted field emission (TFE) SEM operating at 10 keV with a 
working distance between 2 and 7 mm with inserted Oxford EDS system. A VersaStat MC 
potentiostat by Princeton Applied Research was used for current-potential output and 
recording during Cu plating.   
Ag nanoparticles (NPs) were deposited on clean Si surface by electroless metal 
deposition (EMD) method  [25]. The Si samples were immersed in a solution containing 
AgNO3 (Aldrich) and HF for a certain period. After rinsed by copious DI water and dried 
in N2, the Si sample loaded with Ag NPs was immersed in a HF-H2O2 etching solution and 
quenched in DI water as the etching ended. The cross sectional SEM image were obtained 
by mechanically cleaving the etched sample. 
The etched samples were subjected to a home-made working electrode for 
electroplating. A platinum wire was used as the counter electrode and Ag/AgCl in saturated 
KCl (aq) solution was used as the reference electrode. The plating solution contained 
CuSO4, H2SO4 and other additives.  After plating, the samples were rinsed and dried for 
SEM observation. 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Ag NPs Deposition 
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Ag NPs were deposited on the Si surface through a substitution reaction:  
+ 2- +
64Ag +6HF SiF +Ag+2H                                                 (6) 
                                                         
                     
The particle size of Ag NPs could be controlled by the concentration of AgNO3. 
Under the condition used here, the size of Ag NPs was in a range of 10 to 50 nm (Figure 
18 (a)). The NPs were well separated and the surface density was estimated to be 103/um2 
from the top view SEM images.  
2.2.2 MaCE for HAR pores  
The MaCE process was conducted by immersing the sample in the HF-H2O2 
solution. After etching, the top surface of Si samples showed a porous morphology (Figure 
18 (b)). Based on the IUPAC recommendation [46], both mesopores and macropores were 
observed. The shape of the pores was random, which was different from the regular shape 
of pores by ECE. This suggests that the shape of the pores may be defined by the movement 
of metal catalyst, rather than the h+ during etching or the crystalline direction of the Si 
substrates. From the top-view SEM images, some Ag NPs were observed remaining in the 
near-surface region. It is worth noting that the average diameter of these remaining Ag NPs 
was significantly larger than that of original Ag NPs. It has been proposed that the etching 
rate was inversely related to the size of metal catalyst. Thus some small particles might 
have etched into the Si sample, while the bigger catalysts were left near surface.   
More relevant images that demonstrate the movement of those Ag NPs which 
etched into the bulk Si samples are the cross-sectional images (Figure 18 (c) and (d)). Two 
layers could be distinguished simply by the contrast of the image. The higher contrast of 
the top layer under the electron microscope observation might be assigned to a higher h+ 
injection rate, which makes the Si more oxidized.  In the top layer of about 4 μm in depth, 
the number density of pores was higher. Both straight as well as winding pores could be 
found in images with higher magnification. It could be deduced that some Ag NPs moved 
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tortuously and finally stays in the near surface region, which was consistent with the 
observation in Figure 18 (a). 
In the bottom layer, vertically aligned pores with a maximum depth of 11 μm and 
a minimum diameter of 30 nm could be observed. The maximum AR reached 350. Ag NPs 
were found to reside in the bottom of most of pores, and the pore diameters exactly 
followed that of the residing Ag NPs. The result clearly demonstrates that MaCE is 
anisotropic, which is necessary for fabrication of HAR structures.  
The anisotropy of MaCE is one of its most fascinating features. According to the 
mechanism of ECE, the <100> crystalline directions are the preferred etching direction in 
PSF region. In the result here, the vertical etching direction was preferred, which coincided 
with the <100> directions. The porous morphology of the etching results as well as the 
preferred directions along <100> direction implying that the transport of h+ might be 
similar to that in the PSF region in ECE.   
Although HAR structures could be observed from the results of MaCE, it is 
essential to find out why some of the Ag NPs moved randomly in the near-surface region. 
Intuitively, the shape variation between each particle may be a contributing factor. 
However, due to the resolution of SEM instrument, it is hard to compare the shape of the 
nano-sized particles. Another possibility is the aggregation of Ag NPs. It has been reported 
[47] that for micron-sized Au particles, the aggregation of multiple particles would etch 
more straightly than separate individual particles. Huang also reported highly ordered Si 
nanowires could be achieved by MaCE of high density Ag NPs [30, 33]. It is conceivable 
that in the nano-scale, since nearly all the particles do not have absolutely spherical shapes, 
the irregular shape may make the particles deviate from the favorable [100] direction due 
to the irregularity of the shape. In this sense, patterned metal NPs with regular shapes and 





Figure 18 (a) Top view of the Si surface after deposition of Ag NPs. (b) Top view and (c) cross 
sectional SEM image of Si surface after MaCE; (d) magnified image in middle of (c). 
 
 
2.2.3 MaCE by patterned Au NPs with regular shapes  
Lithographically defined Au NPs array were used as the catalysts in MaCE. The 
diameter of the Au NPs was 120 nm with a spacing of 500 nm. (Figure 19). Some verticals 
holes with diameter of 200-400 nm and depth of 160 μm were also observed after MaCE 
for 15 min, corresponding to an aspect ratio of 400 to 800 and an etching rate of 10 μm/min. 
In comparison, in dry etching the rate ranges from 5-10 μm/min, with the highest aspect 
ratio being ~100:1. Also, since the etching proceeds continuously, the sidewall of holes by 
MaCE was smooth and free of scalloping, which was hard to be achieved by dry etching. 
However, pores with random shapes could be observed as well, which were similar to those 
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in results from MaCE by Ag NPs. The results imply that the irregularity of the shape of the 




Figure 19 SEM images of (e) lithography-patterned Au NPs on Si; (f) Si after MaCE by Au NPs, 
the magnified images of the top part and the bottom part are shown in (g) and (h), respectively. 
 
 
2.2.4 Cu filling of the etched pores  
Another possible reason for the random etching is that due to the diameter of the 
pores was too small, the transport of the etching solution may be hindered which caused 
fluctuations in the local chemical environment at the catalyst-Si interface.  To test the 
difficulty of solution transport within the narrow pores, Si samples with the etched pores 
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were electroplated with Cu in solution. It is noteworthy that compared to the blind holes 
etched by traditional DRIE method or wet etching, the bottom of the pores contains metal 
catalyst. These catalysts could not only accelerate the etching, but also serve as the seed 
layer for electroplating due to a lower overpotential of Cu reduction on metal surface 
compared to Si: 
2 metalCu 2e Cu                                                           (7) 
From the electrochemistry data (not shown here), an anodic shift of 50-100 mV was 
observed for the reduction threshold potential of Cu on Ag NPs loaded Si compared to the 




Figure 20 Cross sectional SEM images of (a) Cu filled Si via; (b) magnified image of a straight via 
tip; (c) magnified image of a helical via tip.    
 
 
A complete Cu filling has been reported [48] for micro-sized pores by MaCE with 
Au microsphere at the bottom. Here a Cu filling in the sub-100 nm wide pore is firstly 
reported. Figure 20 (a) and (b) showed that Cu could grow from the Ag NPs at the bottom 
of a 30nm-wide straight pore. What is more surprising is that a helical pore 11μm deep 
from top surface is also observed with Cu filling. The result indicates that the plating 
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solution was well able to reach the bottom of the pores with diameter as small as 30 nm 
and AR as high as over 100:1. And the transport of etching solution inside the HAR pores 
should be allowed. 
2.4 Conclusion 
The above findings demonstrate that the MaCE is a promising technology in 
nanomanufacturing of HAR structures with high aspect ratio, high etching speed and low 
surface roughness. However, ideally all the Au or Ag NPs should etch in the same way 
since they have the same geometry and are exposed to the same chemical environment 
(Figure 21 (a) and (b)). In experiments, a considerable amount of Au and Ag NPs were 
found etching randomly, and the etching profiles under a given MaCE conditions is non-
uniform. The non-uniform etching poses a fundamental challenge to the application of 
MaCE in HAR structures fabrication. In the manufacturing of real devices, the etching 
uniformity is highly demanded. Poor uniformity can induce severe degradation of device 
performance. For example, in 3D electronic packaging, roughness over 72 nm on the 
sidewall of through Si vias (TSVs) significantly raised up the leakage of signal 
communication [49]; in Si photonic crystals, the optical properties significantly degraded 
with a 2% size variation of each repeating unit [50]. Thus, it is imperative to understand 
how to achieve uniformity in MaCE before it is applicable in HAR structures fabrication. 
Based on our knowledge, the random etching phenomenon, as have been reported by 
several research groups (Figure 21 (d) and (e)) [51, 52], is not fully understood and no 




Figure 21 Schematics of (a) metal catalysts on Si; (b) ideal etching profile by the metal; (c) real 
etching profile by the metal. (d) and (e) show SEM images of Si after MaCE using Au stripes as 
catalysts reported by two independent groups. Reprinted with permission from [51] and [52], 
respectively. Copyright 2012, Royal Society of Chemistry and Copyright 2013, American 











UNIFORM HAR VERTICAL MACE BY NANOPOROUS 
CATALYST 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the feasibility of using MaCE to fabricate uniform microstructures 
is demonstrated. The contents in this chapter have been partially published in [53] and 
reprinted here with permission. Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. 
From the view of mechanism, the process of MaCE can be divided into two parts: 
the mass transport process (MT) and charge transport process (CT). The MT includes the 
transport of reactants (HF and H2O2) and products (H2O and H2SiF6), while the CT consists 
of the generation, transport and consumption of h+. In experiment, MT can be controlled 
by the geometry and morphology of catalyst, while CT can be controlled by the 
concentration of HF and H2O2. The final etching profile is synergistically influenced by 
the MT and the CT. For the convenience of following discussion, here we adopt the term 
ρ=[HF]/([HF]+[H2O2]), where [HF] and [H2O2] are concentration of HF and H2O2 in 
mol/L. And we use the format of ρ(x)y to name a specific etchant of which ρ=x and [HF]=y. 
Regarding the non-uniform etching results reported in literature [51, 52], here we 
identify two major factors that caused the failure in prior literatures: (1) the catalysts 
adopted continuous-film morphology. During etching, the etching solution could hardly 
reach the region under the center of catalyst. Therefore, the etching rate of this region was 
slower than that near the catalyst edge.[54] The uneven etch rate finally induced the 
deformation of catalyst. (2) Etchant of high ρ value (0.80-0.95) was used, in which the 
number of generated h+ was less that can be consumed up by the process described in 
Equation 5 [25]. This condition was found to cause the random movement of the 
catalyst.[51, 55]  
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Here, we solve these issues by two fundamental innovations: (1) Au stripes with 
nanoporous morphology are used as catalysts. The nanoporous morphology of Au stripes 
allows MT proceeding through the catalyst edge as well as the pores within the stripe 
(named through-catalyst MT, Figure 23 (a)). The distance of MT is significantly shortened 
and evenly distributed, which guarantees a uniform high etching rate across the catalyst. 
We also demonstrate that the desired nanoporous Au catalyst can be facilely obtained by 
surface treatment of substrate and control of deposition thickness during electron beam 
evaporation, as described in the following session; (2) the ρ value of the etchant is lowered 
to 0.37. The low-ρ etchant induced an electropolishing-favoring type charge (EPF) 
transport. Under this condition, etching is favored only along the normal of substrate 
surface, which also facilitates the uniformity of vertical etching profile. 
3.2 Methods 
Boron-doped (100) and (111)-oriented Si wafers with (University Wafer, MA) with 
a resistivity of 1–10 Ω·cm were cleaned in Piranha solution at 120 oC for 10 min, and then 
dipped in 1% w/w aqueous HF solution to remove the oxide layer. The (100)-type Si 
substrates were used for most of the test unless specified. For electron beam lithography, a 
350 nm-thick poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA A6, Microchem, MA) resist film was 
spun cast on Si wafer and exposed in a JEOL-9300FS EBL system with a base dose of 400 
μC/cm2. The exposed wafer was developed in the mixture of isopropanol and methyl 
isobutyl ketone with a volume ratio of 1:1 for 2 min. For photolithography, a 1.6 μm-thick 
layer of positive resist Microposit S1813 (Shipley) was spun cast on the wafer and exposed 
in a mask aligner (Karl Suss MA6) by 405 nm UV light. The exposed wafer was developed 
in Microposit MF 319 developer. All the wafers with patterned resist are treated with 
oxygen plasma (RF power: 22 W) in a RIE tool (Plasma Therm Inc.) to remove any 
polymer residue on exposed areas and render the Si surface as oxygen-terminated (Si-O); 
the Si-O surface can be altered as hydrogen terminated (Si-H) by immersing the Si-O 
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sample in a buffer oxide etch (6:1) solution for 1 min and rinsing with copious deionized 
water. Water contact angle measurements were performed with a Rame-Hart goniometer 
with a charge-coupled device camera equipped for image capture. Au catalysts were 
deposited by an electron beam evaporator at a rate of 0.5 Å/sec in a vacuum atmosphere of 
3×10-6 Torr (CVC Product Inc.). In this chapter, the thickness refers to the nominal value 
measured by an in-situ monitor (Maxtek Sensor Crystal Gold 6MHz 74016-1139 P/N 
103220, Inficon) unless specified. 
To prepare the etchant, HF (48-52%wt in H2O) and H2O2 (30%wt in H2O, 
Anachemia Chemicals, LLC) were directly mixed without further processing. Deionzed 
water (DI water) was produced by a Thermo Scientific Barnstead Smart2Pure water 
purification system. The total volume of the etchant was fixed as 42 mL. The etching was 
conducted by gently immersed the sample in the etchant solution in a closed non-
transparent polyethylene container for a certain amount of time at room temperature. No 
additional agitation was used. To fill the trench, an epoxy precursor (17g EPON Resin 862, 
Hexion Special Chemicals Inc.; 20 g Lindride 52D, Lindau Chemicals; one drop of 
imidazole catalyst, Shikoku) is cast on the etched sample and cured at 150 oC in an 
atmospheric oven for 1 hr. The polymer replica is isolated by completely removal of Si in 
the mixture of HNO3 (70%wt), HF (49%wt) and H2O with the volume ratio of 1:1:1 
overnight. SEM were taken from Ziess LEO 1530 thermally assisted field emission (TFE) 
SEM operating at 10 keV with a working distance between 2 and 7 mm with inserted 
Oxford EDS system. Atomic force microscope data was collected by Veeco Dimension 
Edge AFM with Bruker TESP-SS Si tips (nominal tip radius: 2 nm). The Matlab7.0 
software was used for modeling of hole concentration.  
3.3 Results and Discussion 
It has been reported that oxygen-terminated Si surface (Si-O) dewets Au.[56] At 
the early stage of physical vapor deposition of Au thin film on Si-O, separated islands of 
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Au atoms are formed by their self-agglomeration.[57] As the deposition proceeds, the 
islands grow and the gaps between them become narrower, before they finally coalesce 
into a continuous film.  By control of the amount of deposited Au, i.e. its nominal thickness 
(referred as thickness in the following discussion unless specified), we can obtain a 
partially-coalesced Au film with few-nanometer-wide gaps between the Au islands. Based 
on this idea, (100)-oriented single crystal Si substrate (referred as Si in the following unless 
specified) was coated with a layer of polymer resist. A 2.00±0.03 μm-wide stripe-shape 
exposed area was patterned by electron beam lithography (EBL) due to high patterning 
accuracy. EBL is used in the fabrication of all other patterns in this chapter unless specified. 
After treated with oxygen plasma, the exposed area on Si showed a water contact angle of 
0o (Figure 23 (b) inset), an evidence of Si-O surface chemistry which was primarily 
composed of silanol group (Si-O-H).[21] Subsequently, Au of 10 nm thickness was 
deposited on Si-O (named as SiO-10 nm catalyst) by electron beam evaporation. Under 
SEM, the nanoporous morphology within SiO-10 nm catalyst can be clearly observed, with 
an average pore width of 5-10 nm (Figure 22 and Figure 23 (b)). The Au-loaded Si was 
immersed in ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant for 1 minute. (In this chapter, the polymer resist was not lift-
off before etching mainly because the process was found to partially remove the catalyst 
as well). After etching, the SiO-10 nm catalyst moved vertically into Si by 480 nm; the 
sidewall of the formed trench is smooth and the overall catalyst keeps flat (Figure 23 (c)). 
The nanoporous morphology of SiO-10 nm catalyst was also characterized by atomic force 
microscope (AFM) using super-sharp tips. The AFM-measured thickness of SiO-10 nm 
catalyst is 10.0±1.0 nm (Figure 23 (d)), identical with the maximum peak-to-valley depth 
of 9.8 nm within the stripe (Figure 23(e)). This accordance implies that the pores penetrate 
through the whole layer of Au film, a necessary condition for through-catalyst MT to occur.   
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Figure 22 Cross-sectional SEM image of a SiO-10 nm Au catalyst on Si substrate viewed at 5o 
tilting angle. Black arrows indicate nanopores in SiO-10 nm Au for through-catalyst mass transport.   
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Figure 23 (a) Schematic mechanism of a through-catalyst MT process. (b) Bird’s eye view SEM 
images of SiO-10 nm catalyst. The inset shows the contact angle image of a water droplet on the 
Si-O surface. (c) Cross-sectional SEM image of the trench etched by SiO-10 nm catalyst shown in 
(b) for 1 min in ρ(0.37)1.8  etchant. (d) Overall and (e) detailed AFM height sensor image (up) and 








*Note: For AFM measurement, the Au stripes are patterned as an array using standard 
photolithography process described in the experimental session. The overall thickness is measured 
after lift-off of the photoresist. Since the adhesion between Au and Si-O surface is not strong 
enough to survive the lift-off process, the AFM image is collected from the remaining Au stripe. 
Here we assume the measured morphology and absolute thickness are the identical to the Au stripes 
patterned by EBL, because the same substrate and deposition condition are used. 
In contrast, if the catalysts possess continuous morphology, they are supposed to 
easily deform after etching, since the mass transport is only enabled from the edge of 
catalyst (Figure 24 (a)). To illustrate this point, we obtained continuous Au catalysts by 
increasing their thickness or treating the substrate surface to wet Au. Figure 24 (b) shows 
a 20 nm-thick Au catalyst on Si-O surface (named as SiO-20nm catalyst); Figure 24 (c) 
shows a 10 nm-thick Au catalyst (named as SiH-10 nm catalyst) on hydrogen-terminated 
Si surface (Si-H). The Si-H was obtained by treating Si with HF aqueous solution. The 
surface chemistry of the Si-H is illustrated by their water contact angle of 69o (Figure 24 
(c) inset). [21] Since Si-H wets Au well, Au tends to spread over the surface and coalesce 
into continuous film rather than form islands as that on Si-O with the same thickness. 
Indeed, nanopores were hardly observed on the surfaces of SiO-20 nm and SiH-10 nm 
catalysts in Figure 24 (b) and (c). After 1 minute’s etching in the ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant, the 20 
nm-thick catalyst was seriously wrinkled. The volume of Si near the edge of the stripe was 
etched by 282 nm, while the volume under the central part of the catalyst kept intact 
(Figure 24 (d)).[51] For SiH-10 nm catalysts, rough pits in Si were found near the edge, 
while the overall etching depth was significantly lower than that using SiO-10 nm catalyst 
(Figure 24 (e)).  
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Figure 24  (a) Schematic mechanism of an edge-only mass transport process. Bird’s eye view SEM 
images of (b) SiO-20 nm and (c) SiH-10nm catalyst. Cross-sectional SEM images of the trenches 
etched in ρ(0.37)1.8  etchant for 1 min by (d) SiO-20 nm and (c) SiH-10nm catalysts. The insets of 






The difference between the etching profiles of the nanoporous catalyst and the 
continuous catalyst became more significant when the etching duration was prolonged. 
After 10 minutes’ immersion in ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant, the trenches etched by both SiO-20nm 
and SiH-10nm were randomly tilted from the Si surface normal (insets of Figure 24 (d) 
and (e)). In contrast, a uniform vertical trench was etched by SiO-10nm catalyst (Figure 
25 (c)). The vertical etching direction and the uniformity of geometry were well preserved 
even after etching 20 min, 30 min and 40 min as shown in Figure 25 (d)-(f), respectively. 
From the top view, the width of the trench opening after 40 min’s etching is 2.10±0.50 μm 
(Figure 25 (b)), slightly wider than that of the original catalyst (Figure 25(a)). The 
contours of the trenches’ cross sections are schematically drawn in Figure 25 (g) with the 
definition of geometric parameters. It should be noted that SiO-10 nm Au catalyst patterned 
by photolithography rendered similar results (Figure 26), except with an increased edge 
roughness due to the lower accuracy of photolithography. Along the normal of the substrate 
surface, the trench contour can be divided into three regions: a top region with roughened 
surface and enlarged tapering angle; a major linear region with vertical and smooth 
sidewall in the middle; a bottom region with bended surface. The maximum depth (dmax) 
and the sidewall angles (θ) of the trenches are plotted against the etching duration (Figure 
25 (h)). The dmax increased linearly against the etching duration: a constant etching rate is 
calculated to be 0.8 μm/min. This rate is significantly higher than the reported value using 
continuous catalyst [39, 51, 54] and mesh-shaped catalyst [34]. Also, unlike the trenches 
fabricated by DRIE [58], the sidewall of the trench etched by MaCE was intrinsically 
smooth without any scalloping, because no passivation step was involved during the whole 
etching process (Figure 25 (f) inset). The value of θ kept within 89o to 90o across the 40 
minutes’ etching, indicating high verticality of the trenches. In addition, we also tried 
etching of a 2 μm-wide SiO-10nm Ag catalyst was immersed in ρ(0.37)1.8 for 10 min. The 
lateral geometry of the etched trench was heavily enlarged, which is probably due to the 
dissolution of Ag in etchant and redeposition on sidewall of trenches (Figure 27).  The 
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failure of Ag in producing vertical trench indicates that besides the controllability during 





Figure 25 (a) Top view SEM image of a 2 μm-wide SiO-10 nm catalyst. (b) Top view SEM image 
of the trench etched by SiO-10 nm catalyst in ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant for 40 min. Cross-sectional SEM 
images of the trench etched by SiO-10 nm catalyst in ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant for (c) 10 min (d) 20 min, 
(e) 30 min and (f) 40 min. The inset in (f) shows the magnified image in the red circle in (f). (g) 
Schematic definition of geometric parameters of the etched trench shown in (c)-(f). The lateral 
dimensions are defined as the width of hole diffusion region (wd), trench opening (wo), trench top 
(wt), and trench bottom (wd). The vertical dimensions are defined as the depth of maximum 
penetration (dmax), opening region (do), linear region (dl), bottom region (db), the angle between 
sidewall and Si top surface (θ). The tapering angle α is defined as the complementary angle of θ, 




Figure 26 (a) A 2 μm-wide SiO-10 nm Au catalyst patterned by photolithography; (b) a single 
trench etched by the catalyst shown in (a) in ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant for 10 min. 
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Figure 27 (a) Top view and (b) cross-sectional SEM images of a trench etched by a 2 μm-wide 
SiO-10nm Ag catalyst in ρ(0.37)1.8 for 10 min. Inset of (a) shows an enlarged view of the bottom 
surface of the trench. 
 
 
In literatures, some discontinuous metal catalyst, including separated nanoparticles [52, 
59, 60] and continuous film with pores[34], have been used to obtain vertical etching 
profile. However, within the etched trenches, considerable Si remained not fully etched 
because large gaps existed between Au domains. In contrast, since the gaps in SiO-10 nm 
catalyst were so narrow, Si was completely removed as shown in Figure 25 (c)-(f). In a 
control experiment, we studied the etching behavior of Au stripe with 5 nm thickness on 
Si-O (named as SiO-5 nm catalyst), where Au islands were found well separated by larger 
gaps compared to those in SiO-10nm catalysts (Figure 28 (a)). After 10 min’s immersion 
in ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant , a considerable amount of Si remained not fully etched Figure 28 (b). 
The resulting etching profile appeared as bundles of Si nanowires. The above results 
demonstrate the unique effect of the nanoporous morphology in producing uniform vertical 
deep trenches with high etching rate. 
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Figure 28 (a) Top view SEM of a 2 μm-wide SiO-5 nm catalyst. (b) Cross-sectional SEM images 
of a trench etched by the Au stripe in (a) in ρ(0.37)1.8 for 10 min. 
 
 
To further confirm that the through-catalyst MT was enabled by SiO-10nm catalysts, 
the etching behavior of wider Au stripes was investigated. It has been reported that if the 
mass transport was limited to the catalyst edge, the etching rate would decrease as the width 
of catalyst increases, due to the increasing difficulty of transport of HF to the Si beneath 
the center of Au stripes.[54]  However, as shown in Figure 29 (a) and (b), both the 10 μm 
and 20 μm-wide SiO-10 nm catalysts manage to penetrate a depth of ~10 μm vertically 
after 10 min’s etching. The independence of etching rate on the width of catalyst supports 
the through-catalyst MT induced by SiO-10nm catalysts. Moreover, after etching, unlike 
the upward bending of the central region of SiO-20 nm catalyst (Figure 24 (c)), we 
observed a slight downward bending at the middle of the 10 μm and 20 μm-wide SiO-10 
nm catalysts (Figure 29 (a) and (b)). The vertical bending distances (db) in the case of 10 
μm and 20 μm-wide catalysts were identical, which were larger than that of 2 μm-wide 
catalyst case. The downward bending of catalyst’s center was probably due to a higher 
local h+ concentration compared to the edge. Figure 29 (d) shows a direct observation of 
the sidewall of the trenches, which is smooth and uniform. After 10 min’s etching, both 
SEM observation (Figure 29 (c)) and energy dispersive spectrum (Figure 29 (e)) confirm 
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that the Au catalysts locate on the bottom surface of the trench, illustrating that the etching 
is actually facilitated by the catalytic activity of Au catalyst.  
 
Figure 29 Cross-sectional SEM images of the trenches etched in ρ(0.37)1.8 for 10 min by SiO-10nm 
catalyst with (a)10-μm width and (b) 20-μm width. (c) and (d) show the enlarged view of the bottom 
and sidewall surface in the red circle in (b), respectively. (e) X-ray energy dispersive spectrum 
(EDS) of the bottom red circle in (c). dmax and θ, are plotted against the catalyst width. 
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In order to prove that the trench etched by SiO-10nm catalyst in ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant was 
uniform throughout 3D space, an epoxy resin replica of the trench shown in Figure 25(c) 
was fabricated (Figure 30 (a)). A representative cross-sectional SEM image (Figure 30 
(b)) shows the complete filling of the trench by resin with negligible void on the epoxy-Si 
interface, which means the replica is able to provide reliable 3D geometric information of 
the deep trench. After curing the epoxy resin and removing the Si, the free-standing replica 
was viewed from top and side surface. The replica appears as a thin vertical sheet standing 
on a large flat plate. Across 55 μm along the sheet, the height is measured to be 11.0±0.5 
μm (Figure 30 (c)); the width is measured to be 1.8 ±0.3μm (Figure 30 (d) and (e)). These 
geometric parameters are consistent with the dmax and wb value measured from cross-
sectional SEM images of the trenches. The highly uniform geometry of the replica in 3D 




Figure 30 (a) A schematic fabrication process and direction of observation of the polymer replica 
of a trench. The green, blue and golden blocks refer to the Si substrate, the polymer replica and the 
Au stripe, respectively. SEM images of (b) the bottom of the trench filled with polymer replica; (c) 
the sidewall of the polymer replica from the view 45o to horizontal plane; (d) top view of the 
polymer replica; (e) details of the red circle in (d).  
 
 
Besides the nanoporous morphology of the Au catalyst, another important factor that 
contributes to the uniform vertical etching profile is the low ρ value of 0.37. Previously, 
etchants with high ρ value (0.60-0.96) have been used in most MaCE-related literatures. 
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As control experiments, the etching behavior of SiO-10 nm catalyst in ρ(0.64)5.4 etchant 
was studied. Both the vertical pores and tilted branches exist in the trench after immersion 
in ρ(0.64)5.4 etchant for 1 minute (Figure 31 (a) and 10 minutes (Figure 31 (a) inset). Based 
on the results of repeated tests, we found the tilting angles of branches were randomly 
distributed.  Here we provide a tentative explanation for the coexistence of randomly 
aligned branches. In high-ρ etchant where HF is relatively abundant, once holes are injected 
into Si, they will be consumed up right away by the Si dissolution reaction (Equation 5), 
thus the etching will favorably proceed along the direction where fewest Si-Si bonds are 
required to be broken,[61] i.e. the family of <100> crystalline directions . In the trench 
shown in Figure 31 (a), the vertical pores were probably originated from the favorable 
[100] direction (i.e. the vertical direction on the (100)-oriented Si substrate), while the 
randomly aligned branches can be related to the tendency of etching along [010] or [001] 
direction. In contrast, in ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant, since the concentration of H2O2 is high, holes 
generated from metal catalyst are too many to be consumed by Si dissolution reaction 
(Equation 5). Under this condition, a Si oxide layer on the Si surface tends to form 
following the distribution of h+ concentration. The Si oxide layer is isotropically dissolved 





Si+4 +H O SiO +H




                                                 
(8) 
Due to the thin film geometry of the catalyst, the region of highest h+ concentration 
are located right beneath the film, and so are the Si oxide layer. In this sense, the etching 
only prefers to proceed along the surface normal. 
 
To further elucidate the difference between etching profiles from ρ(0.64)5.4 and 
ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant, we studied the etching behavior of SiO-10 nm catalyst on (111)-oriented 
Si (Si (111)) substrate. As shown in Figure 31 (b), after 10 minutes’ etching in ρ(0.64)5.4, 
a pore is observed at an angle of 54o with the surface normal of Si (111), indicating its 
[100] orientation. Also, many randomly-aligned branches are observed. However, in 
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ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant only one vertical uniform trench is observed after 10 minutes’ etching on 
Si (111) (Figure 31 (c)). These results are consistent with the experiments conducted on 
(100)-type Si substrate mentioned above. The results support the point that the favorable 
vertical etching direction ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant follows the region of highest h+ concentration 
rather than crystalline orientation of substrates, which is distinct from other wet etching 
technologies. 
While high-ρ etchant deteriorates the uniformity of the vertical etching profile, the 
problem of excessive h+ diffusion arises if the ρ value of the etchant is too low. In this 
chapter, the ρ value of ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant is optimized so that most of the h+ are consumed 
by the etching of Si beneath the catalyst. Only a small amount of excessive h+ manages to 
diffuse away from the catalyst and induce extra etching of the top surface. From Figure 25 
(b), a 1 μm-wide roughened area adjacent the trench edge could be observed after 40 
minutes’ etching. The macroporous morphology of the roughened area can be related to 
macropore-formation CT in this region corresponding to a low concentration of diffused 
h+.[19] In contrast, when ρ(0.18)0.9 etchant was used, the etching rate dropped to 0.2 
μm/min (Figure 31 (d)). After 10 minutes’ etching, the overall etching rate kept 0.3 
μm/min (Figure 31 (d) inset). Also, on the top surface, the region near the trench edge is 
removed by a depth of 1 μm. The region formed by extra lateral etching expanded a width 
of 5 μm with smoothly tapered surface. The smooth surface morphology indicates that in 
this region the excessive h+ are so many that they prevail on the sidewall and the top 
surface, which induces an electropolishing type etching. Under the assumptions that the h+ 
diffuse isotropically from a constant source [54] and the catalyst moves at a constant rate, 
we provide a quantitative description of excessive h+ diffuse on in ρ(0.37)1.8 and ρ(0.18)0.9 
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where the t, C(x,t), C0, D,  v represent the etching duration, h
+ concentration at x 
position at time t, the constant h+ concentration on the Au surface and the nominal diffusion 
coefficient, the vertical etching rate, respectively. x-axis is defined as the direction parallel 
to the Si surface and normal to catalyst; the origin point is set at the center of the catalyst 
before etching. The Au catalyst expands in the region of -1<x<1. D is experimentally 
calculated as 2.7×10-13 m2 sec-1 from the data of etching profile in ρ(0.18)0.9 etchant (Figure 
31 (d)), because significant extra etching region could be observed measured. The D value 
is experimentally defined as 
    
22
d max b o b / 2Dt l d d w w                                    (10) 
where the ld represents the nominal diffusion length, and dmax, db, wo and wb are defined in 
Figure 25 (g). The parameters are measured from Figure 31(d) and their values are listed 
in Table 1. 














The same D value was used in plotting the h+ distribution of etching in ρ(0.37)1.8 
and ρ(0.18)0.9 etchant, since the substrates and temperature were identical in both cases. 
Figure 31 (e) shows the excessive h+ concentration across the x axis after 1 minute’s 
etching. It is clear that the regions of highest h+ concentration are located right beneath 
catalyst (-1<x<1), supporting the point that in low-ρ etchant. In comparison, the amount of 
excessive h+ in the ρ(0.18)0.9 etchant is tens of magnitudes higher than that in the ρ(0.37)1.8  
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etchant. The large amount of excessive holes explains the significant etching of sidewall 




Figure 31 Cross-sectional SEM images of the trench etched by a 2 μm-wide SiO-10nm catalyst in 
(a) ρ(0.64)5.4 etchant for 1 min, (b) ρ(0.64)5.4  etchant for 10 min on Si(111), (c) ρ(0.37)1.8  etchant 
for 10 min on Si(111) and (d) ρ(0.18)0.9 for 1 min. The insets of (a) and (d) shows the trench etched 
(e)
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for 10 min under the same condition. (d) Modeling of the excessive h+ concentration against the x 
axis after 1 minute’s etching in a two dimensional coordinate system (CS). The golden and green 
blocks refer to the Au catalyst and the Si substrate. The solid line (—) and the dash line (----) 
correspond to the etching in ρ(0.18)0.9 and ρ(0.37)1.8 etchants, respectively. The inset corresponds 
to the h+ distribution in ρ(0.37)1.8 with smaller scale of y-axis. 
 
 
To demonstrate broader range of applications, multiple trenches on the same 
substrate were etched using the reported method. Figure 32 (a) shows that three identical 
trenches were successfully etched with high aspect ratio using two paralleled 2-μm wide 
SiO-10 nm catalyst in ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant for 20 minutes. Their geometry highly resembles 
the single trench mentioned above (Figure 25 (d)). Also, when varying the width of each 
SiO-10 nm catalyst to be 2 μm, 5 μm and 10 μm, three trenches were etched in ρ(0.37)1.8  
etchant with a lateral geometry variation accordingly (Figure 32 (b)). This result proves 
that in MaCE the etching is catalytically induced by metal, and the etching profile can be 
individually tuned by the catalyst geometry on the same substrate. The capability of etching 
densely packed trenches with upright-standing sidewalls as narrow as 300 nm is also 
demonstrated in Figure 33. 
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Figure 32 Cross-sectional SEM images of trenches etched in ρ(0.37)1.8 by (a) three paralleled 2 
μm-wide SiO-10nm catalysts for 20 min and (b) three paralleled  SiO-10 nm catalysts with widths 
of 2 μm, 5 μm and 10 μm for 10 min. 
 
Figure 33 (a) A cross-sectional SEM image of trenches etched by 50 paralleled 2 μm-wide SiO-
10nm Au catalysts with 2 μm spacing in ρ(0.37)1.8 for 10 min at 75 oC. (b) shows an magnified 




In conclusion, micrometer-scale single deep trenches on Si as narrow as 2 μm with 
aspect ratio up to 16 were successfully etched by using nanoporous Au stripe as catalyst 
and low-ρ-value HF-H2O2 solution .The high geometric uniformity of the etched trench 
throughout the 3D space was revealed by its polymer replica. By comparative study, the 
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vertical uniform etching behavior is attributed to the synergetic effects of a through-catalyst 
film MT and an electropolishing favoring CT. The reported method not only solves the 
issues of random movement of the catalysts in traditional MaCE methods, but also 
overcomes the limitation on crystalline orientation of substrates and the lateral geometry 




ELECTRIC-BIAS ATTENUATED MACE 
4.1 Introduction 
It has been known that Si can be etched in hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution with the 
presence of electronic holes (Eq. 5). h+ can be either generated by reduction of oxidative 
chemicals (for example, HNO3) or injected from external electric power supply, as the 
cases in isotropic wet etching [62] or electrochemical etching, respectively [17, 63]. Since 
the etching of Si by pure HF is extremely slow [64], selective etching of Si in a HF-h+ 
system can be realized by controlling the distribution of h+ concentration inside the Si 
substrate. In the last chapter, we have identified the transport of HF and h+ to be the two 
critical processes for uniform MaCE. Based on the understanding, we established the 
uniform MaCE condition, in which a HF-H2O2 solution with a low HF-to-H2O2 
concentration ratio (ρ) was used as the etchant to enable an electropolishing-favored h+ 
transport; a nanoporous gold (Au) thin film was used as the catalyst to enable a through-
catalyst transport of HF. A single uniform 2 μm-wide trench was successfully fabricated 
under the uniform MaCE condition. In this chapter, we investigate the MaCE of multiples 
microstructures on P-type-doped Si with a broader range of shape and dimensions. We 
further investigate the influence of electric bias during the MaCE. The contents in this 
chapter have partially been published in [65] and reprinted here with permission. Copyright 
2014, American Chemical Society. 
4.2 Method 
Substrate preparation: Boron-doped (100)–, (111)-oriented single crystalline Si 
wafers (1–10 Ω·cm) as well as polycrystalline Si wafers (boron-doped, 1–10 Ω·cm) with 
one-side polished were purchased from University Wafer (Boston, MA). In a Class-10 
cleanroom, the wafers were cleaned in Piranha solution (1:3 volume ratio H2O2(30%wt): 
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H2SO4(96%wt) ) at 120 
oC for 10 min, and then dipped in 1% w/w aqueous HF solution to 
remove the oxide layer. The cleaned wafers were dried in N2. For photolithography, a 1.6 
μm-thick layer of negative photoresist NR9-1500PY (Futurrex, Inc., NJ) was spun cast on 
the front side (the polished side) of the cleaned wafer and exposed in a mask aligner (Karl 
Suss MA6) by 365-nm UV light with a dosage of 190 mJ/cm2. The exposed wafer was 
developed by immersion in Resist Developer RD6 (Futurrex, Inc., NJ). All the wafers with 
patterned resist are treated with oxygen plasma (RF power: 22 W) in a RIE tool (Plasma 
Therm Inc.) to remove any polymer residue on exposed areas and make the Si surface 
terminated by oxygen (Si-O). Au catalysts were deposited on the front side by an electron 
beam evaporator at a rate of 0.5 Å/sec in a vacuum atmosphere of 3×10-6 Torr (CVC 
Product Inc.). Then 10 nm-thick titanium and 200 nm-thick copper was deposited on the 
back side of the wafers using the same method. In this chapter, the thickness refers to the 
nominal value measured by an in-situ monitor (Maxtek Sensor Crystal Gold 6MHz 74016-
1139 P/N 103220, Inficon) unless specified. 
Etching and characterization: The wafers were cut into 1×1 cm2 chips and mounted 
on home-made carriers before etching. Briefly, the carriers were made by spreading a layer 
of copper foil (0.127 mm thick, Alfa Aesar) on 1.5×2.0 cm2 a glass slide. A polymer-coated 
copper wire (0.50 mm conductor diameter, R24BLK-0100, OK Industries) was soldered 
on one corner of the copper foil. The edge of carrier was sealed by epoxy precursor and 
cured at 150 oC for 1 hr in an atmospheric oven. The epoxy precursor was prepared by 
mixing 17g EPON Resin 862, (Hexion Special Chemicals Inc.), 20 g Lindride 52D (Lindau 
Chemicals) and one drop of 2-ethyl-4-methyl-1H-Imidazole-1-propanenitrile (Aldrich) as 
catalyst. After the epoxy sealing, the chip was mounted on the copper foil, which had been 
wet by liquid gallium for good electric contact. The test vehicle was further sealed by 
polyimide tape to make only the front sides of chips exposed (Figure 34).  
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Figure 34 (a) A schematics experimental setup of EMaCE. (b) A photograph and (c)-(d) schematics 
of the working electrode. 
 
 
To prepare the etchant, HF (48-52%wt in H2O), H2O2 (30%wt in H2O, Anachemia 
Chemicals, LLC) and deionized water (DI water, resistivity ~18.2 MΩ) were directly 
mixed without further processing. DI water was produced by a Thermo Scientific 
Barnstead Smart2Pure water purification system. The total volume of the etchant was fixed 
to 32 mL. The etching was conducted by gently immersing the test vehicle in the etchant 
solution in a loosely-capped transparent polyethylene (PE) tube (VWR International, USA) 
for a certain amount of time. The PE tube with etchant was preheated in a silicone oil bath 
with controlled temperature on a hotplate (VWR International, USA) for 20 min before 
etching and kept immersed in the bath until etching was finished. After etching, the chips 
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were taken off from carriers and cleaned by Piranha solution described above. Note: HF-
H2O2 mixture and Piranha solution is highly corrosive, thus the etching and cleaning was 
done in a well-ventilated fume hood with proper personal protection equipment.  A 
constant bias was generated by a power supply (Farnell PSD 3510A). The variable voltage 
was produced and recorded by a potentiostat (Princeton Applied Research, VersaSTAT 
MC). The bias was applied 30 sec after the chip was immersed in the etchant to stabilize 
the Au catalysts. The polymer replica is fabricated by dipping the epoxy precursor on the 
front side of cleaned chips after etching and cured at 150 oC in a vacuum oven for 1hr. The 
replica is isolated by completely removal of Si in the mixture of HNO3 (70 wt%), HF (49 
wt%) with the volume ratio of 1:6 within 10 min at room temperature. The polymer replica 
was coated by Au (less than 20 nm thick) for SEM imaging in a DC-sputter (Denton 
DeskII). SEM images were taken from Zeiss LEO 1550 thermally assisted field emission 
(TFE) SEM or Hitachi SU8010 SEM operating at 10 keV with a working distance between 
2 and 7 mm. Optical confocal microscope image and cross sections were obtained from 
Olympus LEXT OLS4000 laser confocal microscope. The depth of pre-etching step was 
measured by Tencor P15 Profilometer using stylus. The Matlab7.0 software was used for 
modeling of h+ concentration.  
Modeling of c(h+) distribution: In order to simulate the distribution of c(h+) , we 
first define a orthogonal CS where the top surface of Si substrate with 9 Au patterns is set 
as x-y plane (Figure 3(d)-(i))). The shape of Au patterns is set to square rather than round 
shape to reduce the complexity of calculation. The length of one side of the squares is set 
to 30 μm and the spacing between the centers of two adjacent squares is set to 80 μm. z 
axis is defined as the normal of x-y plane.  
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where the t, C(x,t), C0, D,  v represent the etching duration, h
+ concentration at x position 
at time t, the constant h+ concentration on Au and the nominal diffusion coefficient, the 
vertical etching rate, respectively. 
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The nominal diffusion coefficient, D, is defined as: 
2 2Dt r h   
where r is the width of excessive etching region., r is measured to be 5.6 μm at 23 oC 
(Figure 35 (a)) and 9.8 μm at 100 oC (Figure 35 (b)). Corresponding D is then calculated 




Figure 35 Top-view SEM images of 28 μm Au-Si(100) chips after MaCE for 1 min at 23 oC (a) 
and 100 oC (b). 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 
An array of circular Au catalysts with diameters of 27.5±0.5 μm, spacing (distance 
between the centers of two adjacent patterns) of 80 μm and nominal thickness of 15 nm 
was successfully fabricated on (100)-oriented Boron-doped (resistivity: 1-10 ohm·cm) 
single crystalline Si wafers by photolithography and electron-beam evaporation (Figure 
36 (a), referred as the “28 μm Au-Si(100)” sample). Nanopores could be observed within 
the catalysts under SEM (Figure 36 (b)).The sample was cut into 1×1 cm2 chips (referred 
as the “chip” below) for MaCE tests. The number of Au patterns on one chip is estimated 
to be 104. One drop (ca. 0.2 mL) of ρ(0.22)0.9 HF-H2O2 aqueous solution was slowly 
dropped on the whole surface of 28 μm Au-Si(100) chip and kept for 1 min before the chip 
was fully immersed in 32 mL ρ(0.37)1.8 HF-H2O2 aqueous solution (used in all following 
experiments unless specified). The name of HF-H2O2 etchant is formatted as ρ(x)
y to shows 
its composition, where x=[HF]/([H2O2]+[HF]) and y=[HF] ([HF] is the concentration of 
HF in mole per liter). The chip was etched with the photoresist on the top surface. 
Geometric parameters of the etching profile are defined in Figure 36 (c), including top 
diameter (dt), bottom diameter (db), sidewall angle (θ), maximum etching depth (h) and 
spacing (s). After pre-etching by the ρ(0.22)0.9 droplet, Au catalysts moved uniformly into 
Si substrate (Figure 37 (a), while Si surrounding Au was also etched by with a width of 
232 nm (Figure 37 (b)). Small etched pits were found right beneath the nanopores both 
near the Au-Si boundary (Figure 37 (c)) and under the center of Au patterns (Figure 37 
(d)), indicating that HF was able to transport through the nanoporous Au catalysts. Also, 
we found the pre-etching step in the ρ(0.22)0.9 etchant helped improve  the reproducibility 
of experiments. The lower ρ value of pre-etching solution was found to facilitate a more 
stable etching at the initial stage.  In a control experiment where the chip was directly 
immersed in bulk ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant without the pre-etching, some Au patterns were lifted 
off from Si substrate before any etching occurred. The pre-etching process is conducted in 
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all the following experiments and the time of pre-etching is excluded from the etching time 




Figure 36 (a) Schematic processing flow of MaCE by Au catalysts array. The blocks in green, 
purple and golden refer to the Si substrate (Si), the photoresist (PR) and the Au catalysts (Au), 
respectively. (b) A top-view SEM image of Au patterns on Si after lift-off of PR. The inset shows 
the morphology of Au catalysts under high magnification (scale bar=100 nm). (c) A schematic 
etching profile after MaCE and parameters used for describing the etching profile. 
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Figure 37 SEM images of 28 μm Au-Si(100) chips after pre-etching by ρ(0.22)0.9 droplet. (a) A 
cross-sectional image of one circular Au pattern and the Si below Au. (b) A top-view image of Au-
Si boundary area. (c) and (d) Enlarged images of the red circle in (a). (e) Cross-sectional diagram 
of holes after pre-etching measured by profilometer. 
 
 
After immersion in the bulk ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant, Au moved deeper into the Si chips. 
We studied the MaCE of 28 μm Au-Si(100) chips for 1min, 2 min, 5 min and 10 min at 23 
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oC and 100 oC. The etching profiles in each test are revealed by optical confocal microscopy 
(OCM) (top and middle images) and SEM (bottom images) in Figure 38. In the OCM 
images, Au and the Si between Au are shown in golden and blue. After etching, the 
catalysts moved vertically into the Si substrate and kept flat. h and etching rate of each test 
are summarized in Figure 39 (a). The original data for plotting Figure 39 (a) can be found 
in Table 2 and Table 3. h was measured from OCM cross sections of 9 adjacent etched 
holes in both center part (averaged to give hcenter) and corner part (averaged to give hcorner) 
of the 1×1 cm2 chips. The etching rate is calculated by dividing h by corresponding etching 
time. After 10 min of MaCE, hcenter reached 6.7±0.1 μm at 23 
oC and 43.7±2.5 μm at 100 
oC, while hcorner were 6.5±0.2 μm at 23 
oC, and 44.9±2.7 μm at 100 oC. Across the 10 min, 
the etching rate ranges between 0.95-0.67 μm/min at 23 oC and 5.50-4.37μm/min at 100 
oC. The uniformity and the speed of etching along the vertical direction at 100 oC is 
comparable to the commercial dry etching method.[13] The slight decrease of etching rate 
versus etching time may be due to the increasing difficulty of mass transport inside the 
etched holes.  
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Figure 38 Etching profiles of 28 μm Au-Si(100) in  ρ(0.37)1.8  for (a) 1 min, (b) 2 min, (c) 5 min 
and (d) 10 min at 23 oC as well as (e) 1 min, (f) 2 min, (g) 5 min and (h) 10 min at 100 oC. Top-
view OCM images (top), optical cross sections (middle) and SEM cross sections (bottom) are 




Table 2 Step height values in the center part used in Figure 39 (a) 
Temperature (oC) 23 100 
Etching Time (min) 1 2 5 10 1 2 5 10 
Measured Step Height (μm) 
0.94 1.56 3.41 6.74 5.53 11.67 26.27 41.68 
0.93 1.61 3.45 6.7 5.54 11.65 25.95 44.47 
1 1.46 3.33 6.54 5.5 11.45 26.32 44.34 
0.96 1.67 3.49 6.82 5.64 11.59 26.18 42.59 
0.98 1.68 3.52 6.76 5.39 11.43 26.46 43.41 
0.95 1.62 3.47 6.73 5.43 11.49 25.85 42.38 
0.9 1.68 3.54 6.58 5.47 11.48 26.28 44.16 
0.95 1.63 3.4 6.63 5.5 11.56 26.37 44.36 
0.97 1.66 3.58 6.76 5.5 11.51 25.63 46.22 
Averaged Step height (μm) 0.95 1.62 3.46 6.7 5.5 11.54 26.14 43.73 




Table 3 Step height values in the corner part used in Figure 39 (a) 
Temperature (oC) 23 100 
Etching Time (min) 1 2 5 10 1 2 5 10 
Measured Step Height (μm) 
0.74 1.46 3.36 6.26 5.96 11.79 24.52 43.75 
0.78 1.56 3.51 6.46 6.01 11.59 24.16 44.01 
0.84 1.5 3.53 6.47 5.96 11.4 24.21 44.6 
0.74 1.53 3.53 6.7 5.97 11.47 24.29 45.15 
0.76 1.58 3.45 6.48 5.97 11.53 24.33 44.45 
0.83 1.53 3.44 6.72 5.99 11.35 24.26 47.56 
0.7 1.64 3.52 6.5 5.92 11.77 24.17 43.44 
0.73 1.53 3.45 6.69 5.85 11.69 24.07 46.79 
0.78 1.63 3.48 6.65 5.92 11.85 24.19 43.97 
Averaged Step height (μm) 0.77 1.55 3.47 6.55 5.95 11.6 24.24 44.86 
Standard Deviation (μm) 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.15 0.05 0.18 0.13 1.42 
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In above MaCE experiments, besides the vertical etching, significant etching also 
occurred in non-vertical directions. After 10 min of MaCE, the top surface of Si between 
Au patterns turned colorful at 23 oC (Figure 38 (d)) and became completely black at 100 
oC (Figure 38 (h)) as can be observed in OCM images. Under magnified SEM images, 
these regions show a porous surface morphology. Actually, formation of the porous regions 
started from the first 1 min of MaCE, when the Si near Au-Si boundary was found 
completely removed by 300 nm in width (completely removed region, CRR) at 23 oC, and 
a porous layer expanded with a width of 5.6 μm beyond the CRR (Figure 39 (b)); at 100 
oC, the surface of CRR was decorated with much larger pores and extended 9.8 μm out of 
Au-Si boundary (Figure 39 (c)). The excessive etching on the sidewall can also be clearly 
observed in top-view SEM images Figure 35. Apparently, the porous region and CRR are 
detrimental to electronic components, thus it is imperative to suppress the excessive etching 
before MaCE can be applied to any components fabrication.  
Given the fact that the etching of bare Si by H2O2-HF solution is negligible,[66] 
here we attribute the appearance of these regions to the electrochemical etching process 
(Eq. 5) induced by excessive h+. In ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant where c(H2O2) is high, the amount of 
h+ generated in Eq. 2 exceeds that can be consumed by the etching of Si underneath the Au 
catalysts (i.e. the vertical etching). The excessive h+ tends to diffuse to the sidewall and top 
surface of Si, which induces the non-vertical excessive etching in these regions (Figure 40 
(a)). Since both the vertical etching and the excessive etching follow the same process in 
Eq. 5, they both become faster at elevated temperature.[67] To further illustrate the origin 
of excessive etching, we simulated the distribution of accumulated h+ concentration (c(h+)) 
by a 2D constant source model.[51, 53]. Figure 39 (d)-(i) show the distribution of c(h+) 
plotted in 2D planes that contains 9 Au patterns (top images) and along 1D lines that 
intersect with 3 Au patterns (bottom images). Au patterns are set as the constant source of 
h+. As visualized in both images, a significant amount of h+ diffuses to the Si between Au 
(c(h+)Si) relative to that under the Au patterns (c(h
+)Au) as the etching proceeds. At 23 
oC, 
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c(h+)Si reaches ca. 60% of c(h
+)Au after 10 min; at 100 
oC, c(h+)Si reaches ca. 45% of c(h
+)Au 
only after 2 min. The evolution of c(h+)Si in both cases is consistent with the expansion of 
porous region and CCR, which supports our assumption that excessive etching is induced 






Figure 39 (a) Evolution of h (solid lines) and etching rate (dashed lines) versus etching time (t). 
High-magnification cross-sectional (left) and top-view (right) SEM images of Au-Si boundary area 
after 1 min of etching at 23 oC (b) and 100 oC (c). (d)-(i) simulated 2D (top) and 1D (bottom) 
distribution of  c(h+) in arbitrary unit corresponding to experiments shown in Figure 38 (a)-(f), 
respectively. The color bar indicates the relative value of c(h+), where the red end represents higher 
c(h+) and the blue end represents lower c(h+). 
 
 
In this chapter, we demonstrate that the excessive etching can be controlled by 
using an external electric bias during MaCE process. We name the novel etching method 
as electric bias-attenuated MaCE (EMaCE). To maintain the high etching rate, all 
following experiments are done at 100 oC. Based on the above discussion, the excessive 
etching is supposed to originate from the excessive h+. If a negative bias is applied from 
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the back side of the chips, excessive h+ will be drawn away from sidewall and top surface 
to the back side of Si by electrostatic force, and the extent of excessive etching can be 
controlled by the strength of the bias (Figure 40 (b)). The idea was realized by connecting 
the chip to the negative output terminal of a direct current electric power supply. To ensure 
good electrical contact between the chip and power supply, we mounted the chip on a 
gallium-wet copper foil which was wired to the power supply. The chip and copper foil 
was further packaged in a home-made carrier where all surfaces were covered by polymer 
except the front surface of the chip (Figure 34). The chip-copper-carrier assembly is 
referred as the working electrode. Meanwhile, a platinum (Pt) wire was connected to the 
positive terminal as the counter electrode. In EMaCE, both the two electrodes were 
immersed in the HF-H2O2 etchant, while a certain value of voltage (V) was set in the power 
supply so that the chip was negatively biased by V relative to the Pt wire (referred as “at –
V”). The details of experimental setup and carrier fabrication are described in SI. The first 
30 sec is included in the etching time mentioned below. dt slight increased to 29 μm after 
the 30 sec of etching at no bias. After EMaCE, we used polymer replica to reveal the true 
3D geometry of the etching profile. Due to imperfection of scriber-cutting, only the cross 
sections that intersect with the center of etched holes reveal their complete geometry (white 
arrow), while other cross sections only partially reveal the geometry of the etched holes 
(white arrow with red cross). So the polymer replica is necessary for revealing 3D geometry 
inside etched holes (Figure 41). The cross sections of the etched chips and corresponding 
polymer replica after EMaCE at -0.5V, -1.0 V, -1.5 V and -1.75 V for 10 min are shown in 
Figure 40 (c)-(f), respectively. Both cross sections consistently show a decrease of θ and 
an increase of h as the bias becomes more negative (referred as “increase” of bias). The 
results support our proposed mechanism that diffusion of excessive h+ can be influenced 
by negative bias; as the strength of bias increase, more h+ that tend to diffuse towards top 
surface and sidewalls are driven towards the backside. In other words, the negative bias 
redistributes the c(h+) in 3D space, so that excessive etching is suppressed and the vertical 
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etching is enhanced. When the bias was increased to -1.75 V, the surface of Si between Au 
patterns keeps its original color and polished morphology (Figure 40 (g)), and dt remains 
29 μm, indicating a complete suppression of excessive etching. Figure 40 (h) shows the 
top-view OCM images and cross-sections of the chip etched at -1.75 V. hcenter and hcorner 
are measured to be 59.8±0.5μm and 60.5±0.5μm, respectively. However, a much larger 
discrepancy was discovered between hcenter and hcorner in EMaCE at -1.0V and -1.50 V 
(Figure 42). The smaller discrepancy of hcenter and hcorner found at -1.75 V is probably due 
to a complete suppression of excessive h+ diffusion across the whole chip. The fact that 
excessive etching can be experimentally suppressed by negative bias further supports the 







Figure 40 Schematics of charge transport in (a) MaCE and (b) EMaCE. Cross-sectional SEM 
images of the chips (left) and polymer replica (right) after EMaCE at (c) -0.50 V, (d) -1.00 V, (e) -
1.50 V and (f) -1.75 V for 10 min. (g) and (h) show the OCM image and cross-sectional diagram 
of the etched chip in (f). 
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Figure 41 (a) 28 μm Au-Si(100) and (b) 28 μm Au-polySi chips after EMaCE at -1.75 V for 10 




Figure 42 Evolution of hcenter (black) and hcorner (red) measured from the polymer replica at bias 
shown in Figure 40 (c)-(f). 
To further illustrate the proposed mechanism of EMaCE, we replaced the constant 
bias by a variable bias which continuously increased from -0.10 V to -3.10 V at 5 mV/s 
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(referred as continuous EMaCE experiment). The current-bias (I-V) curve of the 
continuous EMaCE experiment is shown as the black line in Figure 43(a). The sign of 
current is defined as negative, meaning that h+ is flowing away from the chip and electrons 
are injected into the chip. Since the Si substrate is p-type, the contact between the back side 
of Si and the copper foil can be treated as a forward-biased Schottky contact. The non-
linear increase of current versus bias beyond the onset of ca. -0.6 V is characteristic for 
forward-biased Schottky contact. After the bias exceeds -1.5 V, the evolution of current 
became unstable, which may be due to the slowly depletion of excessive h+. In contrast, 
when the same experiment was done in a ρ(1)1.8 etchant (i.e. etchant without H2O2), the 
current stay negligibly low across the whole etching experiment (red line, Figure 43 (a)). 
Actually, Au catalysts hardly etched into the substrate in ρ(1)1.8, only some pores (<100 nm 
diameter) propagated along the family of <100> crystalline orientation around the Au 
(Figure 44). The control experiment indicates that catalyzed reduction of H2O2 is the 
source of the current in EMaCE (black line Figure 40(a)), and the charge carriers of the 
current mainly consist of excessive h+. Thus, EMaCE is essentially different from ECE [68] 
where h+ were injected from external power supply. We also plot the value of tanθ from 
Figure 40 (c)-(f) against the bias as blue dots in Figure 43 (a), which shows a decreasing 
trend similar to that of current. Since tanθ approximately equals to 2h/(dt-db), tanθ can 
roughly represent the ratio of the vertical etching rate to the excessive etching rate. The 
similarity between the trends of I-V and tanθ-V indicates that the extent of excessive etching 
suppression can be related to the amount of h+ that are drawn to the back side. Further, we 
did an EMaCE experiment where the applied bias varied versus etching time in a stepwise 
manner (referred as stepwise EMaCE). The evolution of applied bias and measured current 
versus the etching time are shown in Figure 43 (b). The whole etching can be divided into 
four stages. In each stage, the bias stayed at a constant value for 300 s. The transition time 
of the bias and current between two stages are both less than 1 sec. The current changed 
and stabilized itself after the bias was altered to a new value with delay time less than 1 
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sec. The slight increase of current in each stage may be caused by the geometric evolution 
of the etching profile. The etching result of continuous EMaCE and stepwise EMaCE are 
shown in Figure 43 (c)-(e) and (f)-(h). In continuous EMaCE, the sidewall angle increased 
as the Au etched deeper; the sidewall angle become 90o around 20 μm below the top surface. 
In stepwise EMaCE, the sidewall angle increased stepwise.  In both cases, some 
discontinuity on the smooth sidewall can be observed (insets of Figure 43 (d) and (f)). 
These sharp turns show the geometric response of etching profile to the attenuation of 
applied bias.[69, 70] Also, the etching profiles are uniform across the whole chips, as 
illustrated by the low-magnification SEM images of polymer replica (Figure 43 (e) and 
(h)). The success of continuous EMaCE and stepwise EMaCE demonstrates that both the 
lateral and the vertical geometry of the etching profile can be controlled in a real-time 





Figure 43 (a) Current-bias (I-V) curve of 28 μm Au-Si(100) in  ρ(0.37)1.8 etchant(black line) and 
ρ(1)1.8 etchant (red line) in a continuous EMaCE experiment. h and θ of the etching results shown 
in Figure 40 (c)-(f) are also plotted. (b) Evolution of applied bias and measured current versus 
etching time in a stepwise EMaCE experiment. Cross-sectional SEM of chips (c) and polymer 
replica (d)-(e) etched in condition of black line in (a). Cross-sectional SEM of chips (f) and polymer 
replica (g)-(h) etched in condition of (b). 
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Figure 44 (a), (b) Top-view and (c), (d) cross sectional SEM images of etching result corresponding 




To investigate capability of high-speed etching by EMaCE, we did EMaCE in 
ρ(0.55)3.6 etchant. After 10 min of etching, the catalysts penetrated 113 μm into the Si 
substrate with sidewall angle >89o (Figure 45 (a)-(b)). When viewed under SEM with high 
magnification, the sidewall shows a roughness well below 50 nm (Figure 45 (f)). The low 
sidewall roughness (<50 nm) at high etching speed (>10 μm/min) makes the etched holes 
as ideal candidates for high performance TSV. In contrast, in dry etching the sidewall 
roughness is usually compromised at etching rate higher than 5 μm/min.[13] It should be 
further increasing the ρ value of the etchant may cause the breaking of the catalysts. As 
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shown in Figure 46, after etching in ρ(0.65)5.2 at -1.75 V for 10 min, Au catalysts broke 
into separated particles. Randomly-aligned pores were formed on both top surface and 
bottom of the etched holes (Figure 46 (a) and (b)), because a porous Si-formation h+ 
transport was enabled in the high-ρ etchant (Chapter 3). Further, we investigated the 
capability of EMaCE in etching structures with high aspect ratio. Figure 45 (b)-(d) show 
the chips after EMaCE in ρ(0.37)1.8  at -1.75 V for 25 min, 60 min, 90 min and 120 min. In 
each test, the etchant was agitated by a stir bar at 400 rpm after 10 min of EMaCE. dt 
remained 29 μm in each test. h for each time were measured from cross sections of the 
etched chips, which are 94μm, 235 μm, 278 μm and 323 μm respectively. The low-
magnification images of the chips after 25 min of etching show good uniformity across the 
whole chips (Figure 47 (a) and (b)). After etching of 120 min, the vertical etching direction 
was still preferred. The Au catalysts stayed as integrity without breaking; the sidewall 
roughness kept as low as that in Figure 45 (f).We also tried to use polymer replica to reveal 
the 3D geometry of these high-aspect-ratio structures. However, because of the limited 
mechanical property of epoxy replica, only straight polymer replica with the height of 218 
μm was found. Some replica with height of 270 μm can also be found while tilting from 
the vertical direction (Figure 47 (c)). It should be noted that after etching of 120 min at -
1.75 V, the photoresist stayed in close contact with the top surface of Si substrate (Figure 
47 (d)). In contrast, the top surface was significant etched and a gap appeared after 20 min 
of MaCE at no bias (Figure 47 (e)) and finally caused the delaminating of photoresist. The 
results shown in Figure 45 (b)-(e) demonstrates the EMaCE is capable of producing 
microstructures deeper than 300 μm with aspect ratio over 10:1 while completely 
suppresses the excessive etching over the long time of etching. 
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Figure 45 Top-view (left) and cross-sectional (right) of the chips etched at -1.75 V for (a) 10 min 
in ρ(0.37)1.8 (b) 25 min; (c) 60 min; (d) 90 min; (e) 120 min. (f) the sidewall of etched holes in (a) 
with high magnification. (g) the polymer replica of (d). 
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Figure 46 Top-view (a) and cross-sectional (b) SEM images of the 28 μm Au-Si(100) chips after 
etching in ρ(0.65)5.2 at -1.75 V for 10 min. 
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Figure 47 Top-view and cross sectional SEM images of (a) the chip and (b) replica etched at -1.75 
V for 25 min. (c) Polymer replica of the chips etched at -1.75 V for 120 min. Contacts (indicated 
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by white arrows) between photoresist and Si substrate after (d) EMaCE at -1.75 V for 120 min and 
(e) MaCE for 20 min. 
To extend the range of application, we applied the established EMaCE method to 
the etching of (111)-oriented Si substrate and polycrystalline Si (polySi) substrate. Figure 
48 (a)-(c) shows the top-view and cross-sectional SEM images of a 29 μm Au-Si(111) chip 
after EMaCE for 10 min at -1.75 V and the corresponding replica. Uniform vertical holes 
can be found across the whole chip. For polySi substrate, we first studied the etching 
behavior at no bias (Figure 48 (d)-(f)). After etching of 10 min, Au catalysts moved 
vertically into the substrate. However, a considerable amount of grooves and pits were 
found on the Si between Au (Figure 48(d)). It has long been known that chemical etching 
of Si is preferable along the defects of Si substrates._ENREF_31[71]Thus the grooves were 
probably formed by the excessive etching of the boundary between two adjacent Si crystal 
grains. At higher magnification, some grooves were found to penetrate below the Au 
catalysts, indicating that the excessive etching of grain boundary even exceeded the MaCE 
process (indicated by the white arrow Figure 48 (e)). Also, the sidewall of the etched holes 
tapered like those shown in Figure 38. In contrast, when a -1.75 V bias was applied, both 
the groove-formation and sidewall-tapering were suppressed (Figure 48 (g)-(i)). Although 
some shallow grooves were still observable, the grooves only penetrated into the very top 
layer of Si substrates, as revealed from the etched chip (Figure 48 (h)) and corresponding 
replica (Figure 48 (j)). Also, etching in vertical direction was significantly enhanced by 
the bias (Figure 48 (i)) compared to that at not bias (Figure 48 (f)). The SEM of polymer 
replica in low magnification (Figure 48 (k) and (l)) shows that the vertical etching was 
preferred across the chip and all the etched holes bear high geometric uniformity. The 
crystalline orientation-independent etching behavior is highly desirable for etching on 
broader range of substrates. 
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Figure 48 (a) Top-view, (b) cross-sectional SEM images of a 29 μm Au-Si(111) chip after MaCE 
at -1.75 V and (c) corresponding replica. (d), (e) Top-view, (f) cross-sectional SEM images of a 29 
μm Au-polySi chip after MaCE. (g), (h) Top-view, (i) cross-sectional SEM images of a 29 μm Au-
polySi chip after MaCE at -1.75 V and (j), (k), (l) corresponding replica. 
 
 
Finally, we tested the etching of complex features by EMaCE. Figure 49 (a)-(c) 
show the original pattern of a complex feature after photolithography. Five sets of subunits 
with critical dimension of (A) 500 μm, (B) 50 μm, (C) 11.7 μm, (D) 5.8 μm (E) 3.1 μm and 
(F) 0.8 μm can be observed in the images with increasing magnification. We increased the 
bias to -2.00 V because a larger amount of excessive h+ was produced by the larger area of 
Au catalysts. After 10 min of EMaCE, Au catalysts on all units etched uniformly and 
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vertically into the Si substrate, as shown in the polymer replica (Figure 49 (d) and (g)). dt 
and db were measured from the etched chips (Figure 49 (e) and (f)) and corresponding 
polymer replica (Figure 49 (g)), respectively. The values are listed in Table 4. The 
variance between dt and db of each subunit is less than 1 μm, both of which have a variance 
less than 1 μm to their origin dimensions (dorig). Besides the accuracy of dimensions, 
EMaCE also possesses the fidelity in transferring the shape of original feature, as found in 
the sharp corners (Figure 49 (h)) and interconnections between feature B and C (Figure 




Figure 49 (a)-(c) pattern of a complex feature after photolithography on Si(100) chip; (e), (f), (g), 




Table 4 Dimensions of subunits C-F shown in Figure 49 before and after EMaCE 
Feature ID C D E F 
dorig(μm) 11.0 5.8 3.1 0.8 
dt(μm) 11.1 6.6 2.7 0.6 
db(μm) 10.2 5.0 2.7 0.8 
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4.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, a novel Si etching method, named electric bias-attenuated metal-
assisted chemical etching (EMaCE), is established based on the uniform MaCE condition. 
A negative electric bias was applied from the back side of Si substrate during MaCE 
process to solve the issue of excessive etching found in traditional MaCE process. Over 
10,000 vertical holes with diameter of 28 μm were successfully fabricated on a 1×1 cm2 
chips with high speed, high aspect ratio and low sidewall roughness. By programming the 
variation of bias versus etching time, the 3D geometry of the etching profile can be 
attenuated in real time. Etching of vertical holes was also realized by EMaCE on Si (111) 
and polySi substrate. Complex features with lateral dimensions of 0.8 μm-500 μm were 
also fabricated with high geometric accuracy. The established EMaCE is not only readily 
applicable for manufacturing TSVs in large scale with low cost, but also available for 
MEMS devices with complex lateral geometry. Also, EMaCE provides a viable solution 
for direct deep etching of polycrystalline Si, which has been challenging so far. Further, 
EMaCE with variable bias is promising to create novel micro- and nanostructures with 






CHARGE TRANSPORT IN UNIFORM MACE 
5.1 Introduction 
The geometry of HAR structures in the 3D space plays the key role in the 
performance of the devices where they are involved. Thus, controllability over the 3D 
geometry of the etching profile (referred to as “3D profile” in the following discussion) is 
essential for any HAR Si etching method. In DRIE, the 3D profile can be controlled by the 
chemistry of plasma.[72, 73] In MaCE for nanowires fabrication (referred to as nano-
MaCE), it has been reported that the 3D profile could be influenced by the etchant 
composition [74], the doping type and doping level of Si substrates.[75]  
The chemistry in microscale uniform MaCE is fundamentally different from nano-
MaCE. In nano-MaCE, etchant with high ρ value (generally, over 0.60) is preferred for 
high shape-transfer fidelity.[37] However, if microscale uniform MaCE was conducted in 
such high-ρ etchant, deformation and disintegration of the catalysts were observed ([53]).  
In order to obtain decent etching uniformity, ρ has to be lowered to ensure the stable 
movement of catalyst in micro-MaCE. The use of low-ρ etchant can be regarded as a 
uniform MaCE (UMaCE) condition. In the low-ρ etchant solution, the sidewall of the 3D 
profile can be either vertical or tapered, as shown in Chapter 3 and 4. In the context of 
MaCE for microstructures fabrication (referred to as micro-MaCE), controllability of the 
3D profile has not been well studied. 
In this chapter, we propose that under the UMaCE condition, the 3D profile in 
micro-MaCE can be correlated to the charge transport process during etching. Considering 
the fact that MaCE is essentially a redox reaction where electron holes (h+) are involved, 
the transport of h+ may critically influence the 3D profiles of MaCE. To investigate the 
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correlation between the CT and the 3D profile, the effects of two sets of “intrinsic” 
parameters are investigated in this work: the intrinsic property of the Si substrates and the 
geometry of the catalyst. A series of experiments under the UMaCE condition are 
conducted on Si substrates with different dopant type and doping level; straight-line shapes 
Au catalysts with different number of patterns, width and spacing distance are used in each 
experiment. Interestingly, the 3D profiles in these experiments show sharp contrast as 
presented below. The contents in this chapter have been partially published in [76] and 
reprinted here with permission. Copyright 2015, The Electrochemical Society. 
5.2 Methods-Experimental 
All the Si substrates in this work were single crystalline with (100)-orientation from 
University Wafer, MA. The received Si was washed in Piranha solution at 120 oC for 10 
min and rinsed by deionized (DI) water. After dried in N2 gas, a layer of photoresist 
(Shipley S1813) was spin-cast onto the Si and exposed under 405 nm light in a Karl Suss 
Mask Aligner for photolithography. After developing in MF-319 developer (Shipley), the 
Si was cleaned by argon/oxygen plasma (Advanced Vacuum Vision RIE system). A layer 
of Au was then deposited by a Denton Explorer E-Beam Evaporator at a rate of 0.5 Å/sec 
in a vacuum chamber of 3×10-6 Torr. The nominal thickness of all the Au film used in the 
work is 10 nm. Atomic force microscope (AFM) image of the Au film was collected from 
a Veeco Dimension Edge AFM system with a Si tip (Bruker MPP 11100-10). The Au-
loaded Si substrates were cut into pieces (1×2 cm2 in lateral size) and directly immersed 
in HF-H2O2 etchant solution for MaCE of 10 min. Each piece contains one block of line-
shaped patterns with same geometry. HF and H2O2 were provided by VWR International 
and directly used without further processing. All the MaCE experiments were conducted 
in the mixture solution of 1.5 mol/L HF and 3.1 mol/L H2O2 in DI water with a total 
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volume of 32 mL at room temperature with ambient light illumination. No significant 
effect of illumination was observed in the etching profile. After MaCE, the samples were 
rinsed by DI water and the photoresist was lift off by acetone. The etching results were 
observed under SEM (Hitachi SU8010). For the cross sectional SEM images, Si samples 
were mechanically cleaved by a scriber along the direction that was perpendicular to the 
line patterns. Au layer is not removed because it is too thin (only ~10 nm) to make any 
difference in the SEM images that describe the overall geometry of etching profile. In the 
real application where Au needs to be removed, Au can be facilely removed by 
immersion in potassium iodide (KI, 10.0 wt%)/iodine (I2, 2.5 wt%) aqueous solution at 
room temperature within 10 sec. The current-voltage (I-V) curve of bare Si substrates in 
HF solution was acquired by connecting the Si to a potentiostat (Princeton Applied 
Research, VersaSTAT MC) as the working electrode; a platinum wire was used as the 
counter electrode. A home-made carrier was used to facilitate the electric connection 
between Si substrate and the potentiostat. The I-V curves are collected under the same 
ambient light as existed in all the MaCE experiments. The details of carrier fabrication 
and configuration have been reported in Chapter 4.  
5.3 Methods-Modeling of h+ distribution 
The h+ distribution was calculated by a Matlab software (version R2014b) based 
on an isotropic diffusion model as derived the following. h+ concentration distribution 
functions in Cartesian CS and cylindrical CS are set as 
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where D is the diffusion constant.  
If we consider h+ are emitting from the boundary of a circular source with radius of 
rs (Figure 50), and we set the first boundary condition-1 (BC-1) as: At t=0, an impulse of 
h+ with the total amount of Cs is input from the void source: 
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 t : Dirac Function.  t =0, when 0t  . 
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Figure 50 A circular h+ Source in an Infinite Space 
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To solve Eq.15, we define the Laplace transform of a function f(t) as: 
      
0
stf t f s e f t dt

  L     (18) 
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Once Eq.19 is applied to Equation 8, BC-1, BC-2, we have 
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Given the fact that  
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Then we have the transient h+ distribution function from an impulse point source in 
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Similarly, for the transient h+ distribution function from an impulse line source in 




r DtSLCc r t e
Dt
     (30) 
Where /SL SC C L , with L being the length of the line. Conceivably, the diameter 
of the line approaches 0.     
Now we can consider the h+ distribution in an infinite space with a moving line 
source which continuously emits h+ with a rate of CSL. The source can be treated as the 
sum of an infinite number of impulse sources that continuously emit h+ at an infinitely 
small time intervals. Thus the h+ concentration at an arbitrary point P in the space after 
time t1 (θP(x, z, t1)) can be calculated by superimposing the concentration of h
+ that diffuse 
from the moving source in every time interval in the time domain of [0, t1] (Figure 51). By 
applying the h+ concentration distribution function by impulse line source, the increase in 
h+ concentration at P at an arbitrary time point τ can be expressed as: 
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Figure 51 Schematic of the cross section of a line source moving at constant velocity v along z axis 
in infinite space. The line source is aligned in the y axis which is perpendicular towards the x-z 
plane. 0 is the point of origin of the immobile coordinate system x, y, z; 0S is the point of origin of 
the coordinate system x, y, z’ that moves with the source. 
 
 
An Au line with width of w0 that continuously emits h
+ into Si can be treated as an 
array of closely packed paralleled line source with infinitesimal diameter. In this sense, the 
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In the case of MaCE by multiple Au lines, by assuming that ch+ from the 
contribution of each Au line are additive, then we have    
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where n and s are the number and spacing of the Au lines.  
Using the density of Si [77] as ρ=2.329 g/cm3 the vertical etching rate zr  under an 
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where V is volume of Si that has been etched. Assuming etching of one Si atom consumes 
4 h+ (Eq. 2 in main text), then the current density of h+ is 
16 23 19
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Considering the fact that |rz| shows little dependence on the lateral geometry of the Au lines 
(Figure 58 (a)), the current density value should be applicable in all MaCE experiments 
on P-Si. 
5.4 Results and Discussion 
As listed in Table 5, n-type and p-type doped Si with resistivity are labeled as N-Si and 
P-Si for the convenience of discussion. Undoped Si is named as U-Si, while the heavily 
dope n-type and p-type Si are named as (N+)-Si and (P+)-Si. To study the effect of Si type 
and catalyst geometry, all the other experimental conditions were strictly fixed as described 
in the Experimental section, including the catalyst thickness and morphology, etchant 
solution composition and volume, etching time, temperature and etc. The overall 
processing flow is illustrated in Figure 52. At the initial step, blocks of line patterns are 
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transferred onto Si by photolithography. Each block contains a certain number (n) of 
parallel line patterns (“lines” for short) with the same line width w0 and line spacing 
distance s. Each block is named by its n, w0 and s value in the format of w0×n@s. Within 
the lines, bare Si surface is exposed; while the Si surface outside the lines is covered by 
photoresist. As reported in Chapter 4, the photoresist has been proven to block the etching 
of Si in MaCE of 2 hr.  After deposition of Au, only the Au in the line pattern (referred to 
as “Au lines”) is in direct contact with Si surface and able to induce MaCE. Thus the pattern 
number, width and spacing distance of the Au catalyst that are actually involved in MaCE 
equal to w0, n and s, respectively. SEM images of some selected blocks of lines after Au 
deposition are shown in Figure 53. The lines show uniform geometry: the line edge 
roughness and variation of width along an individual line are well below 0.2 μm. Width 
variation of line patterns within one block is also below 0.2 μm. The real thickness of Au 
catalyst on all Si is measured to be 13.3±0.5 nm by AFM (Figure 54). Nanoporous 
morphology of the Au catalyst can be observed under high-magnification SEM (Figure 53 
(d)). These nanopores allow the access of HF to remove the oxidized Si beneath the Au 
catalyst, which also ensures the uniformity of MaCE (Chapter 3). 
Table 5 IDs, dopant type and doping level of the Si substrates used in this chapter 
Substrate ID Dopant Resistivity (Ω cm) Doping Density (cm-3)1 
U-Si Undoped >3000 <1013 
P-Si Boron 1-10 1015-1016 
N-Si Phosphorus 1-10 1014-1015 
P(+)-Si Boron 0.001-0.005 1019-1020 
N(+)-Si Phosphorus 0.007-0.020 1018-1019 
Note: 
1. The doping density is estimated from the resistivity using the table in Ref. [21]. 
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Figure 52 Processing flow in MaCE experiments: (a) photolithography for formation of line 
patterns blocks; (b) Au deposition; (c) MaCE; (d) lift-off of photoresist. The green, blue and golden 





Figure 53 Top-view SEM images of Si sample after photolithography and Au deposition: (a) a 2 
μm×5@20 μm pattern. The brighter area are the Si that are in direct contact with Au, while the Si 
surface are covered by photoresist in other darker area (the same in the following images); (b) a 2 
μm×1 pattern; (c) magnified image of the red circle in (b), showing the smooth edge of photoresist; 
(d) magnified image of the red circle in (c), showing the nanoporous morphology of Au catalysts; 
(e) a 5 μm×1 pattern; (f) a 10 μm×1 pattern. 
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Figure 54 (Top) top-view and (bottom) cross sectional atomic force microscope (AFM) image of 
the as-deposited Au catalysts on bare Si surface. The thickness of Au catalysts, 13.3±0.5 nm, is 
acquired by measuring the step height at the edge of Au. 
 
 
After MaCE, Au was found moving vertically into the Si and deep trenches were 
formed. Cross-sectional SEM images of the trenches on U-Si, P-Si and N-Si are shown in 
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Figure 55 to Figure 57, respectively. The depth (d) and the top width variation (Δwt) of 
trenches are measured from the SEM images. As illustrated in Figure 52, d is defined as 
the vertical distance between the top edge and the bottom of a trench, while Δwt is defined 
as the difference between the top width of the trench after MaCE and the original width of 
the line pattern before MaCE: Δwt=wt-w0. The value of d and Δwt are averaged from five 
independent measurements at different locations of a block are listed in Table 6-Table 8 
and plotted against w0, n and s in Figure 58. Under the same condition, MaCE experiments 
were also conducted on N(+)-Si and P(+)-Si. However, unlike the uniform trenches shown 
in Figure 55 to Figure 57, trenches on these heavily-doped Si are non-uniform. Also, 
porous region can be observed between the trenches (Figure 59). The difference among 
the SEM images (Figure 55 to Figure 57) clearly indicates that the 3D profile of MaCE is 
dependent on both the property of the Si and the geometry of the patterns. 
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Figure 55 Cross-sectional SEM images of the etching profile on U-Si. The name of blocks are 




Figure 56 Cross-sectional SEM images of the etching profile on P-Si. The name of blocks are 
labeled on top of each corresponding figure. All the scale bars have a length of 5 μm. 
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Figure 57 Cross-sectional SEM images of the etching profile on N-Si. The name of blocks are 




Table 6 Geometric data of patterns before MaCE and trenches after MaCE on U-Si 
Designed Value (μm) Measured Value (μm) 
w0 n s w0 std(w0) wt std(wt) d std(s) Δw 
2 1 0 2.36 0.23 3.1 0.2 6.79 0.2 0.74 
2 5 20 2.3 0.01 3.43 0.1 5.64 0.46 1.13 
2 20 20 2.19 0.04 3.49 0.25 6.48 0.73 1.3 
2 50 20 2.21 0.05 3.58 0.11 6.55 0.23 1.37 
2 50 15 2.61 0.03 4.39 0.12 8.68 0.29 1.78 
2 50 50 2.67 0.03 3.86 0.27 6.84 1.04 1.19 
2 50 80 2.66 0.02 3.59 0.18 6.42 1.61 0.93 
5 1 0 5.78 0.02 7.02 0.2 8.45 0.2 1.24 
5 50 10 5.56 0.11 7.89 0.3 7.53 0.46 2.33 
5 50 20 5.55 0.12 7.48 0.21 7.45 0.28 1.93 
5 50 50 5.6 0.15 7.18 0.15 7.73 0.42 1.58 
10 1 0 10.45 0.06 12.5 0.2 8.73 0.2 2.05 
10 50 20 10.59 0.02 12.76 0.22 7.91 0.69 2.17 
10 50 50 10.43 0.17 12.71 0.21 7.91 0.77 2.28 




Table 7 Geometric data of patterns before MaCE and trenches after MaCE on P-Si 
Designed Value (μm) Measured Value (μm) 
w0 n s w0 std(w0) wt std(wt) d std(s) Δw 
2 1 0 2.98 0.01 3.16 0.2 5.24 0.2 0.18 
2 5 20 2.66 0.01 3.11 0.05 5.34 0.22 0.45 
2 20 20 2.58 0.01 3.77 0.15 5.65 0.13 1.19 
2 50 20 2.58 0.01 4.22 0.29 5.47 0.28 1.64 
2 50 15 2.86 0.01 4.89 0.16 7.11 0.21 2.03 
2 50 50 2.87 0.05 3.91 0.07 5.71 0.95 1.04 
2 50 80 2.9 0.06 3.61 0.26 5.93 0.72 0.71 
5 1 0 5.33 0.02 5.97 0.2 5.22 0.2 0.64 
5 50 10 5.3 0.09 8.13 0.45 6.13 0.14 2.83 
5 50 20 5.26 0.14 8.02 0.15 6.74 0.5 2.76 
5 50 50 5.06 0.17 6.92 0.31 7.2 0.31 1.86 
10 1 0 10.21 0.01 11 0.2 6.43 0.2 0.79 
10 50 20 10.3 0.11 15.24 0.4 6.18 0.58 4.94 
10 50 50 10.21 0.11 13.73 0.49 6.41 0.21 3.52 




Table 8 Geometric data of patterns before MaCE and trenches after MaCE on N-Si 
Designed Value (μm) Measured Value (μm) 
w0 n s w0 std(w0) wt std(wt) d std(s) Δw 
2 1 0 2.73 0.02 3.33 0.2 9.64 0.2 0.6 
2 5 20 1.98 0.02 2.48 0.12 8.95 0.23 0.5 
2 20 20 2.04 0.14 2.7 0.18 9.91 0.5 0.66 
2 50 20 2.05 0.17 2.73 0.12 9.52 0.53 0.68 
2 50 15 2.01 0.11 2.48 0.13 9.67 0.57 0.47 
2 50 50 1.86 0.09 2.52 0.21 8.72 0.96 0.66 
2 50 80 2.01 0.13 2.56 0.08 9.39 0.77 0.55 
5 1 0 5.33 0.02 5.93 0.2 5.22 0.2 0.6 
5 50 10 5.15 0.16 5.93 0.2 8.97 0.1 0.78 
5 50 20 5.13 0.1 5.98 0.14 9.42 0.12 0.85 
5 50 50 5.13 0.09 6.06 0.13 10.7 0.59 0.93 
10 1 0 10.21 0.01 11 0.2 6.43 0.2 0.79 
10 50 20 10.19 0.03 11.05 0.3 9.05 0.17 0.86 
10 50 50 10.22 0.18 11.08 0.15 9.67 0.13 0.86 




Figure 58 (a) Plot of the average etching depth (d) versus original width of the line patterns (w0); 
(b) plot of the top width variation (Δwt) versus w0 of the single-line patterns; (c) plot of the top 
width variation (Δwt) versus number of line patterns (n) with w0 of 2 μm and spacing distance (s) 
of 20 μm; (d) plot of the top width variation (Δwt) versus s with w0 of 2 μm and n of 50; (e) plot of 
the top width variation (Δwt) versus s with w0 of 5 μm and n of 50; (f) plot of the top width variation 
(Δwt) versus s with w0 of 10 μm and n of 50. All the w0 here refer to the designed value. The solid 
lines in (b)-(f) represent the Δwt calculated from the diffusion model (labeled as P(M) and U(M) 
for P-Si and U-Si in the legend of each figure). 
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Figure 59 (Top) Cross-sectional SEM images of the etching profile in 10 μm×50@50 μm block on 
N(+)-Si with magnified image detailing the red circle; (Bottom) cross-sectional SEM images of the 
etching profile in 2 μm×50@50 μm block on P(+)-Si with magnified image detailing the red circle. 
Several trends can be derived from Figure 58: (a) for d, it follows the order of d(P-Si)< 
d(U-Si)< d(N-Si), independent of w0. Because d also shows little dependence on n and s, 
the d values are averaged from all the blocks that have the same w0 (Figure 58 (a)); (b) for 
Δwt in the blocks which contain only one line (i.e. n=1), it follows the order of Δwt(P-Si)< 
Δwt (N-Si)< Δwt (U-Si). Δwt increases with w0 on all the three substrates (Figure 58 (b)); 
(c) for Δwt in MaCE of the blocks which contain multiple lines (i.e. n>1) with w0 of 2 μm 
and s of 20 μm, Δwt sharply increases with n on P-Si, while showing little dependence on 
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n on N-Si (Figure 58 (c)); (d) for Δwt in MaCE of the blocks which contain 50 lines with 
w0 of 2 μm, Δwt sharply decreases with the increasing s on P-Si and U-Si (Figure 58 (d); 
(e) as shown in Figure 58 (e) and Figure 58 (f)), if the w0 increases to 5 μm and 10 μm 
while keeping n=50, the absolute value of Δwt also increases accordingly on P-Si and U-
Si, with keeping the same decreasing trend against s. However, with the same s, Δwt(P-Si)> 
Δwt(U-Si). For N-Si, Δwt remains much lower than U-Si and P-Si through Figure 58 (c) to 
(d), and showing little dependence on n, s and w0. 
To understand these trends, it is necessary to review the chemistry of MaCE. In MaCE, 
the chemical reactions can described by Equation 4 and 5. From these equations, HF and 
h+ can be identified as the chemical species that directly induce the etching. Thus, the 3D 
profile is related to the distribution of HF and h+ in the 3D space. In this regard, an 
orthogonal Cartesian CS is established where the origin is set at the geometric center of a 
line, and the y and z axis are set along the line and perpendicular to the Si surface, 
respectively (Figure 62 (a)). The etching rate at position (x, y, z) and time t can be 
expressed as a vector r :  
     HF h, , , , , , , , ,
a b
r x y z t C c x y z t c x y z t                                      (35) 
Where  HF , , ,c x y z t and  h , , ,c x y z t are the concentration of HF and h
+ at position (x, y, 
z) and time t, respectively; while C, a and b are constants to be determined. The vector 
hr  is the unit vector that points to the direction of the h
+ movement. We further set the 
start time of MaCE as t=0. At t=0,  , , ,0 0r x y z  . Since Δwt is larger than 0 in all the 
etching results, the trenches width after etching is always larger than w0. The increase in 
w during MaCE indicates that the Si both beneath the Au catalysts and on the sidewall are 
etched. We refer to these two etching processes as the vertical etching and sidewall 
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etching. Conceivably, d and Δwt can be related to the reaction rate of vertical etching and 
sidewall etching, i.e. the components of r along the z- and x-axis:   
 
   
b b b
b b b b b bHF h
( )
, , ,





r x y z t
t t
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Where w, l and d are the dimension along x, y and z axis, V is volume of Si being 
etched, while Δd, Δw and ΔV are the infinitesimal increase in d, w and V within the 
infinitesimal time period Δt.  b b b, ,x y z  and  s s s, ,x y z refer to the arbitrary positions at the 
bottom of the etching profiles (i.e. the Au-Si interface) and on the sidewall, respectively. 
It has been demonstrated that under current UMaCE condition, zr is constant within 10 
min (Chapter 3). Then we can assume that the vertical etching is under a steady state: 
 HF , , ,c x y z t and  h , , ,c x y z t  in Eq. 37 are constant over time. For HF, since the initial 
concentration of HF equals to that in bulk solution, then: 
   HF HF, , , , , ,0 1.5 mol/Lc x y z t c x y z                                          (38) 
Eq. 38 means that during the MaCE within 10 min, although the Au catalyst keeps 
moving into Si substrate, the etchant solution can quickly flow into the etched space above 
Au and a steady state is established within every infinitesimal time period, so that the local 
concentration of HF at the Au –Si interface maintains the constant value. It is conceivable 
that the cHF(x,y,z,t) in Eq. 37 also equals to cHF(x,y,z,0), since the sidewall and Au-Si are 
subjected to the same etchant solution.   
To further confirm the steady state of MaCE within 10 min, a study on the evolution 
of etching depth (d) over etching time (t) in MaCE of 2 μm×1 pattern on N-Si is conducted. 
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The d-t curve is shown in Figure 60. The solution is kept at static state without agitation. 
Within the etching time of 10 min, the etching keeps constant. The result is consistent with 
our previous results of MaCE on circular patterns with diameter of 30 μm. At the point of 
t=15 min, the etching rate starts to drop. At the point of t=40 min, the etching rate 
significantly dropped. It should be noted that the consumption of the etchant solution is 
negligible over the MaCE of 40 min. To confirm this point, we immersed a 2 μm×1 sample 
in the etchant solution after MaCE of 40 min, the etching rate is identical to that in MaCE 
with freshly prepared etching solution. In contrast, in our previous etching experiment of 
2 μm×1 pattern (Chapter 3), an etching depth of 32 μm is reached after MaCE of 40 min 
with stirring of the etching solution, much higher than the depth here in the static etching 
solution. These facts indicate that within 10 min, MaCE is reaction-controlled, while the 
process becomes diffusion-controlled as the etching proceeds. One of the probable factors 
that cause the transition is that as the etching proceeds, the aspect ratio of the etched trench 
is increasing and the difficulty of HF and H2O2 molecules diffusion to the etching front, 
i.e. the Au-Si, is also increasing. By agitation of the solution, the diffusion of HF and H2O2 
can be promoted and a higher etching rate over long-time etching can be achieved. The 
reaction-controlled mechanism validates the assumption that HF concentration inside the 
etching profile keeps constant within 10 min (Eq. 38). 
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Figure 60 The evolution of etching depth in MaCE of 2 μm×1 pattern on N-Si. 
 
 
If we assume that the etching is homogeneous along the y-axis, we can focus our 
study of etching rate on a 2D plane that is perpendicular to the y-axis (i.e. the x-z plane). 
Then Eq. 36 and 37 can be simplified to: 
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Where C1 is a constant. Eq. 39 and 40 show that under the UMaCE condition where 
the vertical etching is in steady state, the 3D profile is only related to the ch+(x,z,t), which 
is determined by CT during MaCE. 
It should be noted that in the HF-H2O2 etching solution, HF will undergo the 






HF H +F , =
[HF]
K
K                                                (41) 









                                               (42) 
where K1 and K2 are the equilibrium constant of Eq. 41 and 42, respectively. [H
+], 
[F-], [HF] and [HF2
-] refer to the activity of the corresponding species. Thus the fluoride 
species that are actually involved in the dissolution of oxidized Si (Eq. 5) may contain HF, 
F- and HF2-. To qualitatively evaluate the effect of fluoride species concentration 
distribution, we did the MaCE on N-Si in etchant solution with H2SO4, NH3•H2O and NH4F 
as additives, respectively. We adopted the value of 1.3×10-3 and 0.104 for K1 and K2, 
respectively, at the ionic strength of 1 M.[78]. Here we neglect the change of these value 
over the ionic strength in the solution, and substitute all the activity terms with 
concentration in the expression of K1 and K2. Then the two values can be used to estimate 
the concentration of each fluoride species. It has been reported that in HF solution with 
concentration over 1 M, some polymer of HF ((HF)nF
-, n=2-6) can be formed. Here the 
formation of HF is not taken into account to simplify the calculation of fluoride species 
concentration. Due to the low acidity of H2O2, the contribution of H
+ from H2O2 is also 
neglected. The calculated concentration of etching solution is listed in Table 9. In the 
etchant solution used in the aforementioned MaCE experiments without any additives, the 
majority fluoride species is HF. With addition of H2SO4, the c(HF) slightly increase, while 
c(HF2
-) and c(F-) sharply decrease. The etching depth slight decreases with the addition of 
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H2SO4. However, the etching depth has a significant increase with the addition of NH3•H2O 
or NH4F, where c(H
+) decreases but c(HF2
-) and c(F-) increase. The results may be 
explained by the fact that HF2
- dissolves the oxidized Si much faster than HF.[79] 
Considering the fact that H+ is also involved in the reduction of H2O2 (Eq. 4), the relation 
between c(H+) and etching depth indicates that the dissolution of oxidized Si (Eq.5) may 
be the rate limiting step in MaCE. In order to simplify the following discussion, however, 
the term HF is used to represent all the fluoride species. This generalization of terminology 
will not impair the validity of the conclusion derived from the data in Figure 58, because 
all the etching experiments are conducted in the etchant solution with the same 
composition.   
Table 9 Concentration of fluoride species and corresponding etching depth 
Test# Additive  
Conc. 
(M)1 








1 None 0 0.048 1.506 0.006 0.041 8 0.13 
2 H2SO4 0.064 0.09 1.531 0.004 0.022 7.39 0.45 
3 H2SO4 0.319 0.326 1.552 0.001 0.006 7.15 0.23 















0.149 0.021 1.369 12.52 0.57 
8 NH4F 0.134 0.015 1.524 0.02 0.129 9.01 0.34 
9 NH4F 0.445 0.001 1.498 0.061 0.385 10.84 0.22 
10 NH4F 0.89 0.002 1.441 0.116 0.777 12.95 0.34 
Note: 
1. The concentration of additive molecules. For H2SO4 as the additive, the pKa2 for 
the second proton dissociation is 1.99, ~10 times higher than pKa of HF, thus it is 
assumed that the H2SO4 molecules completely dissociate and provide two protons 
per molecules; for NH3•H2O as the additive, the pKb of NH3•H2O is 4.75, it is 
assumed that all the NH3•H2O molecules is bonded with protons in the solution; 
for NH4F as the additives, it is assumed that all NH4F dissociate into NH4
+ and F- 
ions. The pKa and pKb values mentioned above can be found in Ref. 37; 
2. Depth of etching profile averaged from 5 independent tests on N-Si under the 
same condition as those used in Fig. 2-4; 
3. Standard deviation of etching depth in μm. 
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CT in vertical etching and sidewall etching are illustrated in Figure 62 (a) and 
labeled as CT1 and CT2, respectively. To study the ch+(x,z,t) in CT1 and CT2, the source 
of h+ needs to be clarified first. Although it has been reported that the bare Si surface 
without the coverage of metal could also be etched in HF-H2O2, its etching rate is on the 
order of 0.1-1.0 nm/min[23], which is negligibly small compared to that of MaCE. Thus, 
h+ in CT1 is primarily originated from the catalytic reduction of H2O2 on Au surface (Eq.1), 
It follows that in CT1 h+ is transported from Au to Si, rather than from etchant solution to 
Si.  
It has long been known that CT through a metal-semiconductor interface can be 
described by the Schottky junction model.[80] As shown in Figure 61, the h+ transport 
process from Au to Si can be schematically illustrated using a band diagram of Au-Si 
Schottky junction. In Au, at thermal equilibrium the majority of electrons stay in the bands 
below Fermi level (EF). In Si, the valence bands are filled with electrons while the 
conduction bands are empty. A band gap lies between the valence bands and the conduction 
bands. In undoped Si (U-Si), EF lies in the middle of band gap. In N-Si which is doped with 
phosphorous (P), extra electrons from P fill in the bottom of conduction bands and the 
Fermi level is raised up versus the valence band top (EV) and conduction band bottom (EC). 
In P-Si which is doped with boron, extra h+ fill in the top of conduction bands and the Fermi 
level (EF) is lowered down versus the valence/conduction band edges (Figure 61 (a)). 
When Au and Si are brought into contact, the EF of Si aligns with that of Au. Charges will 
move across the Au-Si interface and a space charge region in Si is formed after equilibrium 
is reached. As a result, the EC and EV are bent downwards for N-Si, and upwards for P-Si. 
A built-in potential (Vbi) is established due to the band bending. Electrons transport from 













                                                 (43) 
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Where q, k, T, φbn are elementary charge, Schottky barrier height, Planck constant 
and temperature, respectively (Figure 61 (b)). C1 is a constant to be determined. Since 
the system is at thermal equilibrium, no net current exists across the Au-Si interface, thus   
bn










                                   (44) 
When the N-Si is negatively biased towards Au with a bias of V, EC and EV on the 


























                                             (46) 
Then the net electron flux is  
bn
1Si Au Au Si
exp exp 1
q qV




    
         
        (47) 
Eq.47 indicates that a negative bias on N-Si increases the net electron flux from 
Si to Au, equivalent to an increase in h+ flux from Au to Si.  
Similarly, for P-Si, the net h+ flux from Au to Si under the negative bias is 
bn
1Si Au Au Si
exp 1 exp
q qV




    
         
                               (48) 
In contrast to the case of N-Si, as the bias strength increases, the h+ flux from Au 





Figure 61 Band diagram of an Au-Si Schottky junction. (a) Band diagram of Au and N-Si (left)/P-
Si (right) without contact; (b) band diagram of Au and N-Si (left)/P-Si (right) with contact under 
no electric bias; (c) band diagram of Au and N-Si (left)/P-Si (right) with contact while Si is 
negatively biased towards Au. EF, EC, EV, Vbi and V refer to the energy of Fermi level, conduction 
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band bottom, valence band top, built-in potential and applied potential, respectively. The shadowed 
area shows the bands that are occupied by electrons. 
 
 
In the context of vertical etching, metal and semiconductor correspond to Au and 
Si, respectively. Since h+ are transported from Au to Si, Si can be regarded as negatively 
biased against Au (Figure 62 (a)). The negative bias raises up the energy level of both the 
valence band and conduction band of the Si, regardless of its doping type. For N-Si, the 
negative bias favors the transport of h+ from Au to Si (referred to as a “forward bias” for 
N-Si); for P-Si, however, the negative bias increases the difficulty in the h+ transport 
(referred to as a “reverse bias” for P-Si). [80, 81] Then ch+ in Eq. 39 follows the order of: 
ch+(P-Si)< ch+(U-Si)< ch+(N-Si). Accordingly, we have d(P-Si)< d(U-Si)< d(N-Si), which 
is consistent with the results in Figure 58 (a).   
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Figure 62 (a) Schematic charge transport process during MaCE. CT1: charge transport from Au to 
the Si beneath; CT2: charge transport from Si on the sidewall to the etchant solution; (b) current 





Regarding CT2, etching on the sidewall have been attributed to the dissolution and 
redeposition process of metal catalyst in literature about nano-MaCE where silver (Ag) 
was used as the catalyst.[75, 82] It was assumed that Ag at the bottom of the etching profile 
could be partially dissolved by HF-H2O2 and redeposited on the sidewall. Once deposited 
by Ag, h+ is transported from Ag to Si by a process similar to that in CT1. In the present 
work, if the sidewall etching is induced by the dissolution and redeposition of Au, CT2 
should resemble CT1 and the variation of Δwt should be the same as that of d. However, 
as can be clearly observed in Figure 58 (b), Δwt follows the order of Δwt (P-Si) < Δwt (N-
Si) < Δwt (U-Si); in Figure 58 (c)-(f), Δwt follows the order of Δwt (N-Si) < Δwt (U-Si) < 
Δwt (P-Si). Both trends are in sharp contrast to that of d. Then the charge transport from 
Au to Si can be excluded in CT2. As mentioned before, under the UMaCE condition, low-
ρ etchant is used and the h+ generated from H2O2 on Au surface cannot be completed 
consumed by the vertical etching process. The excessive h+ from Au have a chance to be 
transported to the sidewall and induce the sidewall etching. In this sense, contrary to the 
vertical etching, the sidewall etching is a pure electrochemical process as described in Eq. 
5, where h+ are transported from Si to the etchant solution. Under this condition, Si is 
positively biased against the etchant solution. The process resembles the well-known 
electrochemical etching of Si. The electrochemical etching could also be described by a 
Schottky junction model.[17, 21, 68] Here a positive bias is a forward bias for P-Si but a 
reverse bias for N-Si. Thus, in the sidewall etching the transport of h+ is favored on P-Si 
but suppressed on N-Si. To further confirm this point, electrochemical etching experiments 
were conducted to mimic the sidewall etching process. Bare Si were connected to a 
potentiostat as the working electrode and immersed in a 1.5 mol/L HF solution. A linear-
increasing voltage was applied to the bare Si and the corresponding current density value 
was recorded. As shown in Figure 62 (b), for P-Si, when the voltage is scanned from -1.0 
V (vs. Pt counter electrode) toward +4.0 V, current density increases sharply after the 
voltage passes -0.2 V. In contrast, for N-Si, no significant current density can be observed 
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within the scan range. Given the fact that the doping level of N-Si and P-Si are similar, the 
result supports the point that once a positive bias is applied, h+ can be favorably transported 
from P-Si to HF solution, while h+ transport from N-Si to HF solution is intrinsically 
suppressed. It is observed that the current density of U-Si is also low, which may be 
attributed to the low doping level of U-Si (Table 5). For P(+) and N(+)-Si, however, due 
to a high doping level, h+ can easily tunnel through the Si-HF solution interface regardless 
of the dopant type, thus their current density increases faster than P-Si.[80] During MaCE 
of the heavily doped Si, the tunneling process not only induces sidewall etching, but also 
makes the Si between trenches highly porous on both substrates (Figure 59), which is 
consistent with results from previous results of electrochemical etching[83] and nano-
MaCE [31, 32, 84] on heavily-doped Si.  
Now that CT1 and CT2 have been discussed, we can further investigate the 
correlation between CT1 and CT2. As discussed above, h+ in both CT1 and CT2 are 
originated from the reduction of H2O2 on Au surface. Under the steady state, ch+ in CT1 is 
constant over time, which means Au can be regarded as a source that constantly emits h+ 
into Si while moving along the z-axis at constant velocity (v): 
   




h ECTH h EX
, , , ,0 constant
, , , ,
c x z t c x z
c x z t c x z t
 

                                      (49) 
where ch+ETCH(x,z,t) is the amount of h
+ that are consumed in the vertical etching, 
while ch+EX(x,z,t) is the amount of excessive h
+. Since the vertical etching rate is 
constant, then ch+ETCH(x,z,t) is constant, which makes ch+EX(x,z,t) also constant: 
  h+EX h+EX, , constantc x z t c                                             (50) 
These excessive h+ can be transported to the sidewall through diffusion or drift. 
Here the term “diffusion” refers to the movement of h+ driven by the gradient of ch+, while 
“drift” refers to that driven by electric field.  If we assume that the excessive h+ is the only 
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source of h+ in CT2 and transported to the sidewall only through diffusion, then we can 
establish a diffusion model to calculate ch+ in Eq. 8 by Fick’s Second Law:    
 
 h+ 2 h+
, ,
, ,
c x z t





                                            (51) 
where D is the diffusion constant of h+ in Si. Here D is set as constant over space 
and time. If we introduce a new variable 2 2r x z  , the boundary condition and initial 
condition can be written as: 
 
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 h+ , 0rc r t                                                                  (53) 
 h+ , ,0 0c x z                                                                  (54) 
Assuming the total ch+ is the sum of the contribution of each Au lines in a w0×n@s 
block, we have[85]: 
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(55) 
It has been reported that in the electrochemical etching process, Si is completely 
removed when ch+ exceeds a certain critical value ch+crit, while porous Si is formed when 
ch+ is below ch+crit.[21] Then using the diffusion model, Δwt can be calculated by Eq. 55 if 
we assume that Δwt is only related to the ch+ on the Si top surface at z=0 (referred to as 
ch+(x,0,10 min)). The ch+(x,0,10 min) equals to ch+crit at the position of (Δwt, 0). Figure 63 
(a) shows the calculated ch+(x,0,10 min) in MaCE of 2 μm×1, 5 μm×5, 10 μm×1 blocks on 
U-Si along x-axis where the origin is set at the geometric center of Au lines. The ch+ is 
calculated by fitting Eq. 55 with Δwt in Figure 58 (b) and expressed in arbitrary unit (a.u.). 
The fitting gives nominal value of ch+crit=0.164 and D=0.008 μm
2/s. The boundaries 
between the edge of Au and Si are indicated as the vertical dot lines at x=±w0/2. For 
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example, the boundaries of 2 μm×1 block locate at x=±1 μm. As the w0 increases, ch+ within 
the boundary increases and the curve extends farther out of the boundary, which is 
consistent with results in Figure 58 (b). To calculate Δwt, the ch+ curve outside the 
boundaries is detailed in Figure 63 (b), where the x-axis is set to start at the boundary of 
Au in each curve of Figure 63 (a) and extend out of the boundary. Then the curves in 
Figure 63 (b) represent the ch+ in the sidewall, which is involved in CT2. Given 
ch+crit=0.164, Δwt of each curve in Figure 58 can be identified by locating the intersection 
point of the curves with the ch+=0.164 line (horizontal black dash line). We name these Δwt 
value as the modeled value. The modeled Δwt for P-Si and U-Si are plotted in Figure 58 
(b) as solid lines and labeled as P(M) and U(M), which shows good consistence with the 
experimentally measured value. The same ch+crit and D value are used to obtain the modeled 
Δwt in MaCE of other blocks, which are plotted in Figure 58 (c) to (e). For U-Si, the 
modeled Δwt are close to the measured value. For P-Si, ch+crit and D are fit to be 0.340 and 
0.003 μm2/s from Figure 58 (b). However, although the modeled Δwt well match the 
measured value Figure 58 (b), they are far below the measured value in Figure 58 (c) to 
(e). The comparison between the modeled and measured Δwt in Figure 58 (b) to (e) 
indicates that for U-Si, h+ transported from Au to the sidewall is likely to be a diffusion 
process mainly from the excessive h+ around Au. For P-Si, in single line etching, h+ is also 
transported from Au through diffusion; in multiple line etching, however, the actual h+ 
concentration in the sidewall region is much higher than the amount that transported 
through diffusion. The sharp increase of Δwt with n on P-Si has not been reported before. 
Considering the fact that a large amount of h+ is transported from Au to Si, a strong electric 
field may be established around every Au lines. Based on the depth of etching as ~6 μm on 
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Where ρ, V, MSi are the density, etched volume and molecular weight of Si.[77] 
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According to Figure 62 (b), the current correspond to a bias over 3 V. In MaCE of 
multiple Au lines, the increase of n may significantly increase the synergistic electric field 
from all Au lines, which resulted in an increased amount of intrinsic h+ that are involved 
in CT2 and an accelerated movement of h+ toward sidewall. Besides, in P-Si, a considerable 
amount of h+ exist at the dopant atoms in Si as intrinsic h+. These h+ also have a chance to 
be transported to the sidewall under the electric field. Therefore, although in the single Au 
line etching, Δwt (U-Si) is larger than Δwt (P-Si) due to a higher amount of excessive h
+ in 
CT1 (Figure 58 (b)), Δwt (P-Si) quickly exceeds Δwt (U-Si) as n increases (Figure 58 (c)-
(e)). However, further study is needed to figure out the spatial distribution of the electric 
field and its interaction with h+ inside Si. 
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Figure 63 Calculated ch+(x,0,10 min) in MaCE of 2 μm×1, 5 μm×1 and 10 μm×1 blocks using 
diffusion model. (a) and (b) show the overall curve and magnified curve of the near-Au edge part, 
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respectively. In (b), the origin of x-axis is set at the boundary between the edge of Au and Si 
indicated by the vertical lines in (a). The horizontal line in both (a) and (b) is the line of 
ch+=ch+crit=0.1645. 
In order to investigate the MaCE results on Si with other crystalline orientation, we 
conducted MaCE on the P-Si with (111)-orientation under the same condition as that on P-
Si with (100)-orientation. As shown in Figure 64, after MaCE vertical trenches were 
formed on the (111)-Si substrates, in consistence with previous results.21 Similar to the 
results from (100)-Si, here the Δwt also shows an increase when n increases. The increase 
of Δwt support the aforementioned mechanism that the charge transport during MaCE can 
be described by the Schottky models, where the doping of the Si plays the major role. The 
etching depth is much lower than that on (100)-Si. The slower etching rate on (111)-Si may 
be explained by the fact that the back bonds density is higher along the <111> orientation 




Figure 64 Cross-sectional SEM images of the etching profile on P-Si with (111) crystalline 
orientation. The name of blocks are labeled on top of each corresponding figure. All the scale bars 






In conclusion, 3D profiles of MaCE using Au lines with different line width (w0), 
number (n) and spacing distance (s) on P-Si, N-Si, USi, P(+)-Si and N(+)-Si have been 
presented. Uniform trenches were formed on P-Si, N-Si and U-Si, P(+)-Si and N(+)-Si. 
The depth d and lateral width variation Δwt of the 3D profiles on P-Si, N-Si and U-Si are 
measured and correlated to the CT1 and CT2, respectively. The depth follows the order of 
d(P-Si)<d(U-Si)< d(N-Si) ,while the Δwt of N-Si is lower than that of U-Si and P-Si. The 
variation of d and Δwt over the dopant type of Si can be explained by Schottky junction 
model, which indicates that CT1 is favored on N-Si and CT2 is favored on P-Si. The 
variation of Δwt over w0, n and s can be further explained by the correlation between CT1 
and CT2: in U-Si, h+ in CT2 are mainly originated from excessive h+ in CT1 through 
diffusion; in P-Si, the actual h+ concentration in CT2 is much higher than that calculated 
from the diffusion model, which may be attributed to the drift of h+.  
The fundamental aspects revealed by this chapter will serve as a reference for future 
MaCE research. It is expected that by deeper study about the effect of electric bias, etchant 
composition and other parameters, a complete controllability of 3D profiles in MaCE can 
be achieved. The novel insight is also meaningful in general electrochemistry where charge 
transport process in micro- and nanoscale are concerned, such as microfluidics and MEMS. 
Practically, the results pave the way to the fabrication of high-density micro- and 
nanostructures by MaCE: vertical HAR structures can be readily formed on N-Si; the 
sidewall of the etched structures will be tapered on P-Si and U-Si as the pattern number 





HIGH-ASPECT-RATIO SUB-MICRON TRENCH ETCHING 
ON SOI USING MACE FOR MEMS RESONATOR 
6.1 Introduction 
Fabrication of three dimensional (3D) microstructures on Si substrate is a pivotal 
manufacturing process for various microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) including 
inertial sensors, critical angle transmission gratings, capacitive memory devices, and TSV. 
Presently, DRIE and derived technologies such as HARPSSTM are prevalently used to 
selectively etch highly anisotropic trenches in bulk Si [3]. While DRIE-defined trenches 
suffer from roughness and scalloping owing to the pulsed nature of DRIE, the vast 
application of DRIE is hindered by instrumentation and maintenance cost as well as low 
through-put. On the other hand, Si can be etched in wet chemical bathes, such as basic 
solutions or acidic solutions with anodic electric bias. Although these traditional wet-
etched trenches benefit from low roughness that is a key factor to reduce leakage current 
in TSVs and to achieve low surface thermoelastic damping in resonant sensors, the 3D 
profile of these wet-etch trenches is highly limited to a few types, including V-grooves and 
random pores. Moreover, these wet etching methods lack the capability of etching high 
aspect-ratio (HAR) submicron features with high controllability without following any 
specific crystalline orientation. In previous chapters, metal-assisted chemical etching 
(MaCE), a novel wet etch method has been demonstrated. Compared to the DRIE method, 
MaCE not only benefits from low cost and high through-put, but also excels in fabricating 
HAR structures with non-scalloping surfaces and versatile geometries. However, 
performance of MaCE on Si-on-insulator (SOI) substrates, which is one of the major 
substrates for MEMS devices, is unknown. In addition, uniform trench etching by MaCE 
at submicron scale remained challenging. This chapter addresses these two challenges and 
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paves the way to introduce MaCE in the fabrication of low-cost MEMS devices on SOI 
with HAR trenches defined by scallop-less, smooth sidewalls. Parts of the contents in this 
chapter have been published in [86] and reprinted here with permission. Copyright 2016, 
IEEE. 
6.2 Methods 
Fabrication of MaCE-defined microresonators (Figure 65) starts with 
photolithography (PL) or electron beam lithography (EBL) patterning of a photosensitive 
material (e.g. photoresist) spun on the device layer of an N-doped SOI substrate (Figure 
66). Au is deposited and will act as a catalyst throughout MaCE, while the photoresist is 
left on Si as an etch mask in MaCE. Previous work has identified that through-catalyst (Au) 
mass-transport of oxidants is critical to achieve uniform etching and emphasized key 
parameters during Au deposition[87]. In particular, nanoporous morphology facilitates the 
diffusion of the etchant solution through the catalyst and ensures stable movement of the 














Figure 66 Schematic process flow: (a) electron beam lithography or photolithography (b) Au 
evaporation (c) MaCE for 10 minutes in aqueous solution (d) Au and photoresist removal (e) HF 
releasing and drying. 
Nanoporous Au on Si is achieved by introducing an oxygen plasma clean of the 
exposed Si surface just prior depositing Au. Oxygen-terminated Si surface dewets the Au 
deposit and favors the formation of nanoporous Au. Evaporation of Au is preferred over 
sputtering to prevent deposition of Au on the sidewall of the photoresist layer which could 
induce sidewall roughness during MaCE. Ex situ monitoring of Au morphology via atomic 
force microscopy (AFM) measurements is required to control the exact thickness of the 
catalyst (Au) layer. Thickness deviation of the Au catalysts as small as 1 nm has significant 
impact on the uniformity of the etching results at wafer level, as will be shown in Chapter 
8. Too thin Au layer breaks down during MaCE inducing non-uniform etching. Thick 
layers of Au coalesce and prevent diffusion of HF. In this case, as the oxidant solution can 
only diffuse through the sides of the Au catalyst, at the interface with bare Si, the Au layer 
wrinkles and induces randomly curved profile during MaCE. 
After evaporation of nanoporous Au, cleaved SOI pieces (2 × 3 cm2) are immersed 
in a simple etchant solution containing oxidants (hydrogen peroxide, H2O2) and 
hydrofluoric acid (HF). Etching in MaCE aqueous solution follows Equation 4 and 5 and 
is described in the next section.  
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After immersion in the wet etchant bath, the cleaved SOI pieces are thoroughly 
rinsed with deionized water; photoresist and Au are removed by acetone and potassium 
iodide (KI)/iodine (I2) aqueous solution respectively. Optimum MaCE conditions lead to 
the formation of vertical HAR trenches. The buried oxide layer (BOX) acts as an etch stop 
during MaCE and limits the trench aspect ratio to 16:1 in this work (Figure 67). The 
cleaved SOI pieces are then covered by photoresist layer prior dicing; the photoresist mask 
covers the trenches and ensures that Si dust produced during dicing does not penetrate 
inside the trenches. The 1 × 1 cm2 diced pieces of the cleaved SOI pieces are cleaned in a 
Piranha solution made of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in 3:1 
volume ratio for 1 hour at 120°C. The SOI dies are then released in HF for about 25min at 
the lateral etch rate of 1.5μm/min and stored in isopropanol (IPA) for several hours to dilute 
HF, and then dried in an Autosamdri 815B Super Critical Dryer in about 1 hour. Visual 
inspection of the released and dried SOI pieces under an infrared (IR) microscope ensures 
the complete release of the MaCE-defined MEMS resonators. The Si oxide beneath the Si 










Figure 68 Top-view IR microscope image of (a) a partially released device and (b) a fully released 
device.  
6.3 Results and Discussion 
MaCE fabrication alleviates two main limitations of DRIE: cost and roughness at 
high etching rates. Cost incurred by DRIE includes deposition of a hard etching mask as 
well as high plasma-etching instrumentation and maintenance costs. DRIE also does not 
support multiple wafers being processed simultaneously. More importantly, owing to its 
pulse nature, DRIE produces undesired scalloping, especially at high etching rates which 
limits through-put and trench smoothness. While H2 annealing and oxidation can reduce 
DRIE-induced roughness, these techniques require a high thermal budget as well as incur 
additional cost. On the other hand, MaCE does not suffer from these limitations. Owing to 
its ‘wet’ nature, MaCE can be scaled up, allows simultaneous processing of multiple wafers 
[88], does not incur significant instrumentation and maintenance cost while providing 
scallop-free HAR trenches at high etch rate (Figure 69). 
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Figure 69 Sidewalls of trenches etched by (a) MaCE with absence of scalloping (b) DRIE. 
Although MaCE suffers, like DRIE, from bullseye effect that relates to non-uniform 
spatial distribution of Si etchants, agitation of the etchant solution can significantly 
improve wafer-level MaCE uniformity. Since MaCE does not require passivation, unlike 
DRIE, MaCE does not suffer from micrograssing and polymerization. In particular, DRIE-
defined trenches need to be thoroughly cleaned to remove the polymer that has been 
deposited on the sidewall of the trenches. However, and like DRIE, MaCE suffers from 
aspect-ratio-dependent etching (ARDE) and notching. 
Notching, or footing, results, in DRIE, from accumulation of charges at the BOX 
layer. These charges deviate the course of charged species in the plasma which tend to etch 
Si horizontally at the bottom of the trench. Interestingly, MaCE suffers from a similar 
notching phenomenon when the trench is etched down to the BOX layer. However, the 
mechanism of notching in MaCE is fundamentally different. This chapter is first to report 
and explain this MaCE-induced notching phenomenon, as described in the next section. 
MaCE-induced notching at the BOX layer (Figure 70 (a)) can be explained at the 
light of charge transport (CT) that successfully models MaCE in bare Si [89]. While it is 
well known that CT in Si may induce lateral etching and formation of nanopores at the 
vicinity of MaCE-defined trenches, MaCE-induced notching originates, like in DRIE, from 
the accumulation of charges in the BOX layer. 
As oxidants in the etchant solution diffuse through nanoporous Au, they generate 
h+ according to (1). These h+ are then transported to Si through the metal (Au)-
MaCE DRIE
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semiconductor (Si) interface (Figure 70 (b)) and diffuse in bare Si if not consumed by 
dissolution of Si, according to (2) (Figure 70 (b)). CT through this metal-semiconductor 
interface is described by the Schottky junction model. The depletion of charges in the 
semiconductor, at the vicinity of the metal-semiconductor interface, prevents ohmic 
contact. Since the positive charges h+ are transported from Au to Si, Si appears negatively 
biased against Au (Figure 70 (c)). The negative bias establishes attractive electrostatic 
forces between Au and Si. These forces contribute to the good adhesion of Au on Si 
throughout MaCE while Si appears negatively bias against Au.  
When Si in the device layer of the SOI beneath the trench is fully etched, then the 
positive charges h+ generated in the Au are transported to the BOX layer (Figure 70 (d)). 
However, the interface metal-oxide can not be described as a Schottky model and charges 
accumulate in the BOX layer. The accumulation of charges in the BOX layer progressively 
diminishes the magnitude of the electrostatic forces, until full cancellation. Disapparition 
of these forces lead to poor adhesion of Au on the BOX layer. Meanwhile, the interfacial 
attraction force between Au and SiO2 is weaker than between Au and Si [90]. Laterally, 
Au may be in contact with bare Si creating a new Schottky contact and establishing 
attractive electrostatic forces. Interestingly, formation of porous Si (pSi) at the vicinity of 
the trench may not be induced by the redeposition of Au, but by the diffusion of excessive 
positive h+ charges in Si (Figure 70 (e)). Both poor adhesion of Au on the BOX layer and 
horizontal attractive forces induce Au to bounce off from the BOX layer and penetrate Si 
to form a second trench in a random direction (Figure 70 (f)). 
      Hence, it appears that while the BOX layer acts as an etch stop layer, secondary 
trenches are etched if MaCE is not timed properly. Several end-point detection mechanisms 
have been developed for DRIE including optical emission spectroscopy and laser 
interferometry to reduce over-etching. Similar techniques need to be developped for 
MaCE. In particular, thin Si traces may remain, near the BOX, in well-timed MaCE-
defined trenches (Figure 70 (f)). These thin traces may cause electrical shorts between two 
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otherwise electrically isolated structures. Ultrasonic agitation is used to remove these thin 




Figure 70 (a) Schematic of MaCE-induced notching (b) Charge transport in Si during MaCE (c) 
Electrostatic forces enable good adhesion of Au on Si (d) Charging of BOX layer induce notching 
(e) Formation of porous Si at the trench top (b) Bottom of trench with Si residue and an additional 
trench by bouncing back of Au. 
The present main drawback of MaCE on SOI is due to the generation of excessive 




diffuse inside Si and may reach the etchant solution from the side of the trenches [89]. If 
these charges interact with HF, then lateral dissolution of Si occurs leading to the formation 
of pSi at the vicinity of the trench. In particular, pSi is anisotropic: porosities are larger 
near the trench and decrease in size in the direction perpendicular to the surface of the 
material. Since the electrical conducitvity in pSi is lower than in bulk Si, the effective 
capacitive gap might be larger than 900-1300nm, as measured by SEM.  
400μm×400μm×15μm3 EBL- and 2mm×2mm×15μm3 PL-patterned devices have 
been etched via MaCE and their resonance frequencies have been measured by LDV in 
vacuum (Figure 71). These results indicate complete release of various MaCE-defined 
resonators. Identical DRIE-defined devices with similar gap sizes have been capacitively 
measured and resonance frequency trimming results are shown for both MaCE and DRIE-
defined resonators. [91] While MaCE suffers from CT of h+exc in Si and subsequent lateral 
etching, there exist several methods to alleviate formation of pSi. In particular, Electric 
Bias-Attenuated MaCE (EMaCE) has been recently investigated and shows promising 
control of h+ charges in bulk Si (Chapter 4). EMaCE of SOI substrates will be researched 




Figure 71 LDV measurements of a MaCE-defined resonator with HAR trenches (a) Magnitude 
(blue curve) and phase (red curve) of an EBL-patterned resonator (b) Sub-100 kHz frequency 








16:1 aspect-ratio, scallop-free, smooth and vertical trenches have been etched on 
an SOI substrate using MaCE in 10 minutes. Fully released resonators have been measured 




COMBINING MACE AND FESA 
7.1 Introduction 
Fabrication of high-aspect-ratio (HAR) microstructures on Si (Si) is the 
fundamental process in manufacturing of advanced microelectromechanical systems 
(MEMS) [3, 8, 92], microfluidic channels [93-95], optoelectronic devices [96, 97] and 
components in microelectronic packaging [98-100]. The traditional strategy for producing 
these structures involves the use of photolithography to form patterns, followed by 
subsequent plasma etching to selectively remove a certain volume of Si. In 
photolithography, a layer of photosensitive materials, referred to as photoresist, is coated 
on Si. The photoresist is then exposed to UV-visible light with coverage of a photomask 
that carries patterns with designed geometry when the patterns are transferred on the 
photoresist. Subsequently, the patterns in photoresist are further transferred to a hard 
etching mask and finally to Si by two consecutive plasma-etching steps (Figure 72 (a)-
(d)). This traditional route is referred to as the photolithography-plasma etching route. 
Photolithography has been widely used in semiconductor industry with resolution down to 
tens of nanometers.[101] Plasma etching is also a primary deep Si etching method in 
industry which is capable for producing vertical deep trenches with a width on submicron 
scale and an aspect ratio over 100:1.[12, 102] However, the photolithography and plasma 
etching incur high instrumentation and materials costs. Moreover, as most of photoresist is 
heavily damaged in the plasma etching of Si, the hard etching mask is necessary to protect 
the Si from being etched. It is not surprising that the necessity of hard etching mask add 
additional cost to the overall process.  
In order to lower the cost of HAR microstructures fabrication, several alternative 
methods have emerged to replace either the photolithography or plasma etching. For 
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example, to replace photolithography, nanoimprint lithography has been used to transfer 
patterns on a thermoplastic polymer materials via a stamping process.[103] Although this 
method is relatively cheaper than the photolithography by avoiding the use of UV-visible 
light, the instruments for thermal and mechanical treatment of the thermoplastic polymer 
is still expensive. As several alternatives to the plasma etching, the wet solution-based 
KOH etching [104, 105] or anodic etching[17, 106], have been developed. However, their 
ability to fabricate uniform HAR structures with defined geometries is still limited.  
In this chapter, we report a viable and low-cost strategy for crafting HAR 
microstructures on Si by combining flow-enabled self-assembly (FESA) of polymer with 
metal-assisted chemical etching (MaCE). FESA is an effective pattern formation method 
which utilizes the self-assembly of polymer molecules with guidance of the flow of the 
polymer solution.[107-109] The width of the polymer lines (wp) and the spacing distance 
between the lines (dp) can be facilely and precisely controlled by the time of move and stop 
step of the translational stage (Figure 72 (e)). Fabrication of uniform lines of polymer as 
well as other materials with wp and dp in few micrometer-scale by FESA has been 
successfully demonstrated within several minutes. There are several distinctive merits of 
FESA compared to currently available lithography technology: (1) patterns are directly 
formed in one-step on Si, no need for coating, curing, exposure and developing of polymer 
resist as those in photolithography and electron beam lithography; (2) block copolymer 
solution and a movable stage are used as the only materials and instrument, much cheaper 
than the photoresist and exposure tools and easier for implementation; (3) due to the unique 
fashion of pattern formation, patterns can be formed at high speed. Given these merits, 
FESA is potentially applicable in high-volume manufacturing of microscale patterns on Si 
with low cost and high throughput.  
After the patterns are formed on Si by FESA, we propose to use MaCE to replace 
the plasma etching. MaCE is a novel wet etching method which uses the low-cost 
hydrofluoric acid (HF)-hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) solution as the etchant. In operation, the 
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Si with patterns is coated with a thin layer of metal catalyst, then immersed in HF-H2O2 
for wet etching (Figure 72 (f) and (g)) [24, 25, 34, 38, 69, 81, 110-113]: 
Metal
2 2 2 6 2Si+6HF+2H O H SiF +4H O                                             (1) 
As the etching proceeds, the metal catalyst moves into Si and keeps facilitating the etching. 
Recently, by using nanoscale engineered catalyst and etchant solution with rationalized 
composition, fabrication of uniform deep trenches and holes in micrometer-scale by MaCE 
have been demonstrated, where photolithography and electron beam lithography have been 
used for the pattern formation [53, 65, 76]. The lateral geometry of theses HAR structures, 
such as the top width (wt), bottom width (wb) and spacing distance (d) could be controlled 
by the lithography step as well as the etching condition(Figure 72 (g)), which makes it 
standing out among other wet etching methods. It should be noted that only a thin layer of 
polymer, either photoresist (~1.5 μm-thick) or electron beam resist (~200 nm-thick), is able 
to serve as the etching mask in MaCE. This feature makes it possible that the polymer 
patterns fabricated by FESA can be directly used as the etching mask in MaCE, thus 
eliminating the need of hard mask and further lower the cost. In the following parts, the 
HAR microstructures fabricated by the proposed FESA-MaCE route will be demonstrated.  
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Figure 72 Schematic illustration of the photolithography-plasma etching route and the FESA-
MaCE route for HAR microstructures fabrication on Si: (a) coating of hard etching mask and 
photoresist; (b) photolithography; (c) geometry transfer on hard etching mask; (d) plasma etching 
of Si; (e) FESA; (f) deposition of metal catalyst; (g) MaCE. The blocks shown in blue, red, green, 
purple and golden refer to photoresist/polymer, hard etching mask, Si substrate, plate and metal 




(100)-oriented single-crystalline Si wafers (phosphorous doped, resistivity=1-10 
ohm cm-1) were cut into 1×2 cm2 pieces and wash by Piranha solution (mixture of 96 wt% 
H2SO4 and 30% H2O2 with volumetric ratio of 1:1) at 120 
oC for 10 min before use. For 
FESA, parallel lines of polymer were formed on Si wafers by drying a drop of polymer 
solution in between two near-parallel plates. During FESA of polymer, the polymer 
solution is placed between a lower movable Si substrate and an upper slanting plate. The 
upper plate is fixed while the Si substrate is carried by a computer-controlled translational 
stage (Parker Hannifin Corp, mode: MX80LVixBL2b). As the Si substrate is moved by the 
stage, the polymer solution moves together with the edge of the plate; while the stage stops, 
due to the coffee-ring effect, the capillary flow induced by the higher evaporation rate at 
the drying front carries and makes polymer solutes deposited at the contact line, thus a 
polymer line is formed. The resolution of the translational stage is 100 nm. The moving 
speed of the Si substrate was set at 2mm/s with stop times ranging from 0.1s to 5s to control 
the width of the polymer lines 
After the polymer patterns were formed on Si by FESA, a cleaning process was 
applied on the sample using argon (Ar)/ oxygen (O2) plasma (referred to as “descum” 
process in the following discussion) in a RIE system (Vision RIE 320, Advanced Vacuum). 
During the descum process, the RF power was set at 22 W and the flow rate of Ar and O2 
were set at 45 sccm (standard cubic centimeter per minute) and 5 sccm, respectively. The 
chamber pressure was set at 100 mTorr. Then a layer of gold (Au) film was deposited on 
the sample by electron beam evaporation (Denton Explorer, Denton Vacuum) at a rate of 
0.5 Å/s. The real thickness of the Au film was measured to be 14.3±0.5 nm by atomic force 
microscope (AFM, Dimension Edge, Veeco). The MaCE was conducted by immersing the 
sample in a HF-H2O2 aqueous solution at room temperature. In the MaCE experiment with 
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electric bias, the backside of the Si sample was coated with 10 nm Ti/100 nm Cu by electron 
beam evaporation and mounted on a home-made Si carrier. The bias was provided by a 
potentiostat (VersaSTAT, Princeton Applied Research). The details of the experiment have 
been reported in Chapter 4. After etching, the sample was thoroughly rinsed with 
deionized (DI) water and dried under N2 gas. The top surface and cross section of the 
samples after FESA-MaCE were viewed under SEM (Hitachi SU8010, Hitachi).  For water 
contact angle measurement, the samples were rinsed by acetone and KI/I2 aqueous solution 
consequently to remove the polymer and the Au. Then the sample was washed in Piranha 
solution at 120 oC. For silane surface treatment, the sample was immersed in a 3 mM 
solution of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl-trichlorosilane in hexanes for one hour, followed 
by rinsing with isopropyl alcohol and heat treatment in atmospheric oven at 150 oC for one 
hour. 
7.3 Results and Discussion 
After FESA, highly uniform polymer lines were formed on Si surface (Figure 73 
(a)). AFM was used to measure the 3D geometry of these lines. The wp and dp were 
measured to be 8.31±0.08 μm and 22.0±1.0 μm, respectively. The polymer lines showed 
hill-shape cross sections under AFM with steep walls (Figure 73 (b) and (f)). At the edge 
of the polymer lines, some polymer residue extended out into the bare Si area. Interestingly, 
the overall cross section of the polymer lines was slightly tilted, possibly due to the fact 
that the plate was slanted with respectively to the Si substrate during FESA. The maximum 
height of the polymer lines (hp) was measured as 85.7±3.3 nm. All the above dimension 
values are the average of 5 separate measurements over the Si samples.  In order to 
demonstrate the feasibility of using polymer as the etching mask for MaCE, the Si sample 
with polymer lines was immersed in the etchant solution of MaCE, i.e. HF-H2O2 solution 
for different time. Here we defined the term ρ=[HF]/([HF]+[H2O2]), where [HF] and 
[H2O2] stand for the concentration of HF and H2O2 in moles per liter (M). The composition 
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of HF-H2O2 solution is expressed in the format of ρ(x)
y, where x= ρ and y=[HF]. Figure 
73(c)-(e) show the AFM image of the polymer lines after immersion in ρ(0.34)1.6 solution 
for 10 min, 20 min and 60 min, respectively. The corresponding cross sections are shown 
in Figure 73 (f). Here since no metal catalyst was deposited, the etching of bare Si in the 
HF-H2O2 solution was negligible.[23] The wp and hp of the polymer lines are further plotted 
against the immersion time in Figure 73 (g). In comparison, the overall profiles of the 
polymer lines do not have significant variation during the immersion, although the surface 




Figure 73 (a) Optical microscope image of the Si surface after FESA. The polymer assemblies 
patterned by FESA appear as the vertical black lines, while the green area in between the lines 
represents bare Si surface. (b)-(e) AFM image of the polymer lines after immersion in for 0 min, 
10 min, 20 min and 60 min, respectively. The actual window size is 20×20 μm2.The corresponding 
AFM cross sections are shown in (f), while the hp and wp measured from the AFM cross sections 
are shown in (g).  
The stability of the polymer lines under plasma cleaning was also investigated. Here 
we used Ar/O2 plasma to clean the trace amount of residue on the bare Si surface (i.e. the 
descum process) so that the metal catalyst could directly contact the Si surface and facilitate 
subsequent MaCE. The size reduction of polystyrene microspheres upon Ar/O2 plasma 
treatment has been reported [114]. Here for the polymer lines by FESA, we observed 
similar phenomenon. As shown in Figure 74, both wp and hp kept decreasing as the descum 
time increased. As the descum time was prolonged to 3.5 min, most of the polymer lines 
were cleared and bare Si surface within the polymer lines was exposed (Figure 74 (g) and 
(h)). The results support our previous statement that polymer materials are damaged under 
plasma treatment, while being stable in the HF-H2O2 solution for MaCE. 
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Figure 74 (a)-(f) AFM images of polymer lines patterned by FESA on Si after descum of 20 s, 60 
s, 120 s, 180 s 210 s and 240 s, respectively. The corresponding cross sections are shown in (g), 
while the corresponding wp and hp descum time in (h). 
After FESA and descum, Au thin film was deposited on the sample and MaCE was 
conducted in the ρ(0.34)1.6 etchant solution. The thickness of Au film was controlled as 
14.3±0.5 nm, where nanopores existed within Au film to facilitate uniform etching 
(Chapter 3). Si under the polymer lines kept intact during MaCE. The metal catalyst does 
not penetrate into the Si under FESA patterns because: (1) the FESA patterns are not etched 
in the HF-H2O2 etching solution, as evidenced in Figure 73; (2) the FESA patterns are 
solid without pores for Au to penetrate. As shown in Figure 75 (a)-(h), 
trenches/microgratings were formed after MaCE of 10 min on Si samples with different 
descum time. These structures possess smooth surface and geometric uniformity in both 
vertical and lateral direction (Figure 75 (i) and (j)). The edge roughness, which is measured 
from maximum variation of the 3.2 μm–wide microgratings in Figure 75(j), was below 0.5 
μm (Figure 75 (j)). The high uniformity of the results is enabled by the excellent 
fabrication precision of both the FESA and MaCE steps and comparable to that of the 
conventional photolithography-plasma etching route.  
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Figure 75 Cross-sectional SEM images of Si sample after FESA and MaCE for 10 min in ρ(0.34)1.6 
etchant with descum time of (a) 1 min, (c) 2 min, (e) 3 min and (g) 3.5 min. (b), (d), (f) and (h) 
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shows the sample in (a), (c), (e) and (g) with high magnification, respectively. Top-view SEM 
image of sample in (e) is shown in (i) and (j). The wt, wb and h of each sample are plotted against 
their corresponding descum time. Here the “Poly” refer to the polymer lines by FESA. 
From the results in Figure 75 (a)-(h), it is clear that the descum time significantly 
influences the lateral geometry, wt and wb, of the etching profile by adjusting the width of 
polymer lines. In principle, wt and wb should exactly follow the corresponding wp. In 
experiments, when comparing Figure 74 (h) and Figure 75 (k), it can be found that wt and 
wb are larger than corresponding wp for the sample with descum of 1 min. In this case, wp 
was 5.6 μm, but the wt and wb were 11.3 μm and 12.9 μm, respectively. It should also be 
noted that for the sample with descum time of 20 s, although the wp was measured as 6.7 
μm, there was no observable etching phenomenon in the entire bare Si area. These results 
indicate that although most of the polymer were accumulated in the polymer lines after 
FESA, there were probably a thin layer of polymer residue on the bare Si area as well. 
These polymer residue made the actual coverage of polymer larger than the wp that was 
measured by AFM, so wt and wb were generally larger wp. During the descum process, the 
polymer residue were gradually removed together with the polymer in the line patterns. As 
the descum time reached 2 min and above, the wt became very close to the corresponding 
wp, indicating that most of the polymer residue were cleared in the bare Si area.  
Another interesting phenomenon revealed by Figure 75 (k) is that the wb are larger 
than wt in all samples. Actually in the SEM cross sections shown in Figure 75 (a)-(j), the 
sidewall of the etched trenches/microgratings are slanted rather than vertically aligned. The 
Au film that was in contact with Si are found downward bending. This phenomenon can 
be explained by the half reactions shown in Eq. (2) and (3). In the ρ(0.34)1.6 solution that 
was used as etchant, the H2O2 was abundant and the amount of h
+ generated in Eq. (2) 
might exceed the amount that could be consumed by Eq. (3). Therefore, the excessive h+ 
might accumulate in the Au-Si interface and a spatial distribution of h+ was formed. Based 
on previous modeling results, h+ concentration near the edge of Au film was much lower 
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than that right under Au film, which led to a lower etching rate in this region [53, 76]. As 
the etching proceeds, the Au edge gradually tilted upward and some Si near the edge was 
not etched, resulting in slanted sidewalls. In this sense, the sidewall profile should be 
influenced by the composition of etchant. Figure 76 (a)-(c) show the SEM cross sections 
of the samples after FESA-MaCE with descum time of 3 min in etchant solution of different 
compositions. In the three sets of etchant solution, [H2O2] were held constant while [HF] 
were 1.6 M, 2.3 M and 3.1 M, respectively. The physical-chemical meaning of the 
composition of HF-H2O2, which is represented by ρ in the manuscript, can be 
understanding using Eq. 2 and 3. As mentioned in the manuscript, Eq. 2 describes the 
process of h+ generation, while Eq. 3 describes the process of h+ consumption and Si 
dissolution. From the equations, it is conceivable that a higher concentration of H2O2 will 
render a higher amount of h+, while a higher concentration of HF will make the 
consumption of h+ faster. As h+ are generated and consumed inside Si, the amount of h+ at 
a certain moment is determined by the composition of HF-H2O2. Given the fact that h
+ may 
diffuse inside Si, the composition can be eventually correlated to the spatial distribution of 
h+ inside Si, which determines the final etching profiles (Chapter 4). As the [HF] 
increased, the h+ consumption rate in Eq. (3) was promoted and the difference of h+ 
concentration between the edge of Au film and its center diminished, which induced an 
even etching rate across the Au film. In Figure 76 (c), the sidewall angle approaches 
vertical and the wt is nearly identical to wb, indicating a complete removal of Si near the 
edge of Au. The results are  in accordance with literature [113]. However, adding more HF 
may also increase the tendency of the breaking of Au catalyst (Chapter 3), as some Si 
whiskers that protruded out of the Au film could be observed in Figure 76 (c).    
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Figure 76 Cross-sectional SEM images of Si sample after FESA with descum time of 3 min and 
MaCE for 10 min in etchant of (a) ρ(0.34)1.6 , (b) ρ(0.43)2.3 and (c) ρ(0.50)3.1. The wt, wb and h of 
each sample are plotted against their corresponding [HF]. 
 To investigate the possibility of fabricating higher aspect ratio by FESA-MaCE 
route, we conducted experiments with longer MaCE time. Figure 77 (a) and (b) show the 
cross-sectional SEM images of the samples after MaCE time of 20 min in ρ(0.34)1.6 etchant 
with descum of 2 min and 3 min, respectively. h in both samples increased to 14 μm. When 
the MaCE was prolonged to 60 min, h reached 56 μm and the aspect ratio of the 
microgratings were 16:1 (Figure 77 (c)). However, a considerable amount of Si whiskers 
evolved at the bottom of the microgratings. We also observed that during MaCE, the 
polymer lines were gradually deformed (Figure 77 (b)) and finally lift off from Si (inset 
of Figure 77 (c)). As a control experiment, we used photolithography to form the patterns 
and then use MaCE to fabricate the microgratings. Here a 1.5 μm-thick polymer photoresist 
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served as the etching mask in MaCE. The microgratings made by the photolithography-
MaCE strategy have similar wt and h, but the bottom area was uniform and no Si whiskers 
were observed (Figure 77 (d)). In this case, the PR were also observed lift-off but kept 
their original shape of stripes. In comparison, because the polymer lines in FESA were 
only ~30 nm-thick after descum, after lift-off they were easy break and the Au on the 
polymer lines might etch into Si to induce the formation of Si whiskers. The consequence 
of the low thickness of polymer lines can also illustrated by the etching results with descum 
time of 3.5 min (Figure 75 (h)). It is clear that the polymer lines significantly deformed 
compared to those in Figure 75 (d) and (f).Therefore, it is possible to form HAR 
microgratings FESA-MaCE without Si whiskers by optimization of the polymer lines in 
FESA. The optimization of polymer thickness requires systematic study on the type of the 
polymer, the geometry of the setup and many other parameters, which will be done in the 
future work. Further, we investigated the possibility of avoiding the lift-off of the polymers. 
As discussed above, in the ρ(0.34)1.6 solution there may exist excessive h+ in the Au-Si 
interfaces. These excessive h+ had a chance to diffuse to the sidewall and even top of the 
microgratings so that an electrochemical etching process described in Eq. 5 could occur in 
these region (Figure 77 (e), Chapter 5). Finally the Si in the top of the microgratings were 
removed and the polymer lines were lift off. One way to suppress the upward diffusion of 
excessive h+ is to apply a negative bias from the bottom of the Si sample, so the excessive 
h+ is driven away from the top surface Si (Chapter 4).  In experiments, we observed that 
when the same sample in Figure 77 (b) were etched with a -1.5 V negative bias, most of 
the damage in the top of microgratings were suppressed and the polymer lines kept their 
original flat profiles (Figure 77 (f)). The result supports our proposed mechanism of h+ 
transport and lift-off of polymer lines, and indicates that application of electric bias is an 
effective way to suppress the lift-off the etching mask. 
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Figure 77 Cross-sectional SEM images of Si sample after FESA-MaCE in ρ(0.34)1.6 with different 
descum time and MaCE time: (a) descum 2 min, MaCE 20 min; (b) descum 3 min, MaCE 20 min; 
(c) descum 3 min, MaCE 60 min. (d) shows the results of photolithography and MaCE for 60 min. 
(e) shows the schematic charge transport process during MaCE, where the blocks in green, blue 
and golden refer to Si, polymer lines and Au catalyst, respectively. (f) shows results of the same 
experiment in (b) with the addition of -1.5 V electric bias. Here “Poly” and “PR” refer to the 
polymer lines and photoresist used in FESA and photolithography, respectively. 
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As a demonstration of potential applications, we show that the FESA-MaCE 
process could realize controllable surface wettability on Si samples. Recently, controlled 
surface wettability has found important application in self-cleaning surface [115], 
microelectronic packaging [116] and energy harvesting [117].  It has been reported that the 
surface wettability can be adjusted by modification of either the surface chemistry or 
morphology in micro- or nanoscale. By treating the surface with low-surface energy, 
fluoro-containing species, the surface wettability is reduced and the water contact angle 
increases to above 90°, suggesting a hydrophobic surface. Superhydrophobicity can be 
achieved with additional hierarchically structured surface, and adhesion strength can be 
tuned by the surface structure, such as the inclined angle, pitch, and depth.[26, 118] Here 
we quantified the surface wettability of the samples by measuring the water contact angle 
(θ) on their surface. The samples were treated by Piranha solution and then silane solution. 
Bare Si surface were used as the control sample. After Piranha solution treatment, θ on the 
bare Si surface was 0o, while θ increased to 14o on the sample after FESA-MaCE with 
descum time of 1 min, and 24o on samples with descum time of both 2 min and 3 min. 
After silane treatment, θ on the bare Si surface increased to 114o, while θ further increased 
to 141o, 164o and 167o on the sample after FESA-MaCE with descum time of 1 min, 2 min 
and 3 min, respectively (Figure 78). We have tested the contact angle in open air, therefore 
the surface may be readily contaminated by the hydrocarbon and other contamination in 
the air. For the hydrophilic samples treated by piranha solution, their contact angle slowly 
increases from ~0o to 60-70o within 1 hr and stabilized overnight. For the hydrophobic 
samples treated by silane, their contact angle kept relatively constant at 150-160o even 
overnight.  The different θ on each sample can be attributed to the fact that after MaCE, 
the surface bears roughness in both microscale (trenches and microgratings) and nano-scale 
(the Si whiskers) with different geometry. The hierarchical structures can significantly 
increases the θ to different extents [26]. More importantly, the different θ between Si 
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samples with different descum time imply that the geometry of etching profiles effectively 
tunes the surface wettability in a continuous manner, which can be facilely controlled by 
the processing conditions in FESA-MaCE. 
 
Figure 78 Optical image of water droplet on bare Si surface and Si surface after FESA-MaCE 
process with different descum time. Column A show the samples after washing in Piranha solution, 




In summary, we demonstrated a facile and low-cost route based on FESA and 
MaCE techniques to create uniform trenches and gratings with controllable width, heights 
and spacing distance at microscale. The aspect ratio of the structures was up to 16:1 and 
lateral edge roughness was below 0.5 μm. The polymer lines formed by FESA, even as 
thin as 30 nm, can be served as stable etching mask in MaCE during which Si was etched 
with a depth of 14 μm, yielding a remarkable selectivity of polymer lines over Si as 467:1. 
The geometry of polymer lines can be effectively adjusted by Ar/O2 plasma, and in turn 
control the final etching profiles during MaCE. The 3D profiles were also found to depend 
on the MaCE conditions, such as the composition of etchant solution and application of 
electric bias. Interestingly, the geometry of the resulting etching was capable of tuning the 
surface wettability in a continuous manner. The low-cost nature of FESA and MaCE 
techniques, together with their compatibility with each other, make the FESA-MaCE route 
a promising manufacturing strategy for a broad range applications where HAR 
trenches/microgratings on Si play the key roles. We envision that the microstructures 
created by FESA-MaCE may open an avenue to judiciously combine MaCE with a variety 
of polymer self-assembly technologies for producing HAR structures with a broader range 
of dimensions. For example, when integrating MaCE with the nanoscale block-copolymer 
self-assembly,[119, 120] high-density vertical Si 2D nanosheets and nanowires may be 






In previous chapters, the etching profile in MaCE is influenced by the etchant 
composition and properties of metal catalyst. The critical condition for fabricating HAR 
uniform microstructures on Si by MaCE has been discussed. Further, we demonstrated the 
effect of electric bias in controlling the sidewall tapering angle of the etching profile in 
MaCE. These findings pave the way for application of MaCE in TSV fabrication.  
However, all the above results were obtained from MaCE on small pieces of Si. 
Because fabrication on large Si wafers is preferred to that on pieces of Si in industrial 
manufacturing, the capability of etching uniform structures across the whole wafer is 
essential for real application of MaCE. However, the feasibility of etching uniform deep 
holes in wafer-level has not been explored. It remains a critical and challenging question 
that how uniform the etching profiles over large wafer can be in wafer-level MaCE. 
In this chapter, we demonstrate the feasibility of fabricating high-density TSV with 
high aspect ratio and excellent geometric uniformity over whole 4-inch Si wafer by MaCE. 
Because this work only focuses on the method of hole formation, the word “TSV” in the 
following text only refer to the vertical holes on Si for convenience of discussion. 
Previously, as an attempt, MaCE for TSV fabrication has been conducted on P-type Si 
(Chapter 4). After MaCE, the sidewall of TSVs were found severely roughened and 
tapered, unless a cathodic electric bias was applied on the Si during MaCE. It was then 
discovered that the tapering of sidewall was caused by an electrochemical etching process 
induced by excessive electron holes, which could be intrinsically passivated in the MaCE 
of N-type Si [23]. Therefore, TSV with vertical sidewall can be formed on N-type Si by 
simply immersing the Si in the etchant without cathodic bias. In this case, the complicated 
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experimental setup for applying bias is not necessary. Here, a facile MaCE method based 
on the concept of immersion-and-etching for wafer-level TSVs fabrication is presented.  
The contents in this chapter have been partially published in [122] and reprinted here with 
permission. Copyright 2015, IEEE. 
8.2 Methods 
All the chemicals were purchased from VWR International and used without further 
processing. N-type single crystalline Si wafers ((100)-oriented, phosphorus-doped, 
resistivity: 1-10 Ω cm, diameter: 10 cm (4 inch), thickness: 500 μm) were purchased from 
University Wafers, MA. Si wafers were cleaned by Piranha solution (H2SO4 (96 wt. %) 
and H2O2 (30 wt. %) with a volumetric ratio of 1:1) at 120 
oC for 10 min. After dried in the 
N2, a layer of photoresist (Futurrex NR9-1500PY) was spun cast on the Si and exposed 
under 365 nm light with a mask aligner (Karl Suss MA6). After exposure and developing, 
the thickness of photoresist was measured to be 1.50±0.10 μm. The patterned Si was 
cleaned by oxygen plasma in a RIE system (Advanced Vacuum Vision). Then Au was 
deposited as the catalyst for MaCE by an electron-beam evaporator (Denton Explorer) at a 
rate of 0.5Å/s in a vacuum of 3.0×10-6 Torr. Au was deposited on one wafer per batch. For 
Au deposition by sputtering, a Denton Desk II TSC DC sputtering system was used. MaCE 
experiments was conducted in a closed opaque plastic container with a Teflon-coated 
magnetic stirrer. A home-made plastic wafer carrier was used to hold the wafer in the 
etchant. The etchant solution was prepared by well mixing of 240.0 g deionized water, 
200.0 mL H2O2 (30 wt.%), and 200.0 mL HF (10 wt.%). The etching was started by 
applying 1 mL etchant solution on the Si wafer for pre-etching of 3 min, and then 
immersing the wafer completely in the etchant solution (the 3 min pre-etching time is 
included in the overall etching time mentioned below). All the MaCE experiments were 
conducted at room temperature, where Si wafers were placed horizontally in the container 
with the Au side facing up. In the MaCE experiments with stirring of etchant solution, the 
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stirring started 30 min after the start of etching and proceeded at a constant rate of 350 rpm 
until the end of etching. 
After MaCE, photoresist and Au were removed by acetone and potassium iodide 
(KI)/iodine (I2) aqueous solution, respectively. The optical microscope (OM) and SEM 
images were obtained from an Olympus MX61 OM and a Hitachi SU8010 SEM or a 
SU8230 SEM equipped with an Oxford energy dispersive spectrum (EDS) detector, 
respectively. The cross-sectional SEM images were acquired by mechanical cleaving the 
Si wafers after etching and photoresist removal. The depth of TSV at different positions on 
the wafer is calculated by averaging 3 independent measured values at each position. The 
atomic force microscope (AFM) image was obtained from a Veeco Dimension Edge AFM 
with MP11100-10 tips. The polymer replica were fabricated by dropping the polymer 
mixture (17g EPON Resin 862, Hexion Special Chemicals Inc.; 20 g Lindride 52D, Lindau 
Chemicals; one drop of imidazole catalyst, Shikoku) on the surface of Si wafers after 
etching. The polymer on Si is cured at 150 oC in an oven with vacuum of 3.4 kPa for 2 hr. 
The replica was then isolated from Si by complete removal of Si in the mixture of HNO3 
(70 wt. %), HF (49 wt. %) and H2O with a volumetric ratio of 1:1:1 for 10 min. 
For copper filling of TSV, the Si sample after MaCE is immersed in acetone and 
the KI/I2 aqueous solution to remove the photoresist and Au, respectively. Then a layer of 
SiO2 was deposited on the surface of Si sample by a plasma-enhanced chemical vapor 
deposition tool (Oxford PECVD). Titanium (Ti) and copper (Cu) was sputtered 
sequentially on the SiO2 layer as the seed layer for copper electroplating by a Denton 
Discovery sputtering tool. The TSV was finally filled by Cu through electroplating in a 
commercial plating bath provided by Dow Chemical with a potentiostat (Versastat, 
Princeton Applied Research) as the power source.  
For Cu compatibility test, an array of 5×5 μm2 Cu squares were fabricated on Si 
substrate by photolithography and electron beam evaporation as mentioned above. A Ti 
layer was used between copper and the Si substrate to enhance the adhesion. The nominal 
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thickness of Ti and Cu were 10 nm and 100 nm, respectively. The actual total thickness of 
Ti/Cu squares were measured as 139±2 nm by AFM. Then a layer of photoresist (Futurrex 
NR9-1500 PY) was spun cast on the Si sample to cover all the surface area. The edge part 
of the surface was further covered by polyimide tape (~60 μm thick, from VWR 
International). The sample was immersed in the same HF-H2O2 etching bath used for 
MaCE for 30 min. Finally the sample surface was characterized by SEM and AFM after 
removal of photoresist and polyimide tape. 
8.3 Results and Discussion 
The overall processing flow for TSV etching by MaCE is illustrated in Figure 79. 
In order to study the etching results at different positions across the whole wafer, a 
Cartesian CS is established. The geometric center of the wafer is set as the origin (0,0) of 
the CS, while its y-axis points from the primary cut of the wafer to its secondary cut (Figure 
79 (a)). Si wafers after photolithography are inspected under optical microscope (OM). 
Circular patterns with diameter of 28 μm and pitch size of 80 μm can be clearly observed 
(Figure 80 (a) and (b)). The diameter of patterns is uniform across the whole wafer (Table 
10). Based on the pitch size, the number of patterns over the whole Si wafer can be 
estimated to be ~1 million. Due to the resolution limitation of photolithography, the pattern 
edge has a submicrometer-scale deviation from perfect round shape (Figure 80 (c)). After 
deposition of Au, Si inside the patterns is in direct contact with Au, while the other part is 
covered by photoresist. The thickness of Au catalyst is measured as 11.9 nm by AFM 
(Figure 80 (d)). A nanoporous morphology of Au catalyst is revealed by both SEM (Figure 
80 (c) inset) and AFM (Figure 80 (d)). The nanoporous morphology of Au catalyst ensures 
the stable movement of the catalyst during MaCE by transport of etchant solution through 
catalyst. It should be noted that the way of Au deposition has an influence on the MaCE 
results. As shown in Figure 80 (e), if the Au is deposited by sputtering method, the sidewall 
of photoresist is coated with Au. These Au has a chance to move into Si substrate during 
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MaCE and causes sidewall roughening (data not shown). In contrast, if the Au is deposited 
by evaporation, the sidewall of photoresist is not coated with Au (Figure 80 (f)). Thus, the 





Figure 79 Schematic processing flow for TSV fabrication by MaCE: (a) cleaning of bare Si; (b) 
photolithography; (c) metal deposition; (d) MaCE; (e) removal of photoresist and metal. 
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Figure 80 (a) Optical microscope (OM) image of Si wafers after photolithography; (b) enlarge OM 
image of the red circle in (a); (c) SEM image of the red circle in (b), inset shows the enlarged SEM 
of the red circle in (c); (d) AFM image and cross section of the red circle in (c); (e) cross-sectional 
SEM image of the Si sample after photolithography and Au deposition by sputtering. Au can be 
observed on top of the photoresist (PR) and Si, as well as the sidewall of the PR; (f) cross-sectional 
SEM image of the Si sample after photolithography and Au deposition by evaporation. Au can be 
observed on top of the photoresist (PR) and Si. No Au can be observed on the sidewall of PR, which 
is blurred under SEM due to the charging effect. 
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Table 10 Diameter of patterns after lithography and thickness of Au across 4-inch Si wafers. 
Coordinate1 
Diameter2 (μm) Thickness3 (nm) 
Ave.4 Std.5 Ave. Std. 
-4,0 28.68 0.22 12.1 0.15 
-3,0 28.56 0.22 12.1 0.15 
-2,0 28.48 0.06 12.0 0.25 
-1,0 28.28 0.32 12.0 0.26 
0,0 28.66 0.4 11.8 0.17 
1,0 28.39 0.29 11.8 0.20 
2,0 28.62 0.13 11.8 0.26 
3,0 28.62 0.13 11.9 0.17 
4,0 28.03 0.17 11.7 0.21 
0,4 28.34 0.22 12.1 0.06 
0,3 28.59 0.3 12.1 0.25 
0,2 28.45 0.12 12.0 0.20 
0,1 28.11 0.22 11.9 0.44 
0,0 28.82 0.11 12.1 0.10 
0,-1 28.37 0.17 11.7 0.10 
0,-2 28.57 0.11 11.8 0.20 
0,-3 28.88 0.17 11.3 0.15 
0,-4 28.48 0.24 11.2 0.06 
 
 
To demonstrate the idea that TSV with vertical sidewall can be formed by MaCE 
without electric bias on N-type Si, we first did a MaCE test on a 1×5 cm2 Si slice. The slice 
was cut from a whole Si wafer with patterned Au catalyst mentioned above. After simply 
immersing the slice in the etchant for 2 h, Au in the patterns moved vertically into the Si 
(Figure 81 (a)) and kept flat after etching. TSV with perfect vertical sidewall and depth of 
85 μm could be observed (Figure 81 (b)).The top opening width of the TSV is 28 μm, 
following the diameter of the patterns defined by photolithography. The sidewall and top 
surface of Si that is covered by the photoresist appear smooth and clean, indicating that no 
excessive etching occurred in this region. In contrast, if a P-type Si was used, the sidewall 
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and top surface of Si would become porous under the same etching. The result confirms 
that in MaCE of N-type Si, the etching on the sidewall of TSV is intrinsically suppressed, 








It should be noted that the uniformity of Au catalyst across the whole wafer 
critically influences the uniformity of etching in wafer level. As shown in Figure 82, in 
MaCE of Si slices, when the thickness of Au is reduced to 11.0 nm, Si inside TSV is not 
completely etched and some spikes of Si remain at the bottom of the TSV; when the 
thickness is increased to 13.5 nm, Au catalyst wrinkles and the sidewall adopts a randomly-
curved profile. The result indicates that a deviation of 1 nanometer in Au thickness has a 
significant influence on the etching results.  
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Figure 82 Cross-sectional SEM images of 1×5 cm2 Si slices after MaCE of 2 h with an average 
Au thickness of (a) 11.0 nm and (b) 13.5 nm. 
 
 
By optimization of Au deposition condition, a narrow distribution of Au thickness 
around 11.9 nm is achieved. As shown in Table 10, the standard deviation of the Au 
thickness over the whole wafer is 0.25 nm. In this work, the standard deviation of Au 
thickness on different wafers is also controlled within 0.3 nm. Based on the result shown 
in Table 10, it is expected that the same TSV can be formed across the whole Si wafer 
when it is immersed into the same etchant. Figure 83 (a) shows a whole Si wafer after 
MaCE of 2 h. Under visual inspection, the wafer surface remains the shining greenish 
purple color as that before MaCE, indicating no lift-off of the photoresist during MaCE. 
This result is consistent with our previous finding, confirming that a thin layer of 
photoresist is able to serve as a good mask layer for MaCE over long time. In contrast, in 
DRIE, photoresist tends to be consumed during the etching. A hard mask, such as Si oxide 
or nitride, is typically required in DRIE, which adds cost to the processing. When the 
photoresist is removed by acetone, the surface of the wafer shows the color of original bare 
Si as shinning greyish, indicating a minimized damage on the Si top surface (Figure 83 
(b)). Grid marker lines could also be observed on Si surface, which divided the wafer 
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surface into 1×1 cm2 squares for further SEM characterization.  The result of visual 
inspection in Figure 83 is consistent with the results in Figure 81, further supporting that 








However, when the cross sections at different positions of the wafer are viewed 
under SEM, TSV with non-uniform geometry can be observed (Figure 84). In the area 
near the wafer edge (referred to as “edge area”, such as (1,5), (5,1) and etc.), TSV are deep 
and vertical with depth of 60-70 μm. In the area near the wafer center (referred to as “center 
area”, such as (1,1), (1,2) and etc.), however, Au catalyst significant wrinkles and the 
sidewall of TSV randomly curved. The depth of TSV in this region is only 20 μm. 
Considering the fact that the Au thickness in the center area and edge area are nearly 
identical, the difference of etching results over the wafer should not be caused by the Au 
thickness variation. Here we propose that the difference in the etching behaviors at 
different positions is caused by the inefficient mass transport in the etchant solution. Ideally, 
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once the etchant is consumed on the Au surface, new etchant will be quickly replenished 
from the bulk solution, so that Au is able to keep moving into Si with a constant etchant 
concentration on its surface. Given the fact that the etchant is kept static in all above MaCE 
experiments, the etchant can be transported from the bulk solution to the Au surface only 
through diffusion. Compared to the MaCE of 1×5 cm2 Si slice, more Si is etched in the 
wafer-level MaCE and a much higher amount of etchant is consumed. Because the size of 
Si wafer is large, it is more difficult for etchant to diffuse to the center than to the edge area 
(Figure 85 (a)). Thus, the difference between the actual etchant concentration in the center 
area and that in the edge area can induce the different etching behaviors. To confirm this 
point, we conducted wafer-level MaCE experiments with stirring of the etchant solution. 
The transport of the etchant can be facilitated be the convection flow of the solution during 
the stirring. Two stirring schemes were adopted: the “edge-stir” scheme, where the stirrer 
was put on the edge of the wafer in the second quadrant of the CS and spun horizontally at 
the same height of wafer (Figure 85 (b)); the “center-stir” scheme, where the stirrer was 




Figure 84 Cross-sectional SEM images of Si wafers after MaCE of 2 h without stirring. The 
coordinates of the position and the depth (d) of TSV are labeled in each image. The coordinates are 




Figure 85 Schematics of stirring scheme during MaCE. (a) No stirring of etchant solution. (b) 
Corner-stir: the stir bar is put at the corner of the Si wafer and at the same height of Si. The stirrer 
spins horizontally; (c) Center-stir: the stir bar is put at the center of the Si wafer and below the Si. 




Cross-sectional SEM images of the wafer after MaCE of 2 h under the edge-stir 
scheme are shown in Figure 86. In contrast to the results in Figure 84, here TSV with 
vertical sidewall were formed over the whole wafer, except in a small part of edge area (at 
position -5, 1). The range of TSV depth is narrowed down to 52-80 μm. However, in MaCE 
under the edge-stir scheme, the depth of TSV at the positions of (-1,1) to (-5,1) is lower 
than those in other parts. Because the stirrer spins at the edge of wafer, the flow of etchant 
may not be symmetric over the wafer and the actual etchant concentration at each position 
may be different. In this sense, the uniformity of TSV over the wafer can be further 
improved by using the center-stir scheme. As shown in Figure 87, the range of TSV depth 
is further narrowed down to 70-74 μm. Incomplete etching of Si inside TSV is observed at 
two position in the edge area: (5,1) and (1,-5). The etching depth in these two region is 
defined as the maximum penetrating depth of catalyst in the vertical direction. The effect 
of stirring on the etching uniformity supports the point that when the Au thickness over the 





Figure 86 Cross-sectional SEM images of Si wafers after MaCE of 2 h under “edge-stir” scheme. 




Figure 87 Cross-sectional SEM images of Si wafers after MaCE of 2 h under “center-stir” scheme. 
The coordinates of the position and the depth (d) of TSV are labeled in each image. 
Under the same condition, when the etching time is elongated to 4 h, the depth of 
TSV increases to 159-164 μm (Figure 88), corresponding to a high aspect ratio over 5:1. 
Although the incomplete etching area slightly expands, impressive uniformity of the TSV 
in various dimension scale is achieved. Figure 89 (a) shows the cross-sectional SEM 
images of the TSV over one 1×1 cm2 area, which clearly demonstrates the uniform 
geometry of multiple adjacent TSV in parallel. Each TSV bears highly vertical and smooth 
sidewall (Figure 89 (b)). Furthermore, when the sidewall is viewed under SEM with high 
magnification, a surface roughness below 50 nm can be observed (Figure 89 (c)). Low 
sidewall surface roughness has been identified as the key factor for low leakage current 
and high reliability of TSV.[49] The ultra-low surface roughness in MaCE is originated 
from the nature of MaCE that the etching proceeds with the continuous movement of Au. 
In comparison, sidewall always bears roughness with scalloping features in conventional 
DRIE, due to its nature of pulsed etching manner.  
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Figure 88 Cross-sectional SEM images of Si wafers after MaCE of 4 h under “center-stir” scheme. 
The coordinates of the position and the depth (d) of TSV are labeled in each image. 
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Figure 89 (a) SEM image of TSV by MaCE of 4 h at position (1,1). (b) Magnified cross-sectional 
SEM image of the middle of TSV shown in Fig. 10 at position (1,1). (c) SEM image of the red 
circle in (a). (d) Schematic processing flow for replica fabrication. (e) Cross section of the replica 




Because the cross section of the TSV are prepared by mechanical cleaving, some 
TSV are only partially exposed under SEM observation. To reveal the real 3D geometry of 
the TSV, replica of the TSV was made by filling polymer into the TSV and removing the 
Si (Figure 89 (d)). The cross section of the replica is shown in Figure 89 (e). The geometry 
of replica reflects that the TSV possess uniform overall 3D geometry with highly vertical 
alignment towards the top surface of Si. The diameter of TSV at different height fall in the 
narrow range of 27.1-29.7 μm. 
Another distinctive advantage of wet etching is the capability of processing 
multiple wafers in the same batch, which can hardly be achieved in DRIE. As a preliminary 
test, we did MaCE of two wafers simultaneously under the center-stir scheme. The wafers 
were stacked coaxially on top of each other by a wafer carrier. The top wafer and bottom 
wafer were named as wafer A and B, respectively (Figure 85 (c)). The spacing between A 
and B was 5 mm. After MaCE of 4 h, uniform vertical TSV could be observed on both 
wafers (Figure 90 and Figure 91 respectively), similar to those in Figure 88. The depth 
of TSV on wafer A and B fall in the narrow range of 143-155 μm and 137-155 μm, 
respectively. However, compared to the results of single wafer etching in Figure 88, 
incomplete etching of Si expands to larger area on both wafer A and B. The increased 
amount of incompletely-etched TSVs may be caused by the fact since the amount of Si to 
be etched is increased in the double-wafer MaCE, the given amount of etchant may be 
insufficient or the mass transport may be less effective. By optimizing the amount of 
etchant as well as the wafer carrier setup in the future work, more TSV are expected to be 




Figure 90 Cross-sectional SEM images of the top Si wafer (wafer A) after MaCE of 4 h on two Si 
wafers under the “center-stir” scheme. The coordinates of the position and the depth (d) of TSV 




Figure 91 Cross-sectional SEM images of the bottom Si wafer (wafer B) after MaCE of 4 h on two 
Si wafers under the “center-stir” scheme. The coordinates of the position and the depth (d) of TSV 
are labeled in each image. 
 
 
The above results show the successful etching of TSV with diameter of 29 μm. In 
Figure 92, we show uniform holes as large as 210 μm and as small as 6 μm can be formed 
by the same MaCE method on 1×1 cm2 Si substrate. In wafer-level MaCE of TSV with 
different diameter, it is expected that etching uniform features with smaller diameter and 
higher aspect ratio is more challenging, because the diffusion of etchant into the etched 




Figure 92 (a) Vertical holes with designed width of 200 μm after MaCE of 1 hr. (b) Vertical holes 
with designed width of 6 μm after MaCE of 1 hr. Results in both figures are obtained from MaCE 




The compatibility of MaCE with other processing and components in the overall 
fabrication flow of Si interposer is essential for the application of the reported method. It 
should be noted that for the overall fabrication flow can adopt different sequence, such as 
the “via first” approach and “via last” approach. In the “via first” approach, TSV is etched 
on the bare Si substrate, followed by passivation layer deposition and conductive filling. 
To demonstrate the compatibility of MaCE with these two processes, we used plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) to coat a layer of SiO2 on the Si substrate 
after TSV etching by MaCE. All the surface of the Si substrate was found to be coated by 
SiO2. The SiO2 on the top surface of Si substrate was measured as 1.7 μm, while that on 
the sidewall and bottom of TSV has a smaller thickness of 250-400 nm. In principle, since 
the sidewall surface of TSV etched by MaCE is bare Si surface, these TSV are readily 
available for SiO2 deposition with good bonding. In contrast, the TSV etched by traditional 
DRIE method generally have a layer of polymer on their sidewall. A cleaning step is 
required to remove the polymer layer before SiO2 can be deposited. After SiO2 deposition, 
the TSV were filled with Cu by electroplating. The cross section of TSV with SiO2 and Cu 
is shown in Figure 93 (a) and (b). The composition of each layer is further confirmed by 
energy dispersive spectrum mapping (Figure 93 (c) to (e)). The results indicate that the 
TSV etched by MaCE is compatible with conformal coating SiO2 and Cu filling.  
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Figure 93 (a) Cross-sectional optical microscope image of a TSV in Fig. 9 which is filled by copper 
(Cu). A layer of SiO2 exists between Cu and Si substrate; (b) SEM of the red circle in (a) at high 
magnification; (c), (d) and (e) are the elemental signal maps of Cu, Si and oxygen (O), respectively, 
in the area of (b) by energy dispersive spectrometer. 
 
 
In the “via-last” approach for interposer fabrication, the copper (Cu) redistribution 
line and other components are made on the Si substrate before the etching of TSV. To test 
the compatibility of MaCE with copper-containing components on the Si substrate, we 
fabricate a test vehicle consisting of Cu squares array. The Cu is covered by a layer of the 
same photoresist (NR9 1500PY) as that in MaCE. In the edge part of the sample an 
additional layer of polyimide tape. The region under the sole coverage of photoresist is 
named as PR region, while the region under photoresist and polyimide tape is named as 
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PM region (Figure 94 (a) and (b)). The test vehicle was immersed in the same etching bath 
used in the MaCE experiments for 30 min. After immersion, the majority of Cu squares in 
the PR region is found to be removed and the Si underneath is roughened. However, the 
Cu squares in the PM region possess nearly identical geometry as the ones before 
immersion in etchant solution (Figure 94 (c)-(e)). In a control experiment, bare Cu patterns 
without any coverage were found to be removed by immersion in the etchant solution 
within only 5 sec. The results indicate that the photoresist can separate metal catalyst from 
Si, thus preventing the excessive on the underneath Si in MaCE. However, molecules in 
the etchant have a chance to penetrate photoresist. These molecules may damage the Cu 
under photoresist and even the Si with assistance of Cu. These molecules, as may be present 
in the liquid or vapor form, may further impart reliability of other organic components on 
the interposer. However, the fact that Cu in the PM region is intact after immersion indicate 
that the penetration of etchant molecules may be effectively blocked by optimization of 
photoresist (i.e. the mask layer).    
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Figure 94 (a) Schematic layout of test vehicle for metal compatibility test in MaCE; (b) SEM image 
of a copper (Cu) pattern before covered by photoresist, a titanium (Ti) adhesion layer existed 
between Cu and Si substrate, the total thickness of the Ti/Cu pattern over the whole sample was 
measured to be 139±2 nm by AFM profile as shown in the embedded  red curve; (c) SEM image 
of the test vehicle surface after immersion in HF-H2O2 solution for 30 min and removal of 
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photoresist and polyimide covering, the vertical dash line indicate the boundary between PR and 
PM region; (d) enlarged SEM image of the Cu pattern in the PR region with corresponding AFM 
profile as shown in the red curve; (d) enlarged SEM image of the Cu pattern in the PM region with 




In conclusion, the uniformity of MaCE was found to be influenced by the 
uniformity of catalysts geometry and the mass transport of etchant solution. Under the 
optimized condition, the feasibility of etching uniform TSV by MaCE in wafer level is 
demonstrated. Several key attributes of MaCE can be highlighted: 
-High etching uniformity: vertical TSV with depth range of 159-164 μm and diameter 
range of 27.1-29.7 μm were formed over the whole 4 inch wafer. A low sidewall surface 
roughness below 50 nm was observed;  
-High throughput: ~1 million TSV are etched simultaneously on one Si wafer. Multiple 
wafers can be etched in one batch, which will result in orders-of-magnitude higher 
throughput with much lower cost; 
-Compatibility with passivation layer deposition and copper conductive filling. 
Considering its simplicity and superior performance, MaCE is promising to impact 
the manufacturing of TSV on Si interposers. Furthermore, due to the versatile capability of 
MACE in etching holes, trenches and other high-aspect-ratio structures with 3D geometric 
complexity, microfluidic devices, microelectromechanical systems and even novel Si-




CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTED FUTURE WORK 
9.1 Conclusions 
In this dissertation, we have established the fundamental theories about uniform 
HAR MaCE as a reliable method for fabrication of deep trenches and deep holes in micro- 
and nanoscale on Si. With the experimental results, several conclusion can be drawn: 
1. Uniform MaCE can be realized in micro- and nanoscale on Si with a broad 
range of dopants types, doping levels and crystalline orientations;  
2. The transport of HF and h+ are the key microscopic processes that determine 
the uniformity of MaCE; 
3. In order to facilitate transport of HF, a porous morphology of metal catalyst is 
desired; 
4. In order to favor uniform etching, an electropolishing-type h+ transport process 
is desired, which is enabled by a high concentration ratio of H2O2 to HF; 
5. The transport of h+ further influences the 3D etching profiles in MaCE, which 
can be experimentally controlled by an external electric field. 3D profiles of 
MaCE using Au lines with different line width (w0), number (n) and spacing 
distance (s) on P-Si, N-Si, USi, P(+)-Si and N(+)-Si have been presented. 
Uniform trenches are formed on P-Si, N-Si, U-Si, P(+)-Si and N(+)-Si. The 
depth d and lateral width variation Δwt of the 3D profiles on P-Si, N-Si and U-
Si are measured and correlated to the CT1 and CT2, respectively. The depth 
follows the order of d(P-Si)<d(U-Si)< d(N-Si) ,while the Δwt of N-Si is lower 
than that of U-Si and P-Si. The variation of d and Δwt over the dopant type of 
Si can be explained by Schottky junction model, which indicates that CT1 is 
favored on N-Si and CT2 is favored on P-Si. The variation of Δwt over w0, n 
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and s can be further explained by the correlation between CT1 and CT2: in U-
Si, h+ in CT2 are mainly originated from excessive h+ in CT1 through diffusion; 
in P-Si, the actual h+ concentration in CT2 is much higher than that calculated 
from the diffusion model, which may be attributed to the drift of h+; 
6. Multiple deep trenches with vertical sidewalls can be formed on moderately-
doped N-type Si without electric bias. Working MEMS resonators can be built 
on trenches etched by MaCE; 
7. In contrast to the plasma etching, for MaCE only a polymer layer as thin as 100 
nm can serve as an effective mask layer. MaCE shows compatibility with a 
novel lithography method, named FESA, which enables a novel low-cost 
approach for HAR structures fabrication based on MaCE and FESA. 
8. Multiples wafers can be etched simultaneously using the MaCE method, where 
millions of deep holes are formed per wafer with depth variation of ~2% using 
simple lab apparatus. The deep holes etched by MaCE shows ultra-low sidewall 
roughness of below 50 nm and compatibility with dielectric coating and metal 
filling for TSVs formation.  
9.2 Suggested Future Work 
Overall, the above findings clearly demonstrate the capability of MaCE in 
fabricating HAR micro- and nanostructures on Si. To enhance the performance and expand 
the range of application of MaCE, the following future work is suggested: 
1. Investigation of MaCE on semiconductors other than Si. Using MaCE methods 
for fabrication of nanowires on III-V compound semiconductors, such as GaAs 
[123] and InP [124], have been reported. The possible physical-chemical 
mechanism responsible for the etching reactions have been proposed. However, 
there is still lack of the detailed understanding. More importantly, uniform 
MaCE for deep trenches and deep holes on these substrates have been realized. 
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Considering the fundamental difference between MaCE of nanowires and that 
of deep trenches on Si, realizing uniform MaCE for deep trenches and deep 
holes on may incur novel design of the process and mechanisms. The work will 
make significant contributions to the devices fabrication where III-V 
semiconductors play roles, such high-frequency computers and light-emitting 
diodes; 
2. Investigation of MaCE on Si with small gap and ultra-high aspect ratio. It has 
been proposed that deep trenches with width below 100 nm will render 
ultrahigh sensitivity when used in MEMS sensors. It is promising to use MaCE 
to fabricate such structures, but considering the scaling effect, the transport of 
HF and h+ in such narrow trenches will be fundamentally different from those 
in MaCE in a few-microns or submicron scales; 
3. Investigation of process-structures-performance relations. In Chapter 6, we 
demonstrate the performance of a MEMS resonator using deep trenches etched 
by MaCE. There are several distinctive features of the trenches: (1) the overall 
profiles of the trenches are slightly tilted/twisted, rather than perfectly vertical; 
(2) some porous regions appear on the sidewalls and edges of the openings of 
the trenches; (3) the metal catalyst bounces back after reaching the oxide layer 
and creates an extra notch. These structural features, which are unique to the 
trenches made by MaCE, may have influence on the performance of the devices 
where they are involved. The influence has not been investigated. Also the 






MOLECULAR ENGINEERING OF AROMATIC AMINE 
SPACERS FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE GRAPHENE-BASED 
SUPERCAPACITORS 
A1. Introduction 
Besides the work mentioned above, an independent project will be reported that has 
been finished during my PhD study. Parts of the contents have been published in [125] and 
reprinted here with permission. Copyright 2016, Elsevier.  
Supercapacitors are electric energy storage devices which utilize the electric 
double-layer capacitance (EDLC) and/or pseudocapacitance.[126] The EDLC originates 
from the fast adsorption/desorption of electrolyte ions and the pseudocapacitance is created 
from the Faradaic reaction of the electrode materials. Supercapacitors possess outstanding 
charge/discharge rate over other types of energy storage devices. However, their 
capacitance is still far from satisfactory for applications in electric vehicles, large-scale 
energy storage, etc.[127] The capacitance of supercapacitors is primarily determined by 
the electrode materials. Ideal electrode materials should possess high surface area 
accessible to electrolyte, high electrical conductivity, high chemical stability and low 
density. Considering these parameters, graphene, one-atom-thick 2D sheet of carbon, has 
been considered as a promising supercapacitor electrode material.[128] In the isolated 
single-layer graphene, carbon atoms are connected by conjugated π bond which forms a 
sheet with high electrical conductivity. [129, 130] However, in the bulk materials of multi-
layer graphene, the sheets have strong tendency to aggregate due to the strong π-π 
interaction between the sheets. The aggregation of graphene makes the space between the 
sheets too narrow to be accessed by the electrolyte.[131] The modification of graphene has 
been intensively investigated to prevent its heavy aggregation so that the specific 
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capacitance can be promoted. Based on the dimension of the materials used to modify 
graphene, these modifiers can be categorized into: (1) atomic modifiers (~1 Å), such as 
oxygen[132, 133] and nitrogen[134, 135] atoms doped in graphene sheets; (2) molecular 
modifiers (~1 nm), such as small organic molecules attached to or grafted on the graphene 
sheets[136-144]; (3) nanoscale modifiers (over 5 nm), such as nanoparticles, nanowires 
made of conductive polymers [145-147], metal oxides[148, 149], etc. Besides functioning 
as spacers between graphene sheets that increase the interlayer spacing, some of the 
modifiers could also add pseudocapacitance.  Compared to the atomic modifiers and 
nanoscale modifiers mentioned above, here we demonstrated the following advantages of 
using molecular modifiers in promoting capacitance: (1) the size of the molecular modifiers 
is comparable to that of electrolyte ions, therefore they are capable of serving as spacers 
between graphene sheets to increase the accessible surface area in molecular level; (2) 
given the well-established science of organic chemistry, suitable molecules can be picked 
up from a huge inventory of commercially available chemicals with low cost. Their 
molecular structures can be finely tuned to render optimal capacitance with the rationalized 
organic reactions with graphene or its precursors. Covalent bonds between the molecules 
and graphene can be formed to ensure the high durability during charge/discharge cycles 
of the supercapacitors.[138] 
Although using molecular modifiers in graphene-based supercapacitors has been 
reported, the mechanism of reaction between the molecules and graphene oxide was not 
clearly described, nor could the influence of the molecular structures be determined from 
these independent studies, which is fundamental for the discovery of electrode materials 
with even higher performance.  In this report, we focus our study on the engineering of the 
chemical structures of molecular modifiers for high-performance graphene-based 
supercapacitors. Graphene oxide (GO), an oxidized form of graphene that can be dispersed 
in water (H2O) in single-sheet form for large-scale production, is selected as the precursor 
for the formation of graphene nanostructures.[150, 151] Four types of aromatic amine, 
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1,2,5-triaminobenzene (Tri), 2,2’-diaminobenzendine (Tetra), 1,5-diaminonaphthalene 
(Naph15) and 1,8-diaminonaphthelene (Naph18) were employed as the molecular 
modifiers (Figure A. 3). The structures of the modifiers differ in the aromatic cores, 
number of the amino groups and position of the amino groups. The incorporation of amino 
groups in the spacers enable them to covalently bond to GO through nucleophilic 
substitution and amide formation reactions. The amino groups are conjugated with the 
aromatic cores, such as the benzene rings, which may further introduce pseudocapacitance 
by reversible benzoid-quinoid transition.[152]  
In this study, these modifiers were mixed with GO separately in aqueous solution 
and underwent one-step hydrothermal reactions with identical conditions. The modifiers 
serve as molecular spacers that induce a larger interlayer spacing of up to 1.9 nm and an 
over three-fold higher specific capacitance as demonstrated below. From comparative 
study, covalent bonding between the modifiers and graphene are evidenced. Mechanism of 
reaction between these modifiers and GO during the hydrothermal process is elucidated 
and the effect of the variation in the molecular structures is revealed. 
A2. Methods  
Graphite flakes (Catalog#230U) were provided by Asbury Carbons, NJ. Deionized 
(DI) water was produced from a Barnstead Smart2Pure water purification system (Thermo 
Scientific). All other chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without 
further processing. 
Modification of GO A GO aqueous slurry was prepared by a modified Hummers 
method as reported previously.[138] The GO slurry with known concentration was used in 
the wet form until the completion of modification. For modification, the spacer molecules 
were dissolved in 23 mL hydrochloric acid (HCl, 70 mmol/L) aqueous solution in an 
ultrasonication bath for 10 min. For Tri, its salt form, 1,2,5-triaminobenzene 
dihydrochloride, was used due to its commercial availability. The other three spacers were 
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used in their primary amine form. After complete dissolution, the solution was clear with 
color of purple for Tri, light yellow for Tetra, and red for Naph15 and Naph18.  No solid 
precipitate could be observed in these solution. GO slurry was added together with Na2CO3 
aqueous solution into the solution of the spacers so that the concentration of GO and 
Na2CO3 were 1 mg/mL and 700 mmol/L, respectively. The total volume of the solution 
was 28 mL. The pH value of the mixture was measured as 11. The high pH value facilitated 
the dispersion of GO in H2O as discussed below. After further sonication for 30 min, the 
GO-spacers mixture were transferred into a closed Teflon-lined autoclave and heated at 
180 oC for 12 hr in oven. After ambient cooling, a black hydrogel was formed and the 
liquid phase was clear and colorless. The hydrogel were filtered out while rinsed by copious 
volume of DI water, and finally dried at 55 oC in oven for 24 hr to render black powder. 
The black powder was referred to as the as-prepared rGO-Spacers samples.  
Characterization The as-prepared rGO-Spacers samples were viewed under SEM 
(Hitachi SU8230), transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL 100XC) and atomic 
force microscope (AFM, Veeco Dimension Edge, with Si tips MPP-11100-10 under 
tapping mode). GO samples for AFM characterization were prepared by spin coating of 
GO aqueous solution (1 mg/mL) on a Si substrate with 250 nm-thick thermal oxide on top 
at the spin speed of 500 rpm for 1 min. To characterize the as-prepared rGO-Spacers 
powder for AFM and TEM characterization, the powder was dispersed in N-methyl-2-
pyrrolidone (NMP) and sonicated for 24 hr. Then the dispersion was drop cast on SiO2/Si 
substrate and TEM copper grid, respectively. The samples were dried in oven at 55 oC for 
24 hr before the characterization. UV-visible spectra were collected by a UV-2450 
spectrometer (Shimadzu) using aqueous dispersion of the samples. Element composition 
of the samples was analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (Thermo K-Alpha XPS). 
Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were collected by Nicolet, Thermo Scientific 
using the KBr pellet method. Raman spectra were collected by Nicolet Almega, Thermo 
Scientific. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted in a TGA system (Q5000, 
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TA Instrument). The cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic charge/discharge (CD) and 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were collected by an electrochemical work 
station (Versa STAT, Princeton Applied Research) using a two-electrode setup. For the 
two-electrode setup, the as-prepared rGO-Spacers powder were ground and mixed with 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) binder (weight ratio of 9:1 rGO-Spacers: PTFE). The 
mixture was then rolled into a free-standing film (40±10 μm thick). X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) patterns were collected from the free-standing film by PANalytical X’Pert PRO 
Alpha-1. Disks with a diameter of 6 mm were punched from the free-standing film. Two 
disks were used as the two electrodes and assembled in a stainless cell kit with glass 
microfiber paper as separator, carbon fiber paper as current collector and sulfuric acid (1 
mol/L) as the electrolyte. The electrochemical activity of the materials was also 
characterized by CV in a three-electrode setup. In the three-electrode setup, the active 
materials were first dispersed in NMP of 24 hr. The dispersion was dropped cast on a glassy 
carbon electrode and dried at 55 oC in an oven to serve as the working electrode. An 
Ag/AgCl in a saturated KCl aqueous solution and a platinum wire were used as the 
reference electrode and the counter electrode, respectively. 1 M H2SO4 aqueous solution 
was also used the electrolyte. 
Calculation of Electrochemical Properties The specific capacitance (Cs) of the 








                                                            (1) 
Where Im, V and v refer to the current density, voltage range and scan rate, 
respectively. The current density Im was calculated by dividing the measured current by the 
mass of active materials (excluding that of PTFE binder) in the two electrodes. The term 
mI dt  was calculated by integrating the area enclosed by the CV curves. The specific 
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where the same Im,  V were used as those in CV test. The term t refer to the total discharge 
time. ViR and tiR are the potential drop and time in the region of sharp potential drop caused 
by equivalent serial resistance (illustrated in Figure A. 1). The energy density E was 








                                                         (3) 
where the specific capacitance term Cs was derived from CD measurement. The same V 




Figure A. 1 Illustration of parameters for calculation of specific capacitance from galvanostatic 
charge/discharge curve. 
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where E referred to the energy density, same t and tiR were the same as those in 
calculation of E. 
A.3 Results and Discussion 
In this work, the amount of GO was fixed as 28 mg in each batch, and the amount 
of each type of spacers was set to 0.15 mmol and 0.30 mmol in separate experiments. 
Corresponding products of the reactions were named in the format of rGO XY, where X 
stood for the name of the spacers and Y was the amount of the spacers. For example, rGO 
Naph15030 refers to the product of the reaction between 28 mg GO and 0.30 mmol of 
Naph15. A general name rGO X was used in the discussion of results where the molar 
amount of spacers did not show significant influence. The product of the reaction without 
addition of spacers was named “rGO Bare” (the control sample).  
The modification of graphene started with the dispersion of the spacer and GO in 
DI water. DI water was used as the solvent because GO was known to disperse well in 
water in single-layer form.  AFM measurement of GO deposited on the SiO2/Si substrate 
from 1 mg/mL aqueous solution (Figure A. 2) confirmed the existence of single-layer GO 
sheets with a step height of 1.2 nm. However, the step height of stacked GO sheets was 
measured as 0.8 nm. Here we consider the value of 0.8 nm as the thickness of GO because 
the residual H2O on SiO2 surface or the heterogeneous interaction between GO and SiO2 
account for the larger step height of the single layer GO (1.2 nm). Based on the result, we 
set the concentration of GO as 1 mg/mL during reaction.  In order to effectively modify 
every graphene sheet, it is critical that the spacers are also dispersed well in the solution. 
Therefore, hydrochloric acid was added into pure DI water to promote the solubility of 




2 3R-NH +HCl R-NH Cl                                                        (5) 
Under naked-eye observation, the spacers solution with 70 mmol/L HCl was clear 
without any solid substance, indicating that the spacers were well dispersed (Figure A. 3, 
step a). It has been reported that the dispersion of GO was improved in a basic solution 
with a high pH value.[153] Therefore, when the GO slurry was added into the spacer 
solution, Na2CO3 solution was added simultaneously to adjust the pH of the final solution 
to 11 (Figure A. 3, step b). The hydrothermal reaction was undertaken at the pH of 11 in a 
closed container (Figure A. 3, step c). After a hydrothermal reaction, the samples without 
addition of spacers, i.e. rGO Bare, were stacked flat sheets under a SEM (Figure A. 4). In 
contrast, the rGO-Spacers samples appeared as crumpled sheets. Some of the sheets were 
semi-transparent, indicating their low thickness. The crumpled morphology of the sheets 
in rGO Spacers samples was retained after the samples were dried and redispersed in NMP 
with high-intensity ultrasonication, as illustrated in a representative AFM image (Figure 
A. 5) and TEM image (Figure A. 6). Furthermore, even the powder was grounded and 
rolled into thin film under high mechanic pressure, the crumpled feature could still be 
observed under SEM while the surface of rGO Bare remained flat (Figure A. 7). As 
discussed in papers where nitrogen atoms were bonded to graphene [134, 154], the 
crumpled morphology suggested that the amino groups in the spacers were chemically 
bonded to the graphene sheets and induced a structural change to the whole sheets in a 
micrometer scale. The existence of spacers can be further confirmed by mapping of energy 
dispersive spectroscope (EDS) signals. As shown in Figure A. 6 (c), the distribution of 
carbon (C), oxygen (O) and nitrogen (N) replicated the profile of graphene sheets in the 
corresponding SEM image (Figure A. 6 (b)). Given the fact that the spacers are the only 
source of the N signal, it can be inferred from the EDS mapping that the spacers are 
uniformly distributed over graphene sheets. It should be noted that throughout the SEM 
observation, only the smooth thin sheets appeared even at a magnification of 100,000X; no 
grains or fibrils could be observed. In contrast, in previously reported graphene materials 
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with nanoscale modifiers, grains or fibrils could be easily observed at this magnification 
and assigned to the modifiers themselves.[155] Therefore, here the molecular spacers were 
probably distributed in a molecular level on graphene sheets rather than self-aggregated. 
The morphology of crumpled thin sheets is favorable for fast electrolyte transport through 





Figure A. 2 (Top) Atomic force microscope 2D image of graphene oxide deposited on SiO2/Si 





Figure A. 3 (Top) The chemical structure of the aromatic spacers: 1,2,5-triaminobenzene (Tri), 
2,2’-diaminobenzendine (Tetra), 1,5-diaminonaphthalene (Naph15) and 1,8-diaminonaphthelen 
(Naph18). (Bottom) Schematic process flow for rGO-Spacers: a. dissolution of spacers in H2O; b. 
dispersion of graphene oxide (GO) in spacer solution; c. hydrothermal processing of GO and 







Figure A. 4 SEM image of the as-prepared samples under magnification of 5000X (left column) 
and 50000X (right column). 








Figure A. 5 (a) Atomic force microscope (AFM) 2D image (top) and cross section (bottom) of the 
as-prepared rGO Naph15030 deposited on SiO2/Si substrate; (b) 3D profile reconstructed from the 
2D image in (a). 
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Figure A. 6 (a) Transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of rGO Naph15030; (b) SEM 
image of rGO Naph15030; (c) elements mapping of carbon (C), oxygen (O) and nitrogen (N) by 
energy dispersive spectrum in the area shown in (b). 
(a)
300 nm





Figure A. 7 SEM image of the samples after prepared as thin-film electrode under magnification 
of 2500X (left column) and 10000X (right column). The fibrils and particles in the images can be 
assigned as the PTFE binder added during the preparation of thin film. 
The specific capacitances (Cs), i.e. the capacitance per unit mass of the active 
materials in the electrodes, of the samples were calculated from both cyclic voltammetry 
(CV, Figure A. 8 (a)) and galvanostatic charge-discharge (CD, Figure A. 8 (b)) using a 
two-electrode setup at different scan rates and charge-discharge current densities, 
respectively. In the CV measurements, the rGO-Spacers showed remarkably higher Cs 
compared to that of rGO Bare at low scan rates of 2 mV/s, 10 mV/s and 20 mV/s. As the 
scan rate increases to 50 mV/s and higher, the Cs value of rGO Tri030, rGO Naph15030, 
rGO Tetra015 and rGO Tetra030 were still higher than that of rGO Bare. In the CD 
measurements, similar trends has been observed. In both measurements, Cs increases with 
a higher molar amount of spacers added in the reaction between GO and amine spacers. It 
rGO Bare
rGO Naph
10 μm 2 μm
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is noteworthy that among the rGO Spacers samples, rGO Tri030 shows the highest Cs of 
617 F/g at 2 mV/s in the CV measurement, as well as 597 F/g at 0.5 A/g and 512 F/g at 10 
A/g in the CD measurement. To our knowledge, those values rank among the highest in 
the literature where small molecules modifiers were employed.[137, 139] The CV curves 
of each sample are shown in Figure A. 9. The curves appear as quasi-rectangular at low 
scan rate, and started to tilt when the scan rate increased. The CD curves of each sample 
were shown in Figure A. 10. The CV and CD curves of rGO Bare are shown in Figure A. 
11. Obvious bumps in CV and CD curves of rGO Tri030, rGO Tetra015 and rGO Tetra030 
can be observed, indicating a considerable amount of pseudocapacitance contributing to 
the overall capacitance. The samples with high Cs shows the outstanding Cs retention after 
CD cycling test. As shown in Figure A. 12 (a), rGO Tri015 shows a Cs of 497 F/g after 
10,000 cycles at 10 A/g, accounting for 97% of its original value before cycling. For rGO 
Tetra030, rGO Naph15030 and rGO Naph18030, the Cs at 10 A/g shows slight increase 
after cycling (Figure A. 12 (b)-(d)), which is possibly due to better wetting of the spacing 
between graphene sheets or introduction of more chemical species with 
pseudocapacitance.[133] The excellent cycling performance of the materials may be 
originated from the stable covalent bonding between graphene and the spacer molecules.  
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Figure A. 8 Specific capacitance of the samples measured from cyclic voltammetry (a) and 
galvanostatic charge-discharge (b) at different scan rates and current densities, respectively. 
(a)
(b)









































































































































































































































































































Figure A. 9 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves of the samples measured at scan rates of 2 mV/s 
(black lines―), 10 mV/s (red lines―), 20 mV/s (blue lines―), 50 mV/s (yellow lines―), 100 mV/s 
(green lines―) and 200 mV/s (magenta lines―) 
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Figure A. 10 Galvanostatic charge-discharge (CD) curves of the samples measured at current 
density of 0.5 A/g (black lines―), 1 A/g (red lines―), 2 A/g (blue lines―), 5 A/g (yellow lines―) 
and 10 A/g (green lines―). 
 
Figure A. 11 (a) Cyclic voltammetry curves of rGO Bare at different scan rates; (b) galvanostatic 
charge/discharge curves of rGO Bare at different current density. 













































Figure A. 12 CD curves of the samples before and after CD cycling with current density of 10 A/g. 
 
 
The electrochemical properties of the samples were further characterized by 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS, Figure A. 13 (a)). The low frequency 
regions of the EIS curves of rGO Tri030, rGO Tetra015, rGO Tetra030 and rGO 
Naph15030 appear more perpendicular towards the Z’ axis, indicating a more ideal 
capacitance behavior. The high frequency regions of the EIS curves are magnified in 
Figure A. 13 (b). The first and second intersects of the curves to the Z’ axis represent 
equivalent series resistance (Rs) as well as the sum of Rs and charge transfer resistance (Rct), 
respectively.  The value of the samples are listed in Table A.  1. As the reference, rGO 
Bare shows Rs of 0.908 ohm and Rct of 2.59 ohm. Among the rGO-Spacers samples, rGO 


















































































Tri030 shows the lowest Rs of 0.61 ohm and Rct of 1.83 ohm. The low Rs and Rct indicate 
an enhanced electrical conductivity and fast electrochemical reaction at the electrode-
electrolyte interface of the material, explaining the high Cs of rGO Tri030 at a high charge-
discharge current density rGO Tetra015, rGO Tetr030 and rGO Naph15030 also show low 
Rs or Rct. All these samples with low Rs/Rct show a much higher specific capacitance 
compared to those with a larger resistance, as illustrated in Figure A. 8. The power density 
and energy density of the samples are seen in a Ragone plot in Figure A. 13 (c). Again, 
rGO Tri030 presents the prominent energy density of 46.5 W h kg-1 at the power density 





Figure A. 13 (a) Nyquist plot of the samples with frequency range of 0.01 Hz-100 kHz. Z’ and Z” 
stand for the real and the imaginary part of impedance, respectively; (b) the magnified plot showing 
the data in the high-frequency region in (a); (c) Ragone plot of samples. 
 
 
Table A.  1 Equivalent series resistance (Rs) and charge-transfer resistance (Rct) extracted from 
Nyquist plot shown in Figure A. 13 (b). 
Sample ID* 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Rs(ohm) 0.91 1.34 0.61 1.32 0.79 0.61 0.95 1.73 2.57 





























































































To explore the electrochemical nature of the enhanced Cs of rGO-Spacers samples, 
we studied the CV curves of the samples using a three-electrode setup. Pseudocapacitance 
of chemical species may appear as reversible redox peaks in CV of three-electrode setup. 
CV curves of the original spacers, rGO Bare, rGO Spacers and original spacers are plotted 
in one graph for convenient comparison (Figure A. 14). For Tri, two reversible redox 
humps at 0.13 V and 0.37 V are shown. The redox hump can be assigned to the reversible 
benzoid-quinoid structure conversion.[156] In the potential range of 0.8-1.0 V, a non-
reversible oxidation peak show up. The peak diminishes after several cycles. The behavior 
is characteristic of small aromatic amine molecules where the amino groups undergo 
anodic oxidation and subsequent polymerization through carbon-nitrogen bonds with other 
molecules.[157]  Similar humps of amino group oxidation are observed in the CV curves 
of Tetra, Naph15 and Naph18. In order to verify whether the spacers molecules could 
react with themselves during the hydrothermal reactions, control experiments were done 
where the spacers molecules were put in the reactor under the same condition without the 
presence of GO. After hydrothermal reaction without GO, the solution of the spacers 
remain their original color. Only trace amount of precipitation (less than 0.5 mg) could be 
filtered out from the solution. In contrast, as discussed in the experimental section, a large 
amount of hydrogel was produced in the GO-spacers reaction system and could be easily 
filtered out, while the filtrate solution was colorless, indicating most of amine spacers were 
in the hydrogel and few of them were left in the solvent. CV curves of the spacer solution 
after the reaction without GO (with 1 M H2SO4 as the electrolyte) show similar humps to 
the ones observed in their original CV curves. The retention of the major peaks of the 
spacers in the range of 0.8-1.0 V after hydrothermal reaction indicates that most of the 
primary amine groups in the amine molecules were unreacted during the hydrothermal 
reaction if GO were absent, and the spacers themselves are unlikely to form new chemical 
species, because the reaction between the amine spacer molecules themselves typically 
requires oxidative reagents, e.g. K2S2O8, which is absent in this paper. [158] CV curve of 
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rGO Bare shows broad redox bump at 0.52 V. In comparison, new redox peaks also show 
up at 0.14 V and 0.50 V for rGO Tri030, 0.24 V, 0.58 V and 0.84 V for rGO Tetra030, 0.51 
V for rGO Naph15030 and 0.52 V for Naph18030. The different positions of the bumps 
between the CV curves of rGO-Spacers samples and their precursors indicates that the 
capacitance of the samples is originated from the product of the reactions between the 
spacers and GO rather than themselves. The improved Cs value in the rGO-Spacers sample 
indicates the pivotal importance of engineering of the molecular structures of the spacers, 
which determines the pathway of the reactions and the structures of the final products. In 
this sense, the origin of the capacitance in rGO-Spacers is fundamentally different from 
graphene with other types of pseudocapacitant modifiers such as polyaniline and metal 
oxide which add their own pseudocapacitance to the whole electrode materials. 
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Figure A. 14 Cyclic voltammetry curve of amine spacers (magenta curves―), rGO Bare (black 
curves―), rGO Spacers (red curves―) and amines spacers after hydrothermal processing (yellow 
curves―) using three-electrode setup. 
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To elucidate the pathways of reactions between GO and the various spacers, we did 
further characterization of the samples. As a qualitative characterization, we conducted 
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) on the samples. As shown in Figure A. 15, rGO Bare 
shows a gradual weight loss from 25 oC due to the loss of absorbed moisture. After 355 oC, 
the rGO Bare started to decompose. In comparison, the samples with the addition of spacers 
show a much higher onset temperature of decomposition at 420 oC-520 oC. The low 
decomposition temperature of rGO Bare may be caused by a larger content of labile oxygen 





Figure A. 15 Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) curves of the samples under Air atmosphere. 
 
 
In order to obtain the quantity of the spacers that reacted with GO, we first analyzed 
the weight of the products after hydrothermal reactions. In all the experiments, the amount 
























of GO, solvent, HCl and Na2CO3 were fixed, while only the amount of each type of spacer 
varied as 0.15 mmol and 0.30 mmol. After hydrothermal reaction, the weight of GO 
reduced from 28.0 mg to 14.5 mg when no spacers was added. The product of this reaction, 
i.e. rGO Bare, was considered as a form of reduced graphene oxide where defects of 
oxygen-containing groups in GO were partially removed and the conjugated carbon 
network was partially recovered.[133] Assuming that in all the rGO Spacers the weight of 
reduced graphene is constant, we defined the term “weight gain” of the spacers as the 
difference between the final weight of the rGO Spacers sample and the weight of rGO Bare, 
i.e. 14.5 mg. Given the known molecular weight of each type of spacer, the quantity of 
“mole gain” can be obtained from the weight gain to estimate how many moles of the 
spacers reside in the final products. As shown in Table A.  2, the mole gain is 0.15 mmol 
in both rGO Tri015 and rGO Tetra015, equaling to the amount of Tri and Tetra added as 
the reactants. In rGO Tri030, the mole gain is 0.24, which is the highest among all the 
samples. The information from the mole gain reveals that the reactivity of Tri and Tetra 
are higher than that of Naph15 and Naph18. Also, when comparing the mole gain of rGO 
Tri015 and rGO Tri030, it can be found that the mole gain is not double when the amount 
of Tri as reactant is doubled. Samples with other spacers also show the same trend.  
 
 
Table A.  2 Weight of reactants and products in modification of GO 
Sample ID1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
GO Weight (mg)  28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 
Spacer Weight (mg) 0 29.4 58.8 32.1 64.3 23.7 47.5 23.7 47.5 
Spacer M.W.(g mol-1) 0 120.2 120.2 214.3 214.3 158.2 158.2 158.2 158.2 
Final Weight (mg)2 14.5 32 43.2 46.9 57.8 33 38 26.3 30 
rGO Weight (mg)3 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 
Weight Gain (mg)4 0 17.5 28.7 32.4 43.3 18.5 23.5 11.8 15.5 
Mole Gain (mmol)5 0 0.15 0.24 0.15 0.2 0.12 0.15 0.07 0.1 
Note: 
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1. The sample ID refer to: 1. rGO Bare; 2. rGO Tri015; 3. rGO Tri030; 4. rGO Tetr015; 5. 
rGO Tetra003; 6. rGO Naph15015; 7. rGO Naph15030; 8. rGO Naph18015; 9. rGO 
Naph18030; 
2. The final weight was averaged from products of three separate batches of reactions; 
3. Assuming that all the samples contain the sample amount of “graphene” rGO with that in 
rGO Bare; 
4. Weight Gain=Final Weight-rGO Weight; 
5. Mole Gain=Weight Gain/Spacer M. W, where M.W. stands for molecular weight. 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscope (XPS) was employed to provide more details in 
the chemical structures of the samples. As shown in the survey spectra (Figure A. 16), 
only C and O signals were observed from the curves of GO and rGO Bare, while C, N and 
O signals were found in other samples. The atomic ratio in each sample are derived from 
the survey spectra and listed in Table A.  3. For convenient comparison, the ratio of N and 
O are normalized to that of C. A similar quantity of mole gain of the spacers is also 
calculated based on the ratio of N to estimate the amount of spacer molecules in the rGO-
Spacers samples. When looking at the ratio of O, it is clear that the ratio of O reduces to 
half after hydrothermal reaction without addition of spacers. The result supports our 
previous statement that the oxygen-containing groups are to be removed during the 
hydrothermal reaction. Given the fact that the pH of the reaction mixture was 11, the major 
reactions in the case of rGO Bare should be those between GO and hydroxide ion (OH-), 
and/or the self-decomposition of GO.[159] For the rGO-Spacers samples, the atomic ratio 
of O is normalized to the ratio of C after deduction of those existed in the spacer molecules 
(referred to as Oat%’) to compare the quantity of O to that in rGO Bare. The Oat%’ of rGO 
Tri030 and rGO Tetra015 are lower than that of rGO Bare, while Oat% in other samples 
are higher than that of rGO Bare. The low ratio of O indicates a low density of defects in 
the graphene, which may explain the small Rs of rGO Tri030 and its outstanding specific 
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capacitance at discharge current density. By comparing the Oat%’ of the samples with the 
same type of spacers, it is noteworthy that adding a higher amount of spacers, except Tetra, 
in the hydrothermal reaction results in a lower content of O in the final product, suggesting 
that the spacers may facilitate the removal of oxygen-containing groups in GO. By using 
the atomic ratio of N, mole gains of the spacers in each sample were also calculated. The 
mole gains values deviate from that obtained from the weight measurement in Table A.  2, 
because the latter is calculated from the net weight gain by assuming the “rGO Bare” 
content in each sample is identical. The atomic ratio information from XPS manifests that 
the actual “rGO Bare” content is different in each samples due to the involvement of 
spacers during the removal of oxygen-containing groups. However, the mole gain of rGO 
Tri030 still ranks the highest while rGO Naph15015 and rGO Naph18015 is the lowest 




Figure A. 16 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) survey spectra of the samples. 
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Table A.  3 Atomic ratio of carbon (C), nitrogen (N) and oxygen (O) of the samples derived from 
X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) data. 
Sample ID1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Cat%2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Nat% 0 0 0.109 0.137 0.154 0.129 0.077 0.097 0.091 0.108 
Oat% 0.422 0.223 0.188 0.094 0.098 0.164 0.197 0.116 0.13 0.097 
Nat%’3 0 0 0.139 0.189 0.285 0.211 0.124 0.19 0.169 0.234 
Oat% 0.422 0.22 0.24 0.13 0.181 0.268 0.32 0.225 0.239 0.21 
Mole Gain4 0 0 0.077 0.128 0.117 0.114 0.078 0.122 0.078 0.107 
1. The sample ID refer to: 1. GO; 2. rGO Bare; 3. rGO Tri015; 4. rGO Tri030; 5. rGO 
Tetr015; 6. rGO Tetra003; 7. rGO Naph15015; 8. rGO Naph15030; 9. rGO Naph18015; 
10. rGO Naph18030. 
2. Cat%, Nat% and Oat% refer to the atomic ratio of C, N and O, respectively, derived from 
the XPS survey spectrum. The ratio of C is normalized to 1.0. The ratio of N and O is 
normalized to that of C. 
3. Nat%’ and Oat%’ refer to the atomic ratio of N and O, respectively, normalized to the 
ratio of C after deducting the content of C in the spacer molecules.   
4. Mole Gain=Final Weight×Nat%/[(mC×Cat%+mN×Nat%+mO×Oat%)×nN], where Final 
Weight refers to the final weight of the product. mC, mN and mO are the molar 
mass of C, N, O. nN is the number of N atoms per spacer molecule. 
High-resolution scans on C 1s, N 1s and O 1s peaks from XPS are further analyzed 
to elucidate the chemical species in the samples. As the reference, the curves of GO, rGO 
Bare and Naph15 were analyzed to obtain the binding energy of chemical species possibly 
involved in other samples (Figure A. 17). In GO, it has been widely accepted that the 
carbon atoms can be divided into those bonded to adjacent carbon atoms (C-C/C=C), to 
oxygen atoms through single bonds (C-O), to oxygen atoms in carbonyl groups of ketones 
and aldehydes (C=O) and to oxygen atoms in carboxylate groups (-O-C=O).[160] In the 
high resolution C1s XPS spectrum of GO (Figure A. 17), the overall curve was fitted by 
four peaks at binding energy of 284.5 eV (C-C/C=C), 286.5 eV (C-O), 287.9 eV (C=O) 
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and 289.0 eV (-O-C=O). The C 1s spectrum of rGO Bare is also fitted by the same peaks. 
Apparently, the prominent peaks of oxygen-contain species in GO were significantly 
reduced in rGO Bare, in consistent with the drop of oxygen atomic ratio from the survey 
spectrum. Further, we fitted the C1s spectrum of Naph15 which contains only C atoms in 
the naphthalene ring without bonding to amino groups (C-C/C=C) and two equivalent C 
atoms bonding to amino groups (C-N). A peak at 285.5 eV is assigned to C-N. The 
existence of C-N peak at 285.5 eV is evident when comparing the C1s spectra of Naph15 
and that of rGO Bare which contains no C-N. A bump at ~290.0 eV can be observed in the 
C 1s spectrum of Naph15 as well, which can be assigned as a satellite peak caused by the 
π-π* transition of the aromatic cores.[161] The high-resolution XPS peaks of rGO-Spacers 
samples are shown in Figure A. 18-Figure A. 21.  
By comparing the C 1s peak of rGO Bare with those of rGO-Spacers, it is clear that 
C-N peak can be found in peak of all the rGO-Spacers samples. For the N 1s peak, Naph15 
was used as the reference where all the N atoms exist in the chemically equivalent primary 
amine groups (-NH2). The signal of the N in the primary amine group appears as one slim 
peak at 399.2 eV. N 1s of Tetra and Naph18 also show similar features. For Tri, since 
some of the amino groups are protonated, another peak of –NH3
+ appears at 400.8 eV.  
In comparison to those of the spacers themselves, N 1s peaks of all the rGO-Spacers 
samples shows an evident shoulder peak at 400.2 eV, which can be assigned to the 
secondary amino group (-NH-).[162] The appearance of the secondary amino group is 
more evident when comparing the N 1s signal of rGO-Spacers with that of Naph15, which 
strongly shows that some of the primary amino groups in the spacers are covalently bonded 
to carbon atoms in graphene sheets, given the fact the reactions between the spacers are 
less possibly as shown in the three-electrode CV measurement (Figure A. 14). The O1s 
peaks of the rGO-Spacers sample also show distinctive features compared to that of rGO 
Bare. The O1s peak of rGO Bare shows two components at 531.1 eV and 533.2 eV with 
similar integrated area. The two components can be assigned to the C-O and C=O 
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species.[163] In all the rGO-Spacers, the integrated area of C-O components significantly 
drops relative to that of C=O components. The different contents of C-O and C=O in rGO 
Bare and rGO-Spacers further indicate that the removal of oxygen-containing groups in 
GO was caused from the spacers. The atomic ratio of –NH2, -NH-, C-O and C=O species 
is calculated based on the integrated area of corresponding peaks and the normalized 
atomic ratio Nat%’ and Oat%’ obtained in Table A.  4. From the low content of C-O in rGO 
Tri030, its low Rs could be explained by a maximized removal of C-O defects in the 
graphene sheets accompanied by the recovery of the conjugated carbon network, since the 
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Figure A. 18 High-resolution C1s (a), N1s (b) and O1s (c) XPS spectra of GO, rGO Bare, rGO 




Figure A. 19 High-resolution C1s (a), N1s (b) and O1s (c) XPS spectra of GO, rGO Bare, rGO 
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Figure A. 20 High-resolution C1s (a), N1s (b) and O1s (c) XPS spectra of GO, rGO Bare, rGO 




Figure A. 21 High-resolution C1s (a), N1s (b) and O1s (c) XPS spectra of GO, rGO Bare, rGO 
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Table A.  4 Ratio of chemical species from high-resolution N 1s and O 1s peak 
Sample ID1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 0 0.091 0.118 0.186 0.203 0.066 0.115 0.105 0.153 
-NH- 0.000 0.048 0.071 0.1 0.069 0.058 0.075 0.063 0.082 
C-O3 0.127 0.139 0.067 0.089 0.105 0.191 0.132 0.175 0.114 
C=O 0.078 0.086 0.054 0.093 0.066 0.108 0.081 0.056 0.096 
1. The sample ID refer to: 1. rGO Bare; 2. rGO Tri015; 3. rGO Tri030; 4. rGO Tetr015; 5. 
rGO Tetra003; 6. rGO Naph15015; 7. rGO Naph15030; 8. rGO Naph18015; 9. rGO 
Naph18030; 
2. The ratio of –NH2=Nat%’ ×A(-NH2)/[A(-NH2) +A(-NH-)], where Nat%’ is defined in Table 
A.3, A(-NH2) and A(-NH-) are the integrated area of peaks corresponding to –NH2 and –
NH-, respectively. The ratio of –NH- is calculated similarly. 
3. The ratio of –C-O=Oat%’ ×A(-C-O)/[A(-C-O) +A(-C=O)+A(H2O)], where Oat%’ is defined 
in Table A.4, A(-C-O), A(-C=O) and A(H2O) are the integrated area of peaks 




The chemical bonds can be further revealed by FTIR shown in Figure A. 22-Figure 
A. 25 . As the reference, the FTIR spectrum of GO shows typical O-H stretch as a very 
broad peak from 3500-2800 cm-1. The C-H stretching peaks show up at 2919 cm-1 and 
2852 cm-1. The stretching peaks of C=O and C=C appear at 1727 cm-1 and 1616 cm-1. The 
stretching of C-O in epoxy groups can be located at 1230 cm-1, and C-O in C-OH at 1060 
cm-1. The bending of C-O in epoxy groups can be found at 830 cm-1.[164] After reduction, 
the O-H peak at 3500-3000 cm-1 is still observable, while the carbonyl peak at 1727 cm-1 
is inconspicuous. The peaks around 1060 cm-1 can be assigned as the C-O peaks. The curve 
of Tri possesses a broad peak from 3500-2600 cm-1 from N-H stretch in the amino and 
protonated amino groups. The scissoring and wagging of N-H appear at 1620 cm-1 and 844 
cm-1, respectively. The stretching of C=C and C-N show up at 1550-1400 cm-1 and 1201 
cm-1. The spectra of Tetra, Naph15 and Naph18 also show corresponding peaks. After 
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reaction of GO with spacers, the broad peak at 3500-3000 cm-1 from O-H/N-H stretching 
and 2960-2850 cm-1 from C-H stretching can still be observed in the rGO-Spacers samples. 
Compared to the spectrum of rGO Bare, a new sharp peak around at 1730 cm-1 arises in 
that of rGO Tri, similar peaks also show up in the spectra of rGO Tetra, rGO Naph15 and 
rGO Naph18. Judging from the position, peaks at this range can be assigned as the 
stretching of C=O. Other new peaks at around 1620 cm-1 for scissoring of N-H and 840 
cm-1 for wagging for N-H can also be observed in these samples, supporting the 
incorporation of spacers in this materials. On the other hand, the prominent peak at 1060 
cm-1 for C-O in the curve of rGO Bare is obscure in the spectra of the rGO-Spacers samples. 
The higher intensity of C=O and lower intensity of C-O in FTIR spectra of rGO-Spacers 
samples are consistent with their XPS O1s spectra.  
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Figure A. 22 Fourier-transform infrared spectra (FTIR) of GO, Tri, rGO Bare, rGO Tri. 
(a)













































Figure A. 23 FTIR of GO, Tetra, rGO Bare, rGO Tetra015 and rGO Tetra030. 
(b)













































Figure A. 24 FTIR of GO, Naph15, rGO Bare, rGO Naph15015 and rGO Naph15030. 





























































































Raman spectroscopy was also employed to study the structural variations of the 
samples (Figure A. 26). The graphene oxide precursor shows D peak at 1359 cm-1 and G 
peak at 1602 cm-1 of graphitic structures. After hydrothermal reaction, rGO Bare shows the 
D and G peaks at 1360 cm-1 and 1599 cm-1, respectively. The ratio of ID/IG increases from 
GO to rGO Bare, indicating more conjugated regions of sp2 hybridized carbon with smaller 
area were generated during the hydrothermal reaction. The spacer molecule Tri shows 
peaks at 1235 cm-1 for C-N stretch, 1401 cm-1  and 1550 cm-1 for C=C stretch in benzene 
rings. A broad peak at 1510 cm-1 may be assigned to stretch of C-C and C-N+  [165]. In 
Raman spectra of rGO Tri015 and rGO Tri030, two major peaks near the D peak and G 
peak of rGO Bare are observed. We name these two peak as D peak and G peak as well. 
However, the D peaks in rGO Tri015 and rGO Tri030 are increasingly broadened. The G 
peak in rGO Tri015 is broadened, while a new peak at 1507 cm-1 near the G peak of rGO 
Tri030 arises. The downshift of the G peak has been reported when the N atoms were 
incorporated into the conjugated system of graphene.[140, 166] Also a shoulder peak 
around 1200 cm-1 can be observed in rGO Tri015 and becomes more prominent in rGO 
Tri030. The peak position coincides with the C-N stretch at 1235 cm-1, indicating the 
existence of C-N in the two samples. The downshifting of G peak were also observed in 
Raman spectra of rGO Tetra015 and rGO Tetra030, as well as the shoulder peak around 
1200 cm-1. In comparison, the spectrum of Tetra shows C-N stretch at 1194 cm-1, C-C 
stretch of the benzene ring at 1344 and 1600 cm-1. No peak at 1530 cm-1 can be observed 
in the spectra of Tetra. Therefore, the shifted G peak at this position in rGO Tetra015 and 
rGO Tetra030 suggests that new chemical structures other than the rGO Bare or the original 
Tetra exist in these samples. Again, the shoulder bump around 1200 cm-1 also appeared in 
rGO Tetra015 and rGO Tetra030. Overall, Tri and Tetra render the valleys between D and 
G peaks getting higher, resulting in two bumps appearing less distinct. In comparison, the 
D and G peaks in rGO Naph15015, rGO Naph15030, rGO Naph18015 and rGO 
Naph18030 are only broadened without significant shift. The difference in Raman spectra 
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tell us that Tri and Tetra have a stronger capability than Naph15 and Naph18 in forming 
new conjugated systems with GO. 
 
Figure A. 26 Raman spectra of the samples. 
 
 



















































































































UV-visible spectra of the samples were used to analyze the chemical structures 
from the aspect of their conjugated systems (Figure A. 27). rGO Bare exhibits one major 
absorption peak at 260 nm and a broad tail in the higher wavelength region, which can be 
assigned to the π- π* transition of the conjugated carbon network (indicated by the black 
arrows).[167] The spacer molecules, Tetra, Naph15 and Naph18, show absorption peaks 
at 247 nm, 264 nm and 266 nm from π- π* transition of biphenyl and naphthalene rings, 
with shoulder peaks at 20-40 nm higher wavelength corresponding to the n-π* transition 
from the lone-pair electrons of the conjugated –NH2 groups. For Tri, since its HCl salt 
form is used and some of the –NH2 groups are protonated, in addition to the peak at 264 
nm of π- π* transition and the shoulder peak, two strong peaks at 457 nm and 489 nm 
appear, which can be assigned to the characteristically localized polaron of the protonated 
–NH2 groups (i.e-NH3
+) in aromatic amines.[168] For the rGO-Spacers, the π- π* peaks 
locate at 268 nm for rGO Tri015 and rGO Tri030, 279 nm for rGO Tetra015, 300 nm for 
rGO Tetra030, 264 nm for rGO Naph15015 and rGO Naph15030, 266 nm for rGO 
Naph18015 and Naph18030. These peaks were red shifted and broadened compared to that 
of rGO Bare. The red-shifting and broadening of the π- π* peaks indicate that the spacers 
may be either covalently bonded to or closely stacked to the carbon network of the 
graphene. With the existence of amino groups, the spacers have a high electron density, 
while the graphene oxide sheets a have lower electron density.[169] Introduction of the 
spacers may effectively increase the electron density of the conjugated system in graphene 
and induce the red shift of the absorption peak. Also, broad humps showed up around 489 
nm for rGO Tri015 and rGO Tri030, 458 nm for rGO Tetra015 and rGO Ttetra030, 336 
nm for rGO Naph15015 and Naph15030, 512 nm for rGO Naph18015 and rGO 
Naph18030. The broad peaks are characteristic charge transfer peaks between the electron-
rich spacers (electron donor) and graphene oxide sheets (electron acceptor), which occurs 
when the electron donors and acceptors are closely attached (~4 Å or below).[170]    
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Figure A. 27 UV-vis spectra of the samples. 
 
 
To confirm the effect of spacers on increasing the spacing between graphene sheets, 
the XRD patterns of the samples were collected (Figure A. 28). A sharp peak at 18o show 
up in all the rGO-Spacers sample, which is caused from the PTFE binder. As the reference, 
GO shows a sharp peak at 10.5o, corresponding to an interlayer distance (d) of 0.85 nm, 
which forms from the oxygen containing functional groups on GO such as hydroxyl, 
carboxyl and epoxide groups. After reduction, the major peak shifts to 24.8o (d=0.36 nm, 
referred to as A peak), which corresponds to the stacking of graphene sheets by removal of 
those oxygen containing groups. Since the oxygen-containing functional groups is partially 
removed, the graphene sheets stack much closer in rGO Bare compared to those in GO. 



















































































































For rGO Tri015, the A peak shifts to 26.6o (d=0.33 nm), while a new broad peak at 10.5o 
(d=0.84 nm) arises (referred to as B peak). For rGO Tri030, the A and B peaks locate at 
26.6o (d=0.33 nm) and 8.0o (d=1.1 nm). The position of peaks in other samples are listed 
in Table A.  5. Peak B can be found in rGO Naph15015, rGO Naph15030 and rGO 
Naph18030. The emergence of peak B indicates a new stacking form of graphene sheets 
exist in these samples with increased interlayer distance compared to that in rGO Bare, 
which can be assigned to the effect of spacers on the sheets, since the peak are not present 
in GO, rGO Bare as well as the spacers themselves. In rGO Tetra015 and rGO Tetra030, 
peak B are not obvious. However, peak A in these two samples are very broad and shallow, 
indicating that the graphene sheets are stacked in a much more random manner. The 
interlayer distance derived from peak B coincide with the trend of the axial dimension of 
the spacer molecules along the amino groups (Figure A. 29), suggesting that the emergence 
of B can be correlated to the spacing effect of spacers. Besides peak B, peak A also appears 
in all the XRD patterns of rGO-Spacers samples, but with higher angles (i.e. smaller 
interlayer distance). The existence of peak A in these samples indicates that there are some 
spacer-free regions on the graphene sheets, so they stack in a similar way as rGO Bare 
does. Since less oxygen-containing groups are present in this region, the interlayer distance 
is even smaller than that in rGO Bare. 
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Figure A. 28 X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the samples. 

















































































Figure A. 29 Schematic molecular structures and dimension of Tri, Tetra, Naph15 and Naph18 








Table A.  5 Position of peaks in XRD patterns and corresponding interlayer spacing1 
Sample ID2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
2θ/deg 
10.3 24.8 10.5 8 6.1 4.5 9.1 8.2 7.2  
  26.6 26.6 25.4 25.4 26 26 25.7 26 
        31.9 31.9         
d/Å 
8.6 3.6 8.4 11 14.5 19.6 9.7 10.8 12.3  
  3.3 3.3 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.4 
        2.8 2.8         
1. d=λ/2sinθ, where λ is the wavelength of the X-ray. Here λ=1.54 Å; 
2. The sample ID refer to: 1. GO; 2. rGO Bare; 3. rGO Tri015; 4. rGO Tri030; 5. rGO 
Tetr015; 6. rGO Tetra003; 7. rGO Naph15015; 8. rGO Naph15030; 9. rGO Naph18015; 
10. rGO Naph18030; 
 
 
Based on the characterization results discussed above, we proposed the reaction 
pathway between GO and spacers (Figure A. 30). As mentioned earlier, during the 
reaction, GO can undergo self-decomposition, reactions with OH- and reactions with amino 
groups in spacers (Figure A. 30 (a)). It has long been known that OH- can remove the 
carboxylic groups (Figure A. 30 (b)) as well as open the epoxide rings at an elevated 
temperature ((Figure A. 30 (c)).[171] The disappearance of the C=O peak at 1730 cm-1 in 
the FTIR spectrum of rGO Bare indicates that the carboxylic groups were effectively 
removed by OH-. Also, the FTIR spectra of GO and rGO Bare showed similar peaks of -
C-O-C- and C-O peaks in the 1000-1200 cm-1 region, implying that fewer –C-O-C and C-
O were removed by OH- compared to carboxylic groups. When the spacers were added 
during the reactions, sharp carbonyl peaks around 1730 cm-1 were together with peaks 
around 1620 cm-1. These peaks can be assigned to the C=O stretching in unreacted 
carboxylate groups or the amide group formed by condensation between carboxylic group 
in GO and amino groups (Figure A. 30 (d)). On the other hand, the C-O and C-O-C peaks 
in the 1000-1200 cm-1 region can be distinguished from those in GO and rGO Bare, 
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possibly caused by the ring opening of epoxide groups by amino groups (Figure A. 30 (e)). 
The bonding between spacers and GO through ring open of epoxide can generate spacer 
moieties that protrude out of the graphene sheets and effectively increase the interlayer 
spacing. In addition to the possible reactions proposed here, the characterization results in 
this report do not exclude other reaction pathways such as the formation of heterocycles 
between spacers and the carboxylate group on GO (Figure A. 30 (f)), as reported 
previously.[139] Although the occurrence of these reactions are evident in the reaction of 
GO with the four types of spacers, the reactivity of these spacers are different, which is 
shown in the weight measurement of the rGO-Spacers as well as the atomic ratio 
measurement from XPS. The different degrees of reactivity of the spacers may be 
explained by their molecular structures: in Tri, the size of the aromatic core, i.e. the 
benzene ring, is the smallest compared to the biphenyl ring in Tetra as well as naphthalene 
ring in Naph15 and Naph18. The larger aromatic core may reduce the electron density in 
the amino groups due to the conjugation effect [171] and result in a weaker reactivity in 
the nucleophilic ring opening reaction in Figure A. 30 (e). Furthermore, the existence of 
8-H atom in Naph15 and 8-NH2 group in Naph18 may place steric hindrance to the 
reaction to 1-NH2 group, further reducing its reactivity. Therefore we observed the relation 
of mole gain as rGO Tri>rGO Tetra~rGO Naph15>rGO Naph18 in Table A.3 and Table 
A.4, as well as the relation of Cs at a low scan rate of rGO Tri>rGO Tetra~rGO 
Naph15>rGO Naph18. In this sense, amine molecules with smaller aromatic cores, such as 
benzene rings or even five-member rings, could be regarded as preferred molecular spacers 
in future studies for ever higher Cs. Meanwhile, given the above findings, it is possible to 
further increase the Cs by promoting the reactivity of amine spacers through optimization 
other parameters in the reactions, such as the solvent, pH value, temperature and ionic 
strength.   
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In conclusion, one-step hydrothermal reactions have been conducted between GO 
and four types of amine spacers. The rGO-Spacers samples show crumpled thin sheets 
morphology in micrometer scale under SEM and TEM, while the spacer molecules were 
found to disperse uniformly on the sheets by EDS mapping. Chemical reactions and 
covalent bonding formation between GO spacers and the spacers are supported by results 












was demonstrated by XRD. Among those spacer, Tri shows the highest reactivity as 
evidenced in the molar gain value from weight measurement and XPS element 
compositions analysis. The Cs of graphene-based supercapacitors can be effectively 
enhanced with addition of molecular spacers. Among the rGO-Spacers samples, rGO 
Tri030 shows the highest specific capacitance of 612 F/g at 2 mV/s in the CV measurement, 
597 F/g at 0.5 A/g and 512 F/g at 10 A/g in the CD measurement. rGO Tri030 also shows 
the lowest Rs and Rct. Excellent capacitance retention of 97% was achieved after 10,000 
CD cycles. Unlike the previously reported graphene electrode with pseudocapacitive 
materials, e.g. polyaniline and metal oxide, here the enhanced specific capacitance was 
found originated from a synergistic effect of molecular spacing as well as 
pseudocapacitance of spacer-graphene compounds, rather than from the spacers 
themselves. From the results of these comparative study, it is clear that the engineering of 
the molecular structures plays the pivotal role in value of Cs. The findings provide guidance 
to achieve even higher Cs by optimization of the molecular structures of the spacers to 
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